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Abstract
With the recent growth of social media platforms and the human desire to
interact with the digital world a lot of human-human and human-device in-
teraction data is getting generated every second. With the boom of the Inter-
net of Things (IoT) devices, a lot of device-device interactions are also now
on the rise. All these interactions are nothing but a representation of how
the underlying network is connecting different entities over time. These in-
teractions when modeled as an interaction network presents a lot of unique
opportunities to uncover interesting patterns and to understand the dynam-
ics of the network. Understanding the dynamics of the network is very im-
portant because it encapsulates the way we communicate, socialize, consume
information and get influenced. To this end, in this PhD thesis, we focus on
analyzing an interaction network to understand how the underlying network
is being used. We define interaction network as a sequence of time-stamped
interactions E over edges of a static graph G=(V, E). Interaction networks can
be used to model many real-world networks for example, in a social net-
work or a communication network, each interaction over an edge represents
an interaction between two users, e.g., emailing, making a call, re-tweeting,
or in case of the financial network an interaction between two accounts to
represent a transaction.
We analyze interaction network under two settings. In the first setting,
we study interaction network under a sliding window model. We assume
a node could pass information to other nodes if they are connected to them
using edges present in a time window. In this model, we study how the im-
portance or centrality of a node evolves over time. In the second setting, we
put additional constraints on how information flows between nodes. We as-
sume a node could pass information to other nodes only if there is a temporal
path between them. To restrict the length of the temporal paths we consider
a time window in this approach as well. We apply this model to solve the
time-constrained influence maximization problem. By analyzing the interac-
tion network data under our model we find the top-k most influential nodes.
We test our model both on human-human interaction using social network
data as well as on location-location interaction using location-based social
v
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network(LBSNs) data. In the same setting, we also mine temporal cyclic
paths to understand the communication patterns in a network. Temporal
cycles have many applications and appear naturally in communication net-
works where one person posts a message and after a while reacts to a thread
of reactions from peers on the post. In financial networks, on the other hand,
the presence of a temporal cycle could be indicative of certain types of fraud.
We provide efficient algorithms for all our analysis and test their efficiency
and effectiveness on real-world data.
Finally, given that many of the algorithms we study have huge compu-
tational demands, we also studied distributed graph processing algorithms.
An important aspect of these algorithms is to correctly partition the graph
data between different machines. A lot of research has been done on efficient
graph partitioning strategies but there is no one good partitioning strategy
for all kind of graphs and algorithms. Choosing the best partitioning strategy
is nontrivial and is mostly a trial and error exercise. To address this prob-
lem we provide a cost model based approach to give a better understanding




Con el reciente crecimiento de las redes sociales y el deseo humano de in-
teractuar con el mundo digital, una gran cantidad de datos de interacción
humano-a-humano o humano-a-dispositivo se generan cada segundo. Con el
auge de los dispositivos IoT, las interacciones dispositivo-a-dispositivo tam-
bién están en alza. Todas estas interacciones no son más que una repre-
sentación de como la red subyacente conecta distintas entidades en el tiempo.
Modelar estas interacciones en forma de red de interacciones presenta una
gran cantidad de oportunidades únicas para descubrir patrones interesantes
y entender la dinamicidad de la red. Entender la dinamicidad de la red
es clave ya que encapsula la forma en la que comunicamos, socializamos,
consumimos información y somos influenciados. Para ello, en esta tesis doc-
toral, nos centramos en analizar una red de interacciones para entender como
la red subyacente es usada. Definimos una red de interacciones como una se-
quencia de interacciones grabadas en el tiempo E sobre aristas de un grafo
estático G  pV, Eq. Las redes de interacción se pueden usar para mod-
elar gran cantidad de aplicaciones reales, por ejemplo en una red social o
de comunicaciones cada interacción sobre una arista representa una interac-
ción entre dos usuarios (correo electrónico, llamada, retweet), o en el caso
de una red financiera una interacción entre dos cuentas para representar una
transacción.
Analizamos las redes de interacción bajo múltiples escenarios. En el
primero, estudiamos las redes de interacción bajo un modelo de ventana
deslizante. Asumimos que un nodo puede mandar información a otros no-
dos si estan conectados utilizando aristas presentes en una ventana temporal.
En este modelo, estudiamos cómo la importancia o centralidad de un nodo
evoluciona en el tiempo. En el segundo escenario añadimos restricciones
adicionales respecto cómo la información fluye entre nodos. Asumimos que
un nodo puede mandar información a otros nodos solo si existe un camino
temporal entre ellos. Para restringir la longitud de los caminos temporales
también asumimos una ventana temporal. Aplicamos este modelo para re-
solver el problema de maximización de influencia restringido temporalmente.
Analizando los datos de la red de interacción bajo nuestro modelo intenta-
vii
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mos descubrir los k nodos más influyentes. Examinamos nuestro modelo
en interacciones humano-a-humano, usando datos de redes sociales, como
en ubicación-a-ubicación usando datos de redes sociales basades en local-
ización (LBSNs). En el mismo escenario también minamos caminos cíclicos
temporales para entender los patrones de comunicación en una red. Existen
múltiples aplicaciones para coclos temporales y aparecen naturalmente en re-
des de comunicación donde una persona envía un mensaje y después de un
tiempo reacciona a una cadena de reacciones de compañeros en el mensaje.
En redes financieras, por otro lado, la presencia de un ciclo temporal puede
indicar ciertos tipos de fraude. Proponemos algoritmos eficientes para todos
nuestros análisis y evaluamos su eficiencia y efectividad en datos reales.
Finalmente, dado que muchos de los algoritmos estudiados tienen una
gran demanda computacional, también estudiamos los algoritmos de proce-
sado distribuido de grafos. Un aspecto importante de estos algoritmos es
el de correctamente particionar los datos del grafo entre distintas máquinas.
Gran cantidad de investigación se ha realizado en estrategias para particionar
eficientemente un grafo, pero no existe un particionamento bueno para todos
los tipos de grafos y algoritmos. Escoger la mejor estrategia de partición no
es trivial y es mayoritariamente un ejercicio de prueba y error. Para abordar
este problema, proporcionamos un modelo de costes para dar un mejor en-
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1 Background and Motivation
Graphs play an important role in many application domains. For example, in
social media, graph analysis is done to detect the latest trending topic [8, 15]
or to provide recommendation services [61]. In microblog sites, the represen-
tation of the interaction between different users and the topics they discuss
as a graph helps in identifying seed users for viral marketing by studying
the information propagation in the network [72, 28]. In computer networks,
simulating the action logs of users as a subgraph mining problem can help
to detect threats and anomalies [5, 111]. Web graph mining is used to make
search more efficient and relevant [84]. Netflix uses graph based machine
learning algorithms for movie recommendations [26]. Road network graph
analysis is used for traffic control and monitoring in real time. People, de-
vices, processes and other entities are more connected than at any other point
in history.
In contrast to earlier works on dynamic graphs [4, 88, 13], we do not
study the structural evolution of networks, but rather how they are being
used. Consider for instance a road network. Most of the existing work on
dynamic graphs would study how the network evolves; which new roads
are added, or become blocked, and how does this for instance influence the
reachability of nodes over time. We, however, are interested in interactions,
for instance, how cars are using this network. Typical problems we study
involve monitoring which roads are used more intensely, what are popular
routes, how does the usage of the network evolve over time. Therefore, we
model an interaction network as a pair (V,E ), where V are nodes, and E is
a set of triples pv, w, tq indicating that v interacted with w at time t, t is a
natural number representing a time stamp. Interaction networks can be used
in many different contexts:
1
Chapter 1. Thesis Summary
Fig. 1.1: A toy interaction network, and three snapshot graphs with a window size of 3.
• friends in a social network that interact, for instance by sending per-
sonal messages, or replying to a post;
• retweet networks where a mention or a retweet of another user can be
considered an interaction;
• a car that travels on a road segment from v to w at time t;
• two proteins that interact at a time t in a biological interaction network.
Traditional dynamic network approaches would either transform this data
into either a sequence of graph snapshots and process every snapshot, con-
sisting of all edges that were active within the snapshot, or would consider
an interaction (v,w,t) as an edge addition from v to w at time t, and ignore re-
peating edges. In our work, however, we do want to consider the full dynamic
nature of the interaction graph including the exact order of between interac-
tions and the repetition of interactions. In this context several problems arise
naturally, we present the details of the research problems we addressed in
the next section.
1.1 Research Problems and Challenges
In this thesis, we study an interaction network in two different settings. The
first setting is inspired by the sliding window model [39] from data streams.
In this model, as the window slides over the edge stream a new snapshot of
the graph is formed. For example, consider the illustration given in Figure 1.1
of an edge stream over the set of nodes V  ta, b, c, d, eu. The numbers on
the edges denote the time of interactions over the edges. Let the window
length be 3. The snapshot graphs Gptq at times t  3, 4, 5 are also depicted in
Figure 1.1. The snapshot graphs at time t for a window ω represents a graph
consisting of edges formed by the interactions happening between time t
and time tω. Under this sliding window model we address the following
research problem:
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• [Research Problem 1] Efficient estimation of neighborhood profiles
in a sliding window graph stream model: Classical approaches to an-
alyze a static graph using measures of node centrality such as PageR-
ank, degree centrality or betweenness centrality is also quite interesting
to analyze in a streaming interaction network model. One approach
is to run the static version of the algorithm on the new graph snap-
shot. However, as the graph snapshots update very frequently with
every new interaction, re-computation could be too costly. Hence, re-
cent studies [102, 10] have focused on creating incremental algorithms
which could re-compute the new measures for the new graph snapshot
using just the new set of interaction and reusing the old values from the
earlier snapshots. Inspired by these approaches, we focus on a similar
problem of estimating neighborhood profiles of all the nodes in an in-
teraction network over a sliding window. The neighborhood profile of
vertex v for a distance r is defined as the number of vertices at distance
r from vertex v. The distance between two vertices u and v, dGpu, vq, is
defined as the length of the shortest path from u to v. For example, in
the snapshot graphs in Figure 1.1, the neighborhood profile of vertex a
for distance 2 is 1(d), 0, 1(e) respectively for the three snapshots. If r  1
neighborhood profile is the same as the degree of a vertex. Maintain-
ing the neighborhood profile over time has applications in modeling
network evolution and monitoring the importance of the vertices of the
network [92, 19].
Unlike the previous setting in which we focused on a sliding window
model, in this setting, we analysis the entire interaction log to study informa-
tion flow patterns in the network. There are three research problems which
we study under this setting:
• [Research Problem 2 and 3] Activity-Driven Influence Maximization
in Social Networks: Understanding how information propagates in a
network has a broad range of applications like viral marketing [99], epi-
demiology and outdoor marketing [104]. For example, imagine a com-
puter games company that has a budget to hand out samples of their
new product to 50 gamers, and want to do so in a way that achieves
maximal exposure. In that situation, the company would like to target
those customers that have the maximal influence on social media. For
this purpose, they monitor interactions between gamers and learn from
these interactions which gamers are the most influential. Notice that
for the company it is also important that the selected people are not
only influential but that their combined influence should be maximal;
selecting 50 highly influential gamers in the same sub-community is
less effective than targeting potentially less influential users but from
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different communities. This example is an instance of the Influence max-
imization problem [99], whose common ingredients are: a graph in which
the nodes represent users of a social network, an information propaga-
tion model, and a target number of seed nodes that need to be identified
such that they jointly maximize the influence spread in the network un-
der the given propagation model.
All previous works share one property: they are based on probabilis-
tic models and if activity data is used, it is only to indirectly estimate
model parameters. Recently, however, new, model-independent and
purely data-driven methods have emerged [53]. Under this data-driven
approach, we study the Influence Maximization problem using interac-
tion network data. We study the problem both from a viral marketing
perspective by studying user-user interaction in a social network (Re-
search Problem 2) and also from an outdoor marketing perspective by
studying user-location interaction in a location-based social network
(Research Problem 3).
• [Research Problem 4] Cyclic pattern detection in interaction networks:
Continuing the work on information flow mining in interaction net-
works, next we focused on using the information flow patterns to find
interesting events in the network or to characterize networks based on
the occurrence frequency of these patterns in the network. Recently,
Paranjape et al. [94] introduced an algorithm for counting the num-
ber of occurrences of a given temporal motif in a temporal network.
In their paper, the authors show that data sets from different domains
have significantly different motif counts, showing that temporal motifs
are useful for capturing differences in temporal behavior. As an exten-
sion of this work, we focus on efficiently finding cyclic patterns in an
interaction network. Cycles appear naturally in many problem settings.
For instance, in logistics if the interactions represent resources being
moved between facilities, a cycle may indicate an optimization oppor-
tunity by reducing excessive relocation of resources; in stock trading,
cyclic patterns may indicate attempts to artificially create high trading
volumes; and in financial transaction, data cycles could be associated
with specific types of fraud. The potential of cycles in the context of
fraud detection has already been acknowledged [58]. Detecting or enu-
merating cycles in a directed static graph has already been studied for
decades [63]. The existing algorithms for enumerating cycles in static
graphs, however, do not directly apply to temporal networks. Hence,
we address this problem of detecting and enumerating temporal cycles
in an interaction network.
Lastly, we also looked into distributed graph processing and challenges
involved with supporting distributed graph processing for dynamic graphs
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or temporal graphs. Using incremental stream-based algorithms as we stud-
ied in research problem 1 is an efficient way to handle large graph streams.
However, distributing the computation on multiple machines is also a popu-
lar approach to handle large graphs [106, 82]. Next, we discuss the specific
research problem we addressed in this area:
• [Research Problem 5] Distributed graph processing for temporal graphs:
There are multiple distributed graph processing systems proposed in
literature such as Spark GraphX [123], GraphLab [82], PowerGraph [50],
Trinity [106], Apache Giraph [2] to partition the graph data over dif-
ferent systems and manage the memory usage and computation time.
This approach works on the principle of divide and conquers by di-
viding the computation and data between different machines. For a
graph, however, correctly partitioning of data between different ma-
chines, to avoid too much communication and balancing the compu-
tation at the same time, is far more complicated than for a data-set
consisting of independent records. For dynamic graphs, the graph par-
titioning needs to be done again and again as the graph evolves, mak-
ing the problem of graph partitioning even more challenging. There are
many partitioning strategies proposed in the literature for performing
efficient graph computations on distributed graph computing (DGC)
systems [95, 65, 24, 68]. Despite the abundance of partitioning strate-
gies, however, there exist relatively little guidelines for selecting the
best one depending on the algorithm to run and the characteristics of
the graph on which the algorithm will be run. Verma et al. in [114]
attempt to address this question with an experimental comparison of
different partitioning strategies on three different DGC systems. This
comparison leads to many interesting insights but unfortunately, lacks
theoretical justification for why one partitioning strategy outperforms
another for some specific combination of graph characteristics and algo-
rithm. In this PhD thesis, we exactly tackle this problem of the absence
of a good theoretical justification by looking into a cost model-based
approach.
2 Thesis Overview
In this section, we give a brief overview of the contribution of this PhD thesis
on the five research problems identified earlier. For details on the formal
problem description, solution framework and experimental results we refer
readers to the corresponding chapters. Below is a mapping of the research
problems and the corresponding chapters:
• Efficient estimation of neighborhood profiles in a sliding window graph
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stream model: The problem is addressed in detail in Chapter 2.
• User-User interaction in social networks: The problem is addressed in
detail in Chapter 3
• Location-Location interaction in Location based social networks: The
problem is addressed in detail in Chapter 4.
• Cyclic pattern detection in interaction networks: The problem is ad-
dressed in detail in Chapter 5.
• Distributed graph processing for temporal graphs: The problem is ad-
dressed in detail in Chapter 6.
2.1 Efficient estimation of neighborhood profiles in a sliding
window graph stream model
We study the problem of maintaining the neighborhood profile of each node
of an interaction network. In particular, we are interested in maintaining a
data structure that allows to efficiently answer queries of the type “how many
nodes are within distance r from node v at time t for a window ω?”. We call it
r-neighborhood profile of a node and present the first incremental algorithm
for maintaining it for a temporal graph. The central notion of the algorithm
is to maintain a summary of all promising paths of length less than or equal
to r between two nodes u and v. A path between u and v is promising if all
other shorter length paths between u and v have smaller horizon. The horizon
of a path between two nodes u and v is the timestamp of the oldest edge
in the path from u to v. For every vertex u at timestamp t the algorithm
maintains r summaries (Sut ris) of horizon of promising paths. The horizon
between two nodes u and v for a length i is very important for our algorithm
as it expresses in which windows u and v are at a distance i or less. Windows
that include the horizon will have the nodes at distance i, shorter windows
will not. Hence, if for a node u we know all horizons, for all distances i and
all other nodes v, we can give the complete neighborhood profile for u for
any window length. The summary Sut ris updates with time by processing all
the new edges.
Example 1
Lets assume r  3, for the graph at timestamp 5 and 10 given in Figure. 1.1,
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Now at timestamp 5 there are two promising paths from a to d, one of length
2 which is a-b-d with the horizon as 1 and another one of length 3, a-c-e-d
with horizon as 3.
The algorithm updates the summaries by propagating the changes in a
vertex‘s i distance summary Sut ris to all it’s neighbor‘s i  1 distance summary
Svt ri   1s. The propagation stops when i is less than r or when there is no
change in summary to propagate. We also provide an approximate version
of the algorithm where the summaries Sut ris are replaced by a sliding window
based Hyperloglog sketch[46]. For the details of the algorithm, we refer to
chapter 2.
We did an extensive performance evaluation of our algorithm on four dif-
ferent real-world data sets. To replicate the streaming behavior we processed
the interactions in a batch of 1000 interactions at a time and monitored the
time and memory required by the algorithm to keep maintaining the neigh-
borhood profile of every node. We observed that both the time and memory
required to process the new batch first increases linearly before stabilizing
at a constant value for all the new batch of interactions. We also compared
our algorithm to an offline non-streaming based baseline approach that uses
the same hyperloglog technique to estimate neighborhood profile, the Hy-
perANF algorithm of Boldi et al. [19]. To support the sliding window query-
ing, we updated the hyperloglog sketch in the HyperANF algorithm with
the sliding window hyperloglog sketch. Our algorithm processed interaction
at 1200 times faster rate compared to the sliding window based HyperANF
algorithm to support continues real-time neighborhood profile querying.
2.2 User-User interaction in social networks
In chapter 3, we proposed a new time constrained model to consider real
interaction data to identify the influence of every node in an interaction net-
work. The central idea in our approach is to mine frequent information chan-
nels between different nodes and use the presence of an information channel
as an indication of possible influence among the nodes. An information chan-
nel (icpu, vq) is a sequence of interactions between nodes u and v forming a
path in the network which respects the time order. As such, an information
channel represents a potential way information could have flown in the in-
teraction network. An interaction could be bidirectional, for instance, a chat
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Fig. 1.2: Information channels between different nodes in the network. Every node is a user in a
social network and the edges represents an interaction between them.
or call between two users where information flows in both directions, or uni-
directional where information flows from one user to another, for example in
an email interaction or a re-tweet.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the notion of an information channel. There are
interactions from user a Ñ b and c Ñ e at 9 AM, from b Ñ d and b Ñ c at 9:05
AM and d Ñ f at 9:10 AM. These interactions form an interaction network.
There is an information channel a Ñ c via the temporal path a Ñ b Ñ c but
there is no information channel from a Ñ e as there is no time respecting path
from a to e. We define the duration pdurpicpu, vqqq of an information channel as
the time difference of the first and last interaction on the information channel.
For example, the duration of the information channel a Ñ b Ñ c is 5 minutes.
There could be multiple information channels of different durations between
two nodes in a network. In order to avoid spurious channels, we discard
excessively long channels by imposing a maximal duration of the channel.
Hence, for a given maximal time window duration ω we denote the set of all
information channels of duration ω or less as ICωpu, vq.
The intuition of the information channel notion is that node u could only
have sent information to node v if there exists a time respecting series of in-
teractions connecting these two nodes. Therefore, nodes that can reach many
other nodes through information channels are more likely to influence other
nodes than nodes that have information channels to only a few nodes. This
notion is captured by the influence reachability set. The Influence reachability set
(IRS) σpuq of a node u in a network GpV, Eq is defined as the set of all the
nodes to which u has an information channel.
To find the IRS of all the nodes in a network for a given window ω and an
interaction network GpV, Eq, we developed an efficient one-pass algorithm.
We also developed an approximate but more memory and time efficient
version of our exact algorithm using a time-window based HyperLogLog
sketch [46], called versioned HLL (vHLL), to compactly store the exact IRS of
all the nodes. Finally, we provided a greedy algorithm to find top-k locations
with maximum combined IRS for influence maximization. For the details of
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the algorithm, we refer to Chapter 3.
The algorithm we proposed using vHLL performs very efficiently on large
datasets. It is able to find top 50 influential nodes in just 8.3 minutes using
a commodity hardware for an interaction network with 4 million nodes and
44 million interactions. To study the effectiveness of our algorithm to find
most influential nodes in an interaction network, we compared the influ-
ence spread of the top-k nodes found by our approach with that of static
graph based baseline approaches such as PageRank, Node Degree, Con-
TinEst(CTE) [41] and SKIM [36]. To calculate the influence spread of the
top-k nodes we used a time window constrained extension of the classical
spread prediction model, the IC model [67]. We observe that in all the three
data sets the influence spread by simulation through the seed nodes selected
by our exact algorithm is consistently better than that of other baselines. The
approx version of the algorithm results in a lesser spread but still, it is best
for one data set and is close to other baselines in other two data sets.
2.3 Location-Location interaction in Location based social net-
works
In this study, we slightly adapt the idea of temporal paths and interaction in-
fluence in interaction networks to a location to location influence in location-
based social networks. In such a network, users are not directly interacting
with each other, but instead, they interact with locations. For instance, a user
may check-in to a location. Usually, this data is then used to derive potential
interactions between people. In our work, however, we turn this idea around
and study interactions between locations, and how to leverage this to loca-
tion influence. This study has potential applications in for instance outdoor
marketing where top locations need to be selected from which most other
locations are influenced by the users interacting with the network.
We use location-based social networks (LBSNs) data in this study. LBSN
data consist of a friendship network static graph and a sequence of user
check-ins. Using the check-in data we construct the location-location inter-
action network. For example, consider the check-in data given in Figure 2.3
and the corresponding location-location interaction graph derived from the
check-in data. There is an edge from location T1 to T2 due to users a and f
visiting both locations. Applying the similar concept of information channel
window ω we restrict the interaction between two locations only to check-ins
which happened within the given maximal time window.
We define the influence reachability of a location by its capacity to spread
its visitors to other locations. The intuition behind this definition is to find
locations from which its visitors go to many other locations thus spreading
the message. For example, if a company wants to distribute free t-shirts to
promote some media campaign in a city, it would get maximum exposure by
9
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Fig. 1.3: Example of converting a user check-in data into a location-location interaction graph.
Nodes in the modeled graph are the locations(T1, T2, . . . ) visited by users(a h). Edges are the
movement of user between locations.
selecting neighborhoods such that the visitors of these neighborhood spread
to maximum other neighborhoods in the city.
The strength of the influence of one location on another location repre-
sented as an edge in the location-location graph is derived using the follow-
ing two different models:
1. Absolute Influence Model (MA): In this model the influence strength of
location T1 on T2 is given by total number of users visiting from T1 to
T2. For example, in the given Figure 2.3 the influence of T1 on T2 is 2
where as the influence of T2 on T1 is 3.
2. Relative Influence Model (MR): In this example the influence strength
of location T1 on T2 is given by total number of users visiting from T1
to T2 divided by total number of visitors to location T2. For example, in
the given Figure 2.3 the influence of T1 on T2 is 2{6  0.33 where as the
influence of T2 on T1 is 3{4  0.75.
We also provided an extension of the above two models by considering
friends of the visitors. For example, if user g has 10 friends in the social
network we add all of them as potential visitors to redefine the strength of
influence between location M1 and T2 as 11 instead of 1. This is done to
give more weight to the social circle strength of the visitors to impact the
influence strength of locations they are visiting. To find the location influ-
ence strength of every location for a given time window ω we provide an
exact on-line algorithm. We also provide a more memory-efficient but ap-
proximate variant of our algorithm based on HyperLogLog sketch. For the
details of the algorithm, we refer to chapter 4. To address the problem of
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(a) Naive BrightKite (16
locations)
(b) Our BrightKite (72
locations)
Fig. 1.4: Comparison of top- 5 influential locations (green) and their spread (red) between naive
and our approach
influence maximization we also considered a minimum threshold value to
define the potential influence of one location on another. For example, in MA
model if we consider the threshold value is 3 then T2 is not considered to be
influenced by T1 whereas T1 is influenced by T2 because of their respective
influence strength on each other. However, T1 and M1 when combined have
am influence on T2 as the number of unique visitors from T1 and M1 com-
bined is equal to 3. Under this combined influence model, we presented a
greedy algorithm to find top-k locations under a given window for a given
threshold value. For details of the algorithm, we refer to chapter 4.
We compared the efficiency of our algorithm on 3 different real-world
LBSN data sets. The approximate version of the algorithm performed up-to
5 times better both in terms of memory and time requirements. In absence
of any baseline to compare to our location influence spread algorithm, we
used a naive approach of selecting the top-k most visited location to compare
with the top-k locations based on our model. Though for two data sets both
the naive and our approach to have similar influence spread for one data set
(BrightKite) our approach has up-to 4 times larger spread. In Figure 1.4, we
present the result for BrightKite data set.
2.4 Cyclic pattern detection in interaction networks
Given a temporal network, the goal of our work is to efficiently find all the
simple temporal cycles in a given time window ω. A temporal cycle is a tempo-
ral path from a node u to itself. The cycle is called simple if each node in the
cyclic path occurs exactly once. The cycle is valid for a given time window
ω if the difference between the last and first interaction is less than or equal
to ω. For example, consider the interaction network given in Figure 1.5. This
11
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interaction network contains 3 simple cycles, all with root node a. The cycles
are:
1. a 1Ñ b 5Ñ c 6Ñ a
2. a 1Ñ b 5Ñ c 6Ñ d 8Ñ a




















Fig. 1.5: Example temporal network
For a time window ω  7 only the
first two cycles are valid simple tempo-
ral cycles.
We first evaluate a naive incremental
algorithm to enumerate all cycles in a
given temporal network. The key idea
behind the algorithm is to maintain a
list(L) of all valid temporal paths for a
given window length ω. A temporal
path p  v1 t1Ñ v2 . . .
tk1Ñ vk tkÑ u
is considered valid at time-stamp t if
t  t1   ω. If the path is not valid, it
is removed from the list as it can never be extended in future to form a valid
simple cycle. For each new interaction pu, v, tq, all valid paths that end in u
and start with v is reported as a cycle. Furthermore, all valid simple paths
that end in u and do not start from v and do not contain v are extended to cre-
ate a new temporal path. Though this approach works incrementally for new
interactions, it does not scale for large networks as it requires to maintain a
lot of temporal paths in memory for constant look-up and extension.
Hence, to handle large interaction networks, we proposed a new 2-phase
algorithm called 2SCENT, as the name suggests, it works in two phases. The
first phase is an efficient way to determine the root nodes of a cycle and the
list of candidate nodes which are part of the cyclic path. The source detection
algorithm though efficient has high memory requirement for some specific
interaction networks where the density of the interactions in a window is very
high and only a few nodes are root nodes. For such cases, we also present an
approximate version of the algorithm using bloom filters. We compare and
evaluate the performance of both approaches on 6 different data sets and
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of one approach over the other.
In the second phase, we run a Constrained temporal Depth-First Search to
find cycles for the given root node in a subset graph consisting of candidate
nodes identified in the first phase. Our Constrained temporal Depth-First
Search is inspired by the seminal algorithm of Johnson [63].
We also present an extension of our algorithm using a concept of path bun-
dles which provides a speedup of up to 5 times on interaction networks where
12
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there are multiple instances of the same cycle with different time interactions.
































In this example, there are 36  729 cycles and each of them will be gen-
erated separately. Using the concept of path bundles we can represent the

















Now only one cycle bundle will be generated and the count of all the
cycles in the bundle is calculated without enumerating the cycles. We refer
to chapter 5 for details of the algorithms.
We did extensive analysis of the time and memory requirements of our
algorithms on real data sets. For small networks with less frequent inter-
actions, the naive incremental algorithm outperforms 2SCENT with a small
margin. However, for a larger interaction network, 2SCENT outperforms the
naive algorithm by a factor of up to 300. As expected using the path bundle
approach is never slower than using the simple path approach. On the other
hand, in interaction networks when there are multiple repeated edges, we
get up to 12 times speedup due to path bundles.
We also did an analysis of the distribution of the cyclic patterns on differ-
ent data sets and found that the cycles of shorter length (up to length 7-11)
appear in communication networks such as the Facebook [115] network and
the SMS [121] network whereas cycles of much higher length (up to length 22)
appear in Twitter data set Higgs [76]. The frequency of the cycles are also
different in Facebook and SMS compare to Higgs. This indicates that though
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these networks are used for communication the nature in which information
flows in these networks is very different. We assume that these differences in
the pattern are due to the fact that both Facebook and SMS data set represents
an interaction between friends on personal topics whereas twitter network
has interaction between people who are not necessarily friends but talk about
asimilar topic.
2.5 Distributed graph processing for temporal graphs
In Chapter 6, we handle the problem of the absence of a good approach to
choose partitioning strategy for distributed graph processing. To this end,
we proposed a cost model for Pregel [85] in Apache GraphX [123]. Pregel
is a popular programming paradigm to implement graph algorithms for dis-
tributed processing. The cost model shows the relationship between four
major parameters: 1) input graph 2) DGC cluster configuration 3) algorithm
properties and 4) partitioning strategy affecting the total execution time of an
algorithm implemented using Pregel function in GraphX.
In Pregel, graph algorithms are expressed as iterative vertex-centric[88]
computations called super-steps. As the computation is vertex-centric it
could be easily and transparently distributed. To implement an algorithm
in Pregel a user has to provide the following components:
• Initialization: one initial message per vertex;
• a function to combine all incoming messages for a vertex. In case of
GraphX it is refereed to as mergeMsg function;
• a function called updateVertex to update the internal state of the ver-
tex;
• and a function called sendMsg to send the vertex current state to its
neighbors.
The implementation of Pregel model in GraphX is described in Figure 1.6. For
a detailed explanation of the computation model and its implementation in
GraphX, we refer to Chapter 6. Based on our understanding of the system we
represented the cost of the computation in Pregel as the sum of the cost of the
initialization phase and the sum of the cost of all super-steps. Initialization
cost is independent of how the graph is partitioned in GraphX, hence we just
give details of the cost associated with the super-steps. The cost of the super-
steps is given as the sum of the cost of the apply-phase, gather-phase, and
reduce-phase. All of these three phases run in parallel for every partition,
hence the cost of one phase is given as the maximum runtime of that phase
on a partition. The cost of all the three phases are given as:
14
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Fig. 1.6: Pregel computation model in GraphX.
• cost of Apply Phase = cost of running updateVertex on vertices + βw
 Data written on disk + α1
• cost of Gather Phase = βr  read data from previous step + cost of
running sendMsg function on edges + cost of merging all messages
locally + βw Data written on disk + α2
• cost of Reduce Phase = γ  collating all messages + cost to merge all
messages for one vertex + α3
The parameters βw, βr, γ, α1, α2, α3 are system configuration parameters
and hence need to be determined for a specific cluster configuration. Other
parameters such as the cost of running updateVertex on vertices or Data
written on disk could be easily obtained from the spark monitoring APIs
during the execution of the computation. For details of these parameters and
a more detailed discussion of the cost model, we refer to Chapter 6. In order
to validate the cost model, we first estimated the system configuration param-
eters α1, α2, α3, βr, βw and γ for a given graph data, partitioning strategy and
graph algorithm. Then we used different 17 combinations of the graph, par-
titioning strategy and algorithm to estimate the execution cost on the same
system configuration by using the estimated values of α1, α2, α3, βr, βw and
γ. In all the combinations we got more than 90% accuracy in estimating the
execution cost which proved the accuracy of our cost model.
3 Thesis Structure
This thesis is organized as a collection of individual research papers. Each
chapter is self-contained and can be read in isolation. There can be some over-
laps of concepts, examples, and texts in the introduction and preliminaries
sections of different chapters as they are formulated in relatively similar kind
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of settings. Interaction Network, Temporal Network and Temporal graph has
been used interchangeable in different chapters to define the same concept.
The papers included as chapters in this thesis are listed below:
[1] Chapter 2: Maintaining sliding-window neighborhood profiles in in-
teraction networks. Rohit Kumar, Toon Calders, Aristides Gionis, and
Nikolaj Tatti. Joint European Conference on Machine Learning and
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECML/PKDD), 2015, Porto, Por-
tugal.
[2] Chapter 3: Information Propagation in Interaction Networks. Rohit
Kumar and Toon Calders. 20th International Conference on Extending
Database Technology EDBT , March 21-24, 2017, Venice, Italy.
[3] Chapter 4: Location Influence in Location-based Social Networks. Muham-
mad Aamir Saleem, Rohit Kumar, Toon Calders, Xike Xie and Torben
Bach Pedersen. Tenth ACM International WSDM Conference, 2017,
Cambridge, UK.
[4] Chapter 5: 2SCENT: An Efficient Algorithm for Enumerating All Simple
Temporal Cycles. Rohit Kumar and Toon Calders. Under revision for
VLDB vol 11.
[5] Chapter 6: Cost Model for Pregel on GraphX. Rohit Kumar, Alberto
Abello, and Toon Calders. 21st European Conference on Advances in
Databases and Information Systems ADBIS , September 24-27 , 2017,
Nicosia, Cyprus.
4 Summary of Contributions
The thesis focuses on efficient and new approaches to analyze interaction net-
work data in different settings to understand the dynamics of the underlying
network. Below we list all the technical contributions stemming from this
thesis:
1. We provide an exact and an approximate online algorithm to efficiently
maintain and update neighborhood profile summaries of all the nodes
in an interaction network. The neighborhood profile summaries can
be used to query for the neighborhood of a node for any time win-
dow. The algorithm is also naturally parallelizable and we show ex-
perimental validation of the improvement in performance for a paral-
lel implementation of the algorithm. The code is available at https:
//github.com/rohit13k/NeighborhoodProfile.
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2. We presented an exact and an approximate one-pass algorithm to find
top-k influential nodes in a given network by analyzing the interaction
network data of the network. The algorithm is based on the informa-
tion channel approach. We also developed a new model called Time
Constrained Information Cascade Model to simulate influence spread
for interaction networks which is derived from the Independent Cas-
cade Model for static networks. The code for both the algorithms and
the simulation model is available at https://github.com/rohit13k/
InfluencePropagationC.
3. We developed a new model to capture influence among locations using
location based social network data. We provide multiple variation of
this model and present algorithms to find top-k influential locations
for each model. The code for all the different versions of the model is
available at https://github.com/rohit13k/LBSNAnalysisC.
4. We proposed a new approach to characterize temporal networks and
understand the communication patterns of the underlying static net-
work. In this approach, we study the frequency distribution of sim-
ple temporal cycles formed by the interactions in the temporal net-
work. We developed a naive algorithm and an efficient two phase
algorithm called 2SCENT to enumerate all simple cycles in a tempo-
ral network. The first phase algorithm in 2SCENT, called GenerateSeed,
can be used independently to detect presence of cycles in a tempo-
ral network as well as to enumerate all root nodes and start and end
time of temporal cycles. The second phase of the algorithm, called Con-
strained Depth-first Search (cDFS), can be used independently to enumer-
ate all temporal paths between two nodes in a temporal network. For
GenerateSeed we also presented an extension using Bloom filters which
makes it more efficient for high frequency interaction networks. The
code for the naive algorithm and the 2SCENT algorithms are available
at https://github.com/rohit13k/CycleDetection.
5. Finally, to support processing of large scale networks on a distributed
graph processing system, we proposed a new cost model for Spark
GraphX. The cost model could be used to estimate the run time of an
distributed algorithm using GraphX Pregel API. We validated our cost
model on multiple algorithms and datasets and derived new insights
on how different factors impact the overall execution of the algorithm.
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Abstract
Large networks are being generated by applications that keep track of relationships
between different data entities. Examples include online social networks recording
interactions between individuals, sensor networks logging information exchanges be-
tween sensors, and more. There is a large body of literature on computing exact
or approximate properties on large networks, although most methods assume static
networks. On the other hand, in most modern real-world applications, networks are
highly dynamic and continuous interactions along existing connections are gener-
ated. Furthermore, it is desirable to consider that old edges become less important,
and their contribution to the current view of the network diminishes over time.
We study the problem of maintaining the neighborhood profile of each node in
an interaction network. Maintaining such a profile has applications in modeling
network evolution and monitoring the importance of the nodes of the network over
time. We present an online streaming algorithm to maintain neighborhood profiles
in the sliding-window model. The algorithm is highly scalable as it permits parallel
processing and the computation is node centric, hence it scales easily to very large
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networks on a distributed system, like Apache Giraph. We present results from both
serial and parallel implementations of the algorithm for different social networks. The
summary of the graph is maintained such that query of any window length can be
performed.
1 Introduction
Modern big-data systems are confronted with scenarios in which data are
gathered in exceedingly large volumes. In many cases, the system entities
are modeled as graphs, and the recorded data represent fine-grained activity
among the graph entities. Traditionally, graph mining has focused on study-
ing static graphs. However, as the emergence of new technologies makes it
possible to gather detailed information about the behavior of the graph en-
tities over time, a growing body of literature is devoted to the analysis of
dynamic graphs.
In this chapter we focus on a dynamic-graph model suitable for record-
ing interactions between the graph entities over time. We refer to this model
as interaction networks [103], while it is also known in the literature as tem-
poral networks [59] or temporal graphs [89]. An interaction network is defined
as a sequence of time-stamped interactions E over edges of a static graph
G  pV, Eq. In this way, many interactions may occur between two nodes at
different time points. Interaction networks can be used to model the follow-
ing modern application scenarios:
1. the set of nodes V represents the users of a social network or a com-
munication network, and each interaction over an edge represents an
interaction between two users, e.g., emailing, making a call, re-tweeting,
etc.;
2. the set of nodes V represents autonomous agents, and each edge rep-
resents an interaction between two agents, e.g., exchanging data, being
in the physical proximity of each other, etc.
We study the problem of maintaining the neighborhood profile of each node
of a interaction network. In particular, we are interested in maintaining a
data structure that allows to answer efficiently queries of the type “how many
nodes are within distance r from node v at time t?” Graph neighborhood pro-
files have been studied extensively for static graphs [19, 92]. They provide a
fundamental primitive for mining large graphs, either for characterizing the
global graph structure, or for discovering important and central nodes in the
graph. In this work, we extend the concept of neighborhood profiles for in-
teraction networks, and we develop algorithms for computing neighborhood
profiles efficiently in large and rapidly-evolving interaction networks. Our
methods can be used for network monitoring, and allow detecting changes
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in the graph structure, as well as keeping track of the evolution of node cen-
trality and importance.
To make our methods scalable to large and fast-evolving networks, we de-
sign our algorithms under the data-stream model [47, 91]. This model requires
to process the interactions in an online fashion, and perform fast memory
updates for each interaction processed. To make our model adaptable to
changes and allow concept drifts we focus on the sliding-window model [39],
a data-stream model that incorporates a forgetting mechanism, by consider-
ing, at any time point, only the most recent items up to that point. One
uncommon benefit of our algorithm is that because of the data structure we
incrementally maintain, the user can decide about the exact window length
at query time.
Concretely, in this chapter we make the following contributions: (i) we
introduce a new problem of efficiently querying neighborhood profiles on
interaction networks in Section 3; (ii) we develop and analyze an exact but
memory-inefficient (Section 4) and an inexact but more efficient streaming
algorithm for the sliding-window model (Section 5); (iii) we provide experi-
mental validation of the algorithms in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
We consider a static underlying graph G  pV, Eq. An interaction over G is a
time-stamped edge ptv, wu, tq indicating an interaction between nodes v and
w. An interaction network over G is now defined as a pair pG, Eq, where G is
a static graph and E is a set of interactions. We should point out that we do
not need to know E beforehand.
If the set of interactions E  tptu, vu, tqu is ordered by time, it can be seen
as a stream of edges, and written as E  xpe1, t1q, pe2, t2q, . . .y, with t1 ¤ t2 ¤ . . . .
Note that two fixed nodes may interact multiple times in E .
In our model we are only interested in recent events, and hence queries
over our interaction network will always include a window length w — recall
that the summary will be maintained in such a way that all window lengths
are possible, i.e., every query can use a different window length. The snapshot
graph at time t for window w, denoted Gpt, wq, is the triplet pV, Ept, wq, recentq
in which Ept, wq  te | pe, t1q P E with t  w   t1 ¤ tu, and recent is a
function mapping an edge e P Ept, wq to the most recent time stamp that an
interaction between the endpoints of e occurred, that is, recentpeq  maxtt1 |
pe, t1q P E such that tw   t1 ¤ tu.
Furthermore, for the graph G we have the usual definitions; a path of
length k between two nodes u, v P V is a sequence of nodes u  w0, . . . , wk 
v such that twi1, wiu P E, for all i  1, . . . , k, and all wi are different. The
distance between u and v in the graph G is defined as the length of the shortest
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Fig. 2.1: A toy interaction network, and three snapshot graphs with a window size of 3.
path between u and v, if such a path exists, otherwise it is infinity. The
distance between nodes u and v in the graph G is denoted by dGpv, wq, or
simply dpv, wq, if G is known from the context.
3 Problem statement
The central notion we are computing in this chapter is the neighborhood profile:
Definition 1
Let G  pV, Eq be a graph and let u P V be a node. The r-neighborhood
of u in G, denoted NGpu, rq, is is the set of all nodes that are at distance
r from node u, i.e., NGpu, rq  tv | dGpu, vq  ru. We write nGpu, rq 
|NGpu, rq| to denote the cardinality of the r-neighborhood. We will call the
sequence pGpu, rq  xnGpu, 1q, nGpu, 2q, . . . , nGpu, rqy the r-neighborhood profile
of the node u in graph G.
In this chapter we study the problem of maintaining the neighborhood
profile pGpt,wqpu, rq, for all nodes u P V, as new interactions arrive in E . Our
solution allows w to vary; hence, at a time point t, we should be able to query
for the neighborhood profile pGpt,wqpu, rq for any w. If there is an upper bound
given for w, say wmax, then we can use this information to improve memory
consumption. However, this is optional, and we can set wmax  8. On the
other hand, r is given and fixed. Obviously, by computing pGpt,wqpu, rq we
also compute pGpt,wqpu, r1q for r1   r.
Let H  Gpt, wq. To simplify the notation we will denote NHpu, rq, nHpu, rq,
pHpu, rq by Nt,wpu, rq, nt,wpu, rq, pt,wpu, rq, respectively. Moreover, if w  wmax,
then we will use Ntpu, rq, ntpu, rq, ptpu, rq, respectively. We will also write
Gptq  Gpt, wmaxq and Eptq  Ept, wmaxq.
Example 2
Consider the illustration given in Figure 2.1 of an edge stream over the set of
nodes V  ta, b, c, d, eu. The numbers on the edges denote the time of interac-
tions over the edges. Let the window length be 3. The snapshot graphs Gptq
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at times t  3, 4, 5 are also depicted in Figure 2.1. The 3-neighborhood pro-
files of node c in these graphs are respectively p1, 0, 0q, p1, 1, 1q, and p2, 1, 0q.
To accomplish our goal we maintain a summary St of the snapshot graph
Gpt, wmaxq, from which we can efficiently compute the neighborhood profiles
pt,wpu, rq, for every node u in the graph G. More concretely, we require that
the summary St has the following properties:
1. The summary St of Gpt, wmaxq should require limited storage space.
2. The size of the r-neighborhood nt,wpu, rq should be easy to compute
from St. The time to compute nt,wpu, rq from St will be called query
time.
3. There should be an efficient update procedure to compute Sti from Sti1
and the edge eti on which the interaction at time-stamp ti is taking
place.
4 Maintaining the exact neighborhood profile
We first introduce an exact, yet memory-inefficient solution. This exact solu-
tion will form the basis of a memory-efficient and faster approximate solution
based on the well-known hyperloglog sketches.
4.1 Summary for neighborhood functions
An essential notion in our solution is the horizon of a path, which expresses
the latest time that needs to be included in the sliding window in order for
the path to exist; i.e., if the sliding window starts after the horizon the path
will not exist in it anymore.
Definition 2
Let Gptq  pV, E, recentq be a snapshot graph and p  xv0, . . . , vky a path in it.
The edge horizon of p in Gptq, denoted by htppq, is the time stamp of the oldest
edge on that path: htppq  min trecentppvi1, viqq | i  1, . . . , ku.
We will next define the horizon between two nodes u and v. Let PHpu, vq
be all the paths from u to v in a graph H. If H  Gptq, then we will write
Ptpu, vq.
Definition 3
The horizon for length i between two different nodes u and v is the maximum
horizon of any path of at most length i between them; that is, htpu, v, iq 
max thtppq | p P Ptpu, vq, |p|   1 ¤ iu. We set htpu, v, iq  8 if no such path
exists. For any node u, htpu, u, iq is defined to be 8.
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Fig. 2.2: Two toy snapshot graphs along with hpu, b, iq for i  0, . . . , 4.
Example 3
Consider the leftmost graph given in Figure 2.2, along with, for every node
u P ta, b, c, d, eu, the list of horizons hpu, b, 0q, . . . , hpu, b, 4q. In this graph
hpd, b, 1q  hpd, b, 2q  2, as there is an edge with a time stamp of 2. However,
hpd, b, 3q  3 as there is a path xd, e, c, by with a horizon of 3.
The horizon between two nodes u and v for a length i is very important
for our algorithm as it expresses in which windows u and v are at a distance
i or less. Windows that include the horizon will have the nodes at distance
i, shorter windows will not. Hence, if for a node u we know all horizons
htpu, v, iq, for all distances i and all other nodes v, we can give the complete
neighborhood profile for u for any window length. Hence, the summary
St of the snapshot graph Gptq will be the combination, for all nodes u and
distances i  0, . . . , r, of the summaries Sut for Ntpu, iq. In other words, for
every node u, we will be maintaining the summary Sut  pSut r0s, . . . , Sut rrsq,
where Sut ris  tpv, htpu, v, iqq | htpu, v, iq ¡ 8u.
Example 4
For the snapshot graph given in Fig. 2.2, the summary St consists of Suris,
i  0, . . . , r. Assuming r  3, the summaries for a and b are as follows:
Sa
distance a b c d e
0 8
1 8 3 4 1
2 8 3 4 1 4
3 8 3 4 4 4
Sb
distance a b c d e
0 8
1 8 3 2
2 3 8 3 2 3
3 3 8 3 3 3
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Algorithm 1 AddEdgepta, bu , tq, updates a summary upon addition of ta, bu
at time t
1: for i  0, . . . , r 1^ px, t1q P Saris do
2: gpb, x, i  1q Ð minpt1, tq
3: end for
4: for i  0, . . . , r 1^ px, t1q P Sbris do




We describe how to update the summary St as new edges arrive in the stream
E or old edges expire. The latter event happens for edges whose time-stamp
becomes smaller than twmax. Removing an edge is easy enough; we need to
remove all pairs px, t1q from summaries Sut ris, for all u, x P V, i  1, . . . , r, and
t1 ¤ twmax. This operation could also be postponed and executed in batch.
Updating the summary St to reflect the addition of a new-coming edge et,
however, is much more challenging. Let us first look at an example.
Example 5
Consider the horizons of the two graphs given in Figure 2.2. Notice that
adding an edge ta, bu changed hpd, b, 4q from 3 to 4 because we introduced
a path xd, e, c, a, by. However, the key observation is that we also changed
hpe, b, 3q to 4 due to the path xe, c, a, by, hpc, b, 2q to 4 due to the path xc, a, by,
and hpa, b, 1q to 6 due to the path xa, by.
As can be seen in the example, the addition of an edge may result in a
considerable number of non-trivial changes. However, the example also hints
that we can propagate the summary updates.
Assume that we are adding an edge ta, bu, and this results in change of
hpu, v, iq. This change is only possible if there is a path p  xu  v0, . . . , vk  vy
through ta, bu. Moreover, we will also change hpu, vk1, i  1q. By continu-
ing in this logic, it is easy to see that all the updates can be processed via
a breadth-first search from node b. Furthermore, whenever we can conclude
that hpu, v, iq does not need to be updated, we can stop exploring this branch
since we know that no extensions of this path will result in updates. The
pseudo-code for this procedure is given in Algorithms 1–3.
In the algorithm we update the summaries, distance by distance, and
we set new (earlier) horizons that have possibly appeared due to the newly
added edge. To maintain the updates we use a function g; gpu, x, iq  h
indicates that there is a new path between u and x of length i and horizon
h. As not every new path of length i will lead to an improved horizon,
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Algorithm 2 PropagateptgpvquvPVq, Processes all propagations that are in the
general register g.
1: for i  1, . . . , r do
2: for v, x P V such that gpv, x, iq is set do
3: if Mergepx, v, gpv, x, iq, iq then
4: for pv, uq P Etz ta, bu do
5: horizon Ð minpgpu, x, iq, recentpv, uqq
6: if gpu, x, i  1q not set || horizon ¡ gpu, x, i  1q then






Algorithm 3 Mergepx, v, t, iq, adds x to a summary of v with a distance of i
and edge horizon t. If false is returned, then the branch can be pruned.
1: if px, t1q P Svris for some t1 ¥ t then return False
2: end if
3: remove all px, t1q from Svris for which t1   t
4: add x, t to Svris
return True
we do not propagate this information immediately to the summary of the
neighboring nodes, but rather wait until we have processed all paths of length
i  1. For those new paths that improve the summary of a node u, we will
then propagate this information further on in the graph. For every distance i,
when we process an update to a summary we will record potential updates
to horizons of length i  1 as follows: if gpu, x, iq leads to a better horizon of
length i between u and x; that is, either there is not yet an entry px, hq in Suris,
or h   gpu, x, iq, then we will propagate this information to its neighbors u.
Let t  minprecentpu, vq, gpv, x, iqq, then we will propagate gpu, x, i  1q  t, if
t ¡ gpu, x, i  1q, that is, we were able to improve our potential update.
Example 6
We will continue our running example given in Figure 2.2. Let us demon-
strate how the horizons of hpu, b, iq, u P ta, b, c, d, eu are updated once we
introduce the edge ta, bu. In Figure 2.3 we illustrate how the propagation
is done. At the beginning of each round we compare the current summary
Suris against the new candidate horizon gpu, b, iq. If the latter is larger, then
we update the summary as well as propagate new candidate horizons to the
neighboring nodes. In the subsequent figures it is indicated what are the
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changes with respect to the distances to node b. In the first step, due to the
addition of edge ta, bu at time 7, for distance 1 the update gpa, b, 1q  7 is
propagated. When processing this update indeed it is seen that the summary
Sar1s is updated. Therefore, this update is further propagated to the neigh-
bors, leading to the following updates: tgpc, b, 2q  4, gpe, b, 2q  1u. As only
the first update changes the summary Scr2s, only this update will be further
propagated. Furthermore, for a there is the update gpa, b, 2q  7 that needs
to be processed. Propagation leads to the following new updates (first three
for gpc, b, 2q, last two for gpa, b, 2q): tgpa, b, 3q  4, gpb, b, 3q  3, gpe, b, 3q 
4, gpc, b, 3q  4, gpe, b, 3q  1u. The last update gpe, b, 3q  1 will never be
considered as it is dominated by the update gpd, b, 3q  4. These updates
are then processed and those implying changes in the summary are again
propagated.
Proposition 1
AddEdge updates the summary correctly.
Proof. Assume that we are adding ta, bu at time t, and let H be the snap-
shot graph before adding this edge. Fix x. Let us define αvpiq  hHpx, v, iq.
Similarly, define βvpiq  hpt 1qpx, v, iq. To prove the proposition we need to
show that (1) βvpiq  maxpgpv, x, iq, αvpiqq and (2) if gpv, x, iq is not set, then
αvpiq  βvpiq.
Let us first prove that whenever set, we maintain the invariant,
gpv, x, iq ¤ max thppq | p P Qv, |p|  1 ¤ iu ¤ bvpiq, (2.1)
where Qv contains all paths from x to v in Gpt  1q containing pa, bq or pb, aq.
Note that the second inequality follows immediately from the definition of
β. We prove the first by induction over i. The case i  1 is trivial. If i ¡ 1,
then if gpv, x, iq is set, then either it is set by AddEdge or there is w such that













































Fig. 2.3: Propagation of updates for the vertex b when adding pa, bq for the rounds i  1, . . . , 4.
The format of boxes is y{z, where y is the time of b in Svris and z  gpv, b, iq at the beginning of
ith round. The edges used for propagation during ith round are marked in red. We do not
show propagation during the last round as it is not needed.
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second case, it follows that gpv, x, iq is a horizon of some path in Qv of length
at most i.
We prove the main claim also by induction over i. Assume i  1. The
initialization of gpv, x, 1q in AddEdge now guarantees (1) and (2).
Assume i ¡ 1. Assume that βvpiq ¡ αvpiq. This can only happen if there
is a path p  xv0, . . . , vky P Qv with hppq  βpiq. Let p1  xv0, . . . , vk1y
and let w  vk1. We must have αwpi  1q   βwpi  1q, as otherwise we
have βvpiq  αvpiq. By induction, (1) immediately implies that βwpi  1q 
gpw, x, i  1q ¡ αwpi  1q. This means that Mergepx, w, gpw, x, i  1q, i  1q is
called, and it returns true. Consequently, gpv, x, iq ¥ hppq  βvpiq, Eq. 2.1
implies that gpv, x, iq  βvpiq. This immediately proves (1) and (2).
Proposition 2
Let n  |V|, m  |E|, and r be the upper bound on the distances we are
maintaining. The time complexity of AddEdge is Oprmn logpnqq. The space
complexity is Oprn2q.
Proof. The complexity of Algorithm 3 is logpnq, since we need to search a
summary and update Svris for node x.
Every gpu, x, i   1q will be initiated only if gpv, x, iq was set for one of its
neighbors v. As such, this may happen at most as many times as u has
neighbors in the graph. Since the cummulative sum of all neighbors is 2m
we can hence bound the number of times a gpu, x, i   1q is set for x to 2m.
Since there are n nodes, lines 5,6,7 are executed at most 2nm times per length
i, and as a consequence this is also an upper bound on the number of calls to
Algorithm 3. Putting it all together, we get a complexity of Op2nmrplogpnqqq
for Algorithm 2. Since Algorithm 1 does only call Algorithm 2 once, this
proves the complexity bound for time.
The complexity bound on space easily follows from the observation that
for every node v, and every distance i  0, . . . , r, the summary Svris contains
at most one entry for any other node.
5 Approximating neighborhood function
The algorithm presented in the previous section computes the neighborhood
profiles exactly, albeit, it has high space complexity and update time. In this
section we describe an approximate algorithm, which is much more efficient
in terms of memory requirement and update time.
The approximate algorithm is based on an adaptation of the hyperloglog
sketch [46] to the sliding-window context, similar to the adaptation by Chab-
choub and Hébrail [25]. The resulting sliding hyperloglog sketch has the
following properties: (i) it provides a compact summary of a stream of items,
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and (ii) it allows to answer the following question: “How many different items
have appeared in the stream since a given time point t?” Subsequently, this sketch
can replace the neighbor sets that need to be maintained by the exact algo-
rithm.
5.1 Hyperloglog and sliding-window hyperloglog sketches
The hyperloglog sketch [46] consists of an array of numbers, whose size is
2k, and a hash function η that assigns each item of the stream in a uniformly-
random number in the range r0, 2n  1s. The value of n should be suffi-
ciently large in the sense that 2nk should significantly exceed M, the num-
ber of distinct items in the stream. We will use the standard assumption that
n P Oplog Mq. Initially all cells of the hyperloglog sketch are set to 0. The up-
date procedure for the hyperloglog sketch is as follows: if an item x arrives
in the stream, the first k bits of the binary representation of ηpxq are used
to determine which entry of the sketch array will be updated. We denote
this index by ιpxq. From the remaining n  k bits η1pxq, the quantity ρpxq is
computed as the number of trailing bits in the binary representation of η1pxq
that are equal to 0, plus 1. If the current value at the entry ιpxq of the sketch
is smaller than ρpxq, we update the value of that entry. Clearly, the more
different items in the stream, the more likely it is to observe large tails of 0’s
and the higher the numbers in the hyperloglog sketch will become.
In order to make the hyperloglog sketch working in the sliding-window
setting, we need to store multiple values per entry. Initially the sliding-HLL
sketch will start with an empty set for each entry. The process a new item x
arriving in the stream at time t, we first need to retrieve the set of time-value
pairs associated with the index ιpxq. We then need to add the pair pt, ρpxqq
to that set and remove all entries pt1, βq for which β ¤ ρpxq (as t is the most
recent time-stamp, it is also t1   t). We denote the sliding-HLL sketch after
processing the stream of events S  xσ1, . . . , σny by sHLLpSq. More formally:
Definition 4
Let S  tpt1, β1q, . . . , ptn, βnqu be a set of time-value pairs. Define the subset
of time-decreasing values of S as
decpSq  tpti, βiq | βi ¡ β j for all ptj, β jq P S with ti ¤ tju.
A sliding hyperloglog sketch sHLL of dimension k is an array of length 2k in
which every entry contains a set of time-value pairs. For a stream S , sHLLpSq
is recursively defined as follows:
• If S  xy, then sHLLpSqris  tu, for all indices i  1 . . . 2k.
• Otherwise, if S  xS 1, px, tqy then sHLLpSqris  decpsHLLpS 1qrisYtpt, ρpxquq
for i  ιpxq; while sHLLpSqris  sHLLpS 1qris for all other i  1 . . . 2k.
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Example 7
Suppose that the hash η, ι, and ρ are as follows (recall that η determines the
other two quantities):
item a b c d e
η 100 01 101 11 010 11 010 10 001 10
ι 1 3 3 2 2
ρ 3 1 2 2 1
For the stream of items a, b, a, c, d, e, the resulting sliding HLL sketches are
respectively the following:
ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu tu tu tu
aÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p1, 3q tu tu
bÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p1, 3q tu p2, 1q
aÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, 3q tu p2, 1q
cÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, 3q tu p4, 2q
dÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, 3q p5, 2q p4, 2q
eÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, 3q, p6, 1q p5, 2q p4, 2q
When b arrives, cell 3 gets value 1, which is updated later on when c arrives,
since c has the same index, but a higher value. For d and e the situation is
opposite; first d arrives giving a value of 2 in cell 2. Later on, when e arrives
this value is not updated even though e has the same index because its value
is lower.
The next proposition shows that with the sliding HLL sketch we can in-
deed obtain an approximate answer regarding the number of different items
since time s, for any s specified at query time. We omit the proof as it follows
immediately from the definition.
Proposition 3
Let S  xσ1, . . . , σny be a stream of events in which event σt arrives at time t.
Then for every index 1 ¤ s ¤ n, it holds that for every entry i  1, . . . , 2k, it is
HLLpσs, . . . , σnqris  maxtr | pt, rq P sHLLpSqris and t ¥ su, where maxptuq 
0.
5.2 Computation of neighborhood profiles based on sliding
HLL
We are now ready to describe our technique for computing the approximate
neighborhood profiles. Recall that we are working over a streaming graph
with nodes from a set V and a stream of edges E  tpe1, t1q, pe2, t2q, . . .u. We
have used Et to denote the set of edges arrived until time t, i.e., Et  tpe, t1q P
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E | t1 ¤ tu. The approximate sketch is very similar to the exact sketch, with
the exception that all sets of (node,time)-pairs are replaced by the much more
compact sliding HLL sketch. Furthermore, in order to be able to propagate
the updates to its neighbors, for every node we should know its neighbors.
Hence, at time t, the summary consists, for every node u, of the following
components:
Nut  tpv, recentpu, vqq | pu, vq P Etu and Cut  xCut r1s, Cut r2s, . . . , Cut rrsy,
where Cut ris  sHLLptpv, htppqq | p P Ptpu, vq, |p| ¤ iuq.
The set Nut specifies the neighbors of node u in the graph Gt  pV, Etq.
Note that in the set Nut we keep pairs pv, tq such that v is a neighbor of u
and t is the most recent time-stamp that an interaction between u and v took
place. This time-stamp is needed to decide whether the neighbor v is active
for a given window length that is specified at query time.
To update the summary Ct from the summary at the previous time in-
stance, after the addition of an edge pa, bq at time t, we follow the almost ex-
act same propagation method as the exact algorithm. The only difference is
that instead of keeping all pairs pv, htppqq, we now keep a sliding HLL sketch
over those pairs, as specified in the previous section. Updating a sliding HLL
sketch is slightly more involved than updating the exact summary since we
need to keep the sketch as a time-decreasing sequence. The pseudo-code for
this is given in Algorithm 4.
Finally, to update the sketch, we use Algorithms 1 and 2, with the excep-
tion that the summary Surs is replaced with the sketch Cursrjs for a fixed
bucket j. We then execute 2k copies of the algorithm, each handling its own
bucket. As these algorithms are syntactically the same to the ones of the exact
algorithm, we omit them.
Proposition 4
Let n  |V|, m  |E|, and r be the upper bound on the distances we are main-
taining. The time complexity of the sketch version of AddEdge is Op2krm log2pnqq.
The space complexity is Op2knr log2 nq.
Proof. Algorithm 4 needs to visit the iterate the entries in Cvris. Since there
are at most Oplog nq different values of ρ, there are at most Oplog nq entries.
Every gpu, x, i   1q will be initiated only if gpv, x, iq was set for one of its
neighbors v. As such, this may happen at most as many times as u has
neighbors in the graph. Since the cummulative sum of all neighbors is 2m
we can hence bound the number of times a gpu, x, i   1q is set for x to 2m.
Since there are Oplog nq different values of ρ, lines 5,6,7 are executed at most
Oplog nmq times per length i, and as a consequence this is also an upper
bound on the number of calls to Algorithm 3. Putting it all together, we get a
complexity of Op2mr log2pnqq for Algorithm 2. Since Algorithm 1 does only
call Algorithm 2 once, this proves the complexity bound for time.
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Algorithm 4 SketchMergepx, v, t, iq, adds x to a summary of v with a dis-
tance of i and edge horizon t.
1: if py, t1q P Cvris for some t1 ¥ t, y ¥ x then return False
2: end if
3: remove all py, t1q from Cvris for which t1 ¤ t and y ¤ x
4: add px, tq to Cvris return True
The complexity bound on space easily follows from the observation that
for every node v, and every distance i  0, . . . , r, the summary Cvris contains
at most Oplog nq entries that, and each entry requires Oplog nq space.
Note that a naïve way to maintain approximate neighborhood profiles
is to execute the sketching algorithm from scratch after each newly-arriving
interaction. In the worst case, this brute-force method has roughly the same
space and time complexity as our incremental algorithm. However, the brute-
force method is expected to require as much space and time as indicated by
the worst-case bound, while for our method the worst-case analysis is very
pessimistic: most of the times the summaries will not by propagated at the
whole network and updates will be very fast. This is demonstrated in our
experimental evaluation.
6 Related work
During the last two decades, a large body of work has been devoted to de-
veloping algorithms for mining data streams. Interestingly, the area started
with processing graph streams [57], but a lot of emphasis was put on com-
puting statistics over streams of items [37, 47], and many fundamental tech-
niques have been developed for that setting. Many different models have
been studied in the context of data-stream algorithms, including the sliding-
window model [39], which incorporates a forgetting mechanism where data
items expires after W time units from the moment they occur. Existing work
has considered estimating various statistics in this model [7, 9].
The concept of sketching is closely related to data streams, as efficient
streaming algorithms operate by maintaining compact sketches, which pro-
vide approximate statistics and summaries of the data stream seen so far.
Popular data-stream sketches include the min-hash sketch [34], the LogLog
sketch [43], and its improvement, the hyperloglog sketch [46], all of which have
been used to approximate distinct counts. Distance distribution sketches [19, 35]
are built on top of the distinct-count sketches, and provide a powerful tech-
nique to approximate the number of neighbors of a node in a graph within a
certain distance. Such sketches have been used extensively in graph-mining
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of interaction networks.
Nodes Distinct Total Clustering Diameter Effective
Dataset edges edges coefficient diameter
Facebook 4 039 88 234 88 234 0.60 8 4.7
Cit-HepTh 27 771 352 801 352 801 0.31 13 5.3
Higgs 166 840 249 030 500 000 0.19 10 4.7
DBLP 192 357 400 000 800 000 0.63 21 8.0
applications [19, 92].
As graphs provide a powerful abstraction to model a wide variety of
real-world datasets, and as the amount of data collected gives rise to mas-
sive graphs, there is growing interest on algorithms for processing dynamic
graphs and graph streams. This includes work on data structures that allow
to perform efficient queries under structural changes of the graph [44, 56],
as well as the design of algorithms for computing graph primitives under
data-stream models. Work in the latest category includes algorithms for
counting triangles [11, 14, 113] and other motifs [20, 23], computing graph
sparsifiers [3], and so on. Most of the above papers consider the standard
data stream model, although Crouch et al. [38] study many graph algorithms
on the sliding-window model.
7 Experimental evaluation
We provide an empirical evaluation of the approximate algorithm presented
in Section 51. We evaluate the space requirements, time, and accuracy. We
compare the approximate algorithm with the exact algorithm presented in
Section 4 and the off-line HyperANF algorithm [19]. Since our implementa-
tions have not been optimized, we compare to a HyperANF version devel-
oped under the same conditions and without low-level optimizations such as
broad-word computing.
Datasets and setup: We use four real-world datasets obtained from SNAP
repository [76]. We take snapshots of the largest datasets Cit-HepTh and DBLP
of 500 000 and 400 000 edges, respectively. Three of the data sets, Facebook,
DBLP, and Cit-HepTh, have unique edges and do not contain any time infor-
mation. To create an interaction network out of these static graphs, we order
the edges randomly. In the case of DBLP we allow edges to repeat until we
have 800 000 edges. Statistics of these datasets are reported in Table 2.1.
As a maximum window size we use wmax  8, that is, we do not delete
1Code at : https://github.com/rohit13k/NeighborhoodProfile.git
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Table 2.2: Average relative error as a function of `.
` Facebook Cit-HepTh Higgs DBLP
16 0.28 0.23 0.22 0.22
32 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.15
64 0.10 0.12 0.16 0.12
128 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.09
any previous edges. We also set r  3, except for one experiment where we
vary r.
Accuracy of the sketch: In order to test the accuracy of the sketch algorithm,
we compare the algorithm with the exact version, and we compute the av-
erage relative error as a function of number of buckets (`  2k). Running
the exact algorithm is infeasible for the large datasets due the memory re-
quirements, and hence we use only a subset of the large datasets to measure
accuracy. The results are given in Table 2.2. As expected from previous stud-
ies, the accuracy increases with `.
Running time for updating summaries: Our next goal is to study the run-
ning time needed to update the summary upon adding an edge. The average
running time2 for every 1 000 edges is reported in Table 2.3. Detailed time
measurements are shown in Figure 3.3. We took average run time by running
3 iterations of Facebook and Cit-HepTh and 2 iterations of Higgs and DBLP
datasets.
The time needed to process an edge depends on two factors. First, as
we increase the number of buckets `, the processing time increases. Sec-
ond, a single edge may cause a significant number of updates if it connects
two previously disconnected components. We see the fluctuating nature and
peaks in the processing time in Figure 2.4 as some edge-addition updates re-
quire more time than others whenever an edge between two disjoint cluster
of nodes comes close the propagation list grows and hence the time taken
increases. Interestingly enough, for large datasets, DBLP and Higgs, the time
taken to process a new edge becomes almost constant after the snapshot
graphs stabilize.
The average processing time depends greatly on the characteristics of the
dataset. For example, we can process DBLP quickly despite its size. We sus-
pect that this is due to high diameter and high clustering coefficient.
We parallelize the algorithm to measure the speed-up. In Figure 2.5 we
see that by using 4 threads we are able to process the edges 4 times faster.
We also study the processing time as a function of the maximum distance
r. Here we use Facebook and DBLP, and vary r  2, . . . , 5. The results are
2We measure the time for batches to get a more accurate reading.
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Table 2.3: Average time in seconds needed to process 1 000 edges as a function of `
` Facebook Cit-HepTh Higgs DBLP
16 0.06 7.20 3.92 0.80
32 0.08 12.57 6.84 1.31
64 0.12 28.64 12.12 2.10



















































































































Fig. 2.5: Running times for DBLP with parallelized version of the algorithm.
given in Figure 2.6. We see that the processing time increases exponentially
as a function of r. This is expected as the neighborhood sizes also increase at
a similar rate.
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Fig. 2.6: Time needed to process 1 000 edges as a function of distance r
Space complexity: We also evaluate the memory usage of our method. The
results are shown in Figure 2.7. Initially, the need for space increases rapidly
as new nodes are added with every edge. Once all the nodes are seen the
memory increase drops as only the sketches of the nodes are increasing. Note
that we are not pruning any edges. As expected, the memory requirement
increases linearly with `.
Comparison with off-line method: Finally, for reference, we compare with
a non-streaming algorithm that uses the same hyperloglog technology, the
HyperANF algorithm of Boldi et al. [19]. To support querying of any window
length as supported by our algorithm we modified the HyperANF algorithm
to a Sliding-HyperANF algorithm by replacing the HyperLogLog sketch with
Sliding HyperLogLog sketch. Running the Sliding-HyperANF algorithm in
DBLP takes 3.6 seconds per sliding window. In contrast, for the same data-set,
our streaming algorithm gives a rate of 0.003 seconds per sliding window.
8 Concluding remarks
We studied the problem of maintaining the neighborhood profile of the nodes
of an interaction network—a graph with a sequence of interactions, in the
form of a stream of time-stamped edges. The model is appropriate for many
modern graph datasets, like social networks where interaction between users
is one of the most important aspects. We focused on the sliding-window
data-stream model, which allows to forget past interactions and adapt to new
drifts in the data. Thus, the proposed problem and approach can be applied
to monitoring large networks with fast-evolving interactions, and used to
reason how the network structure and the centrality of the important nodes
change over time.
We presented an exact algorithm, which is memory inefficient, but it set
the stage for our main technique, an approximate algorithm based on sliding-






























































































Fig. 2.7: Memory utilization as a function of `
work node, and has fast update time, in practice. The algorithm is also nat-
urally parallelizable, which is exploited in our experimental evaluation to
further improve its performance. One desirable property of our algorithm
is that the sketch we maintain does not depend on the length of the sliding
window, but the length can be specified at query time.
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Abstract
We study the potential flow of information in interaction networks, that is, networks
in which the interactions between the nodes are being recorded. The central notion in
our study is that of an information channel. An information channel is a sequence
of interactions between nodes forming a path in the network which respects the time
order. As such, an information channel represents a potential way information could
have flown in the interaction network. We propose algorithms to estimate information
channels of limited time span from every node to other nodes in the network. We
present one exact and one more efficient approximate algorithm. Both algorithms are
one-pass algorithms. The approximation algorithm is based on an adaptation of the
HyperLogLog sketch, which allows easily combining the sketches of individual nodes
in order to get estimates of how many unique nodes can be reached from groups of
nodes as well. We show how the results of our algorithm can be used to build efficient
influence oracles for solving the Influence maximization problem which deals
with finding top k seed nodes such that the information spread from these nodes is
maximized. Experiments show that the use of information channels is an interesting
data-driven and model-independent way to find top k influential nodes in interaction
networks.
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1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study information propagation by identifying potential
“information channels” based on interactions in a dynamic network. Study-
ing the propagation of information through a network is a fundamental and
well-studied problem. Most of the works in this area, however, studied the
information propagation problem in static networks or graphs only. Nev-
ertheless, with the recent advancement in data storage and processing, it is
becoming increasingly interesting to store and analyze not only the connec-
tions in a network but the complete set of interactions as well. In many
networks not only the connections between the nodes in the network are im-
portant, but also and foremost, how the connected nodes interact with each
other. Examples of such networks include email networks, in which not only
the fact that two users are connected because they once exchanged emails is
important, but also how often and with whom they interact. Another exam-
ple is that of social networks where people become friends once, but may
interact many times afterward, intensify their interactions over time, or com-
pletely stop interacting. The static network of interactions does not take these
differences into account, even though these interactions are very informative
for how information spreads. To illustrate the importance of taking the inter-
actions into account, Kempe et al. [66] showed how the temporal aspects of
networks affect the properties of the graph.
Figure 3.1a gives an example of a toy interaction network. As can be seen,
an interaction network is abstracted as a sequence of timestamped edges. A
central notion in our study is that of an information channel; that is, a path
consisting of edges that are increasing in time. For instance, in Figure 3.1a,
there is an information channel from a to e, but not from a to f . This notion of
an information channel is not new, and was already studied under the name
time-respecting path [66] and is a special case of temporal paths [119].In contrast
to earlier work on information channels we additionally impose a constraint
on the total duration of the information channel, thus reflecting the fact that
in influence propagation the relevance of the message being propagated may
deteriorate over time. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
one to study the notion of temporal paths with time constraints in influence
propagation on interaction networks.
We propose a method to identify the most influential nodes in the net-
work based on how many other nodes they could potentially reach through
an information channel of limited timespan. As such, the information chan-
nels form an implicit propagation model learned from data. Most of the
related work in the area of information propagation in interaction or dy-
namic networks uses probabilistic models like the independent cascade(IC)












Fig. 3.1: (a) An example Interaction graph. (b) The interaction in reverse order of time.
probabilities that are assumed to be given by these models [67, 29, 28, 36].
Another set of recent work focuses on deriving the hidden diffusion network
by studying the cascade information of actions [51, 53] or cascade of infec-
tion times [41, 101]. These chapter, however, use a very different model of
interactions. For example, the work by Goyal et al. [51, 53], every time an
activity of a node a is repeated within a certain time span by a node b that
is connected to a in the social graph, this is recorded as an interaction. Each
user can execute each activity only once, and the strength of influence of one
user over the other is expressed as the number of different activities that are
repeated. While this model is very natural for certain social network settings,
we believe that our model is much more natural for networks in which mes-
sages are exchanged, such as for instance email networks because activities
such as sending an email can be executed repeatedly and already include
the interaction in itself. Furthermore, [53] is not based on information chan-
nels, but on the notion of credit-distribution, and [51] does not include the
time-respecting constraint for paths.
One of the key differentiators of the techniques introduced here and ear-
lier work is that next to an exact algorithm, we also propose an efficient one-
pass algorithm for building an approximate influence oracle that can be used
to identify top-k maximal influencers. Our algorithm is based on the same
notion as shown in so-called sliding window HyperLogLog sketch [73] leading
to an efficient, yet approximate solution. Experiments on various interaction
networks with our algorithm show the accuracy and scalability of our ap-
proximate algorithm, as well as how it outperforms algorithms that only take
into account the static graph formed by the connected nodes.
The contribution of this chapter are as follows.
• Based on the notion of an Information Channel, we introduce the Influence
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Fig. 3.2: Interaction network example with multiple information channels between node c and
f
Reachability Set of a node in a interaction network.
• We propose an exact but memory inefficient algorithm which calculates
the Influence Reachability Set of every node in the network in one pass
over the list of interactions.
• Next to the exact algorithm, an approximate sketch-based extension is
made using a versioned HyperLogLog sketch.
• With the influence reachability sets of the nodes in our interaction net-
work, we identify top-k influencers in a model-independent way.
• We propose a new Time Constrained Information Cascade Model for
interaction networks derived from the Independent Cascade Model for
static networks.
• We present the results of extensive experiments on six real world inter-
action network datasets and demonstrate the effectiveness of the time
window based influence spread maximization over static graph based
influence maximization.
2 Preliminaries
Let V be a set of nodes. An interaction between nodes from V is defined
as a triplet pu, v, tq, where u, v P V, and t is a natural number representing
a time stamp. The interaction pu, v, tq indicates that node u interacted with
node v at time t. Interactions are directed and could denote, for instance, the
sending of a message. For a directed edge u Ñ v, u is the source node and
v is the destination node. An interaction network GpV, Eq is a set of nodes
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V, together with a set E of interactions. We assume that every interaction
has a different time stamp. We will use n  |V| to denote the number of
nodes in the interaction network, and m  |E | to denote the total number of
interactions.
Time Constrained Information Cascade Model: For interaction networks,
influence models such as the Independent Cascade Model or Linear Thresh-
old Model no longer suffice as they do not take the temporal aspect into
account and are meant for static networks. To address this shortcoming, we
introduce a new model of Information Cascade for Interaction networks. The
Time Constrained Information Cascade Model (TCIC) is a variation of the famous
Independent Cascade Model. This model forms the basis of our comparison
with other baselines SKIM [36], PageRank and High Degree. We say a node
is infected if it is influenced. For a given set of seed nodes we start by infect-
ing the seed nodes at their first interaction in the network and then start to
spread influence to their neighbors with a fixed probability. The influence
spread is constrained by the time window(ω) specified; i.e, once a seed node
is infected at time stamp t it can spread the infection to another node via a
temporal path only if the interaction on that path happens between time t
and t ω. For sake of simplicity we use a fixed infection probability in our
algorithms to simulate the spread nevertheless node specific probabilities or
random probabilities could easily be used as well. In Algorithm 5 we present
the algorithm for the TCIC model.
In order to Find highly influential nodes under the TCIC model we intro-
duce the notion of Information Channel.
Definition 5
(Information Channel) Information Channel ic between nodes u and v in an
interaction network GpV, Eq, is defined as a series of time increasing interac-
tions from E satisfying the following conditions: ic  pu, n1, t1q, pn1, n2, t2q, ...pnk, v, tkq
where t1   t2   ..   tk. The duration of the information channel ic is
durpicq : tk t1 1 and the end time of the information channel ic is endpicq :
tk. We denote the set of all information channels between u and v as ICpu, vq,
and the set of all information channels of duration ω or less as ICωpu, vq.
Notice that there can exist multiple information channels between two nodes
u and v. For example, in Fig 3.2 there are 2 information channels from a
to f . The intuition of the information channel notion is that node u could
only have sent information to node v if there exists a time respecting series
of interactions connecting these two nodes. Therefore, nodes that can reach
many other nodes through information channels are more likely to influence
other nodes than nodes that have information channels to only few nodes.
This notion is captured by the influence reachability set.
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Algorithm 5 Simulation with a given seed set and window
Input: GpV, Eq the interaction graph given as a time-ordered list `G of
pu, v, tq, ω, and S the seed set. p is the probability of infection spread on
interaction.
Output: Number of nodes influenced by the seed.
Initially all nodes are inactive and for all activateTime is set to -1.
for pu, v, tq P `G do




if u.isActive & pt u.activateTimeq ¤ ω then
With probability p
v.isActive=true





Return: Count of nodes for which isActive is true.
Definition 6
(Influence reachability set) The Influence reachability set (IRS) σpuq of a node
u in a network GpV, Eq is defined as the set of all the nodes to which u has
an information channel:
σpuq : tv P V | ICpu, vq  Hu .
Similarly, the influence set for a given maximal duration ω is defined as
σωpuq  tv P V | Dic P ICpu, vq : durpicq ¤ ωu .
The IRS of a node may change depending on the maximal duration ω. For
example, in Figure 3.2 σ3paq  tb, c, du and σ5paq  tb, c, d, f u. This is quite
intuitive because as the maximal duration increases, longer paths become
valid, hence increasing the size of the influence reachability set. Once we
have the IRS for all nodes in a interaction network for a given window we can
efficiently answer many interesting queries, such as finding top k influential
nodes. Formally, the algorithms we will show in the next section solve the
following problem:
Definition 7
(IRS-based Oracle Problem) Given an interaction network GpV, Eq, and a du-
ration threshold ω, construct a data structure that allows to efficiently answer
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the following type of queries: given a set of nodes V1  V, what is the cardinality
of the combined influence reachability sets of the nodes in V1; that is: |vPV1 σωpvq|.
First we will present an exact but memory inefficient solution that will main-
tain the sets σωpvq for all nodes v. Clearly this data structure will allow to
get the exact cardinality of the exact influence reachability sets, by taking
the unions of the individual influence reachability sets and discarding dupli-
cate elements. The approximate algorithm on it’s turn will maintain a much
more memory efficient sketch of the sets σωpvq that allows to take unions and
estimate cardinalities.
3 Solution Framework
In this section, we present an algorithm to compute the IRS for all nodes in
an interaction network in one pass over all interactions. In the following all
definitions assume that an interaction network GpV, Eq and a threshold ω
have been given. We furthermore assume that the edges are ordered by time
stamp, and will iterate over the interactions in reverse order of time stamp.
As such, our algorithm is a one-pass algorithm, as it treats every interaction
exactly once and, as we will see, the time spent per processed interaction is
very low. It is not a streaming algorithm because it can not process interac-
tions as they arrive. The reverse processing order of the edges is essential in
our algorithm, because of the following observation.
Lemma 1
Let GpV, Eq be an interaction network, and let pu, v, tq be an interaction with a
time stamp before any time stamp in E ; i.e., for all interactions pu1, v1, t1q P E ,
t1 ¡ t. G1pV, E Y tpu, v, tquq denotes the interaction network that is obtained
by adding interaction pu, v, tq to G. Then, for all w P Vztuu, IRSωpwq is equal
in G and G1.
Proof. Suppose that IRSωpwq changes by adding pu, v, tq to E . This means
that there must exist an information channel ic from w to another node in
G1 that did not yet exist in G. This information channel hence necessarily
contains the interaction pu, v, tq. As t was the earliest time in the interaction
network G1, pu, v, tq has to be the first interaction in this information channel.
Therefore w must be u and thus w R Vztuu.
This straightforward observation logically leads to the strategy of re-
versely scanning the list of interactions. Every time a new interaction pu, v, tq
is added, only the IRS of the source node u needs to be updated. Notice that
there is no symmetric definition for the forward scan of a list of interactions;
if a new interaction arrives with a time stamp later than any other time stamp
in the interaction network, potentially the IRS of every node in the network
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changes, leading to an unpredictable and potentially unacceptable update
time per interaction.
In order to exploit the observation of Lemma 1, we keep a summary of
the interactions processed so far.
Definition 8
(IRS Summary) For each pair u, v P V, such that ICωpu, vq  H, λpu, vq is
defined as the end time of the earliest information channel of length ω or
less from u to v. That is:
λpu, vq : minptendpicq | ic P ICωpu, vquq
The IRS summary ϕωpuq is now defined as follows:
ϕωpuq  tpv, λpu, vqq | v P IRSωpuqu .
That is, we will be keeping for every node u the list of all other nodes that are
reachable by an information channel of duration at most ω. Furthermore, for
every such reachable node v, we keep the earliest time it can be reached from
u by an information channel. The IRS of a node u can easily be computed
from ϕωpuq as σωpuq  tv | Dt : pv, tq P ϕpuqu. On the other hand, the
information stored in the summary consisting of ϕpuq for every u is sufficient
to efficiently update it whenever we process the next edge in the reverse order
as we shall see.
Example 8
In Figure 3.2, ϕ3paq  tpb, 1q, pd, 2q, pc, 4qu and ϕ3pcq  tp f , 5q, pe, 3qu. There are
2 information channels between c and f , one with durpicq  1 and endpicq  8
and another with durpicq  3 and endpicq  5 and hence λpc, f q  5.
3.1 The Exact algorithm
We illustrate our algorithm using the running example in Figure 3.1a. Ta-
ble 3.1b shows all the interactions for the graph reverse ordered by time
stamp. Recall that we process the edges in time decreasing order. The algo-
rithm is detailed in Algorithm 6. First, we initialize all ϕpuq to the empty set.
Then, whenever we process an interaction pu, v, tq, we know from Lemma 1
that only the summary ϕpuq may change. The following lemma explains how
the summary ϕpuq changes:
Lemma 2
Let GpV, Eq be an interaction network, and let pu, v, tq be an interaction with a
time stamp before any time stamp in E ; i.e., for all interactions pu1, v1, t1q P E ,
t1 ¡ t. G1pV, E Ytpu, v, tquq denotes the interaction network that is obtained by
adding the interaction pu, v, tq to G. Let ϕ1puq denote the summary of u in G1
and ϕpuq that in G. Then, ϕ1puq Ó ptpv, tquY ϕpuqYtpz, t1q P ϕpvq | t1 t 1 ¤
ωuq, where Ó pAq denotes Aztpv, tq P A | Dpv, t1q P A : t1   tu.
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Proof. Let ic be an information channel of duration maximally ω from u to
z in G1 that minimizes endpicq. Then there are three options: (1) ic is the
information channel from u to v formed by the single interaction pu, v, tq that
was added. The end time of this information channel is t. (2) ic was already
present in G, and hence pz, endpicqq P ϕpuq, or (3) ic is a new information
channel. Using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 1, we can show
that ic needs to start with the new interaction and that the remainder of ic
forms an information channel ic1 from v to z in G with endpic1q  endpicq. In
that case pz, endpicqq P ϕpvq. Given the constraint on duration we furthermore
need to have endpicq t 1 ¤ ω. Hence, ϕ1puq needs to be a subset of tpv, tquY
ϕpuqYtpz, t1q P ϕpvq | t1 t 1 ¤ ωu, and we can obtain ϕ1puq by only keeping
those pairs that are not dominated.
Example 9
Figure 3.1a represents a small interaction network and Table 3.1b shows the
edges in order of time. For ω  3 the Influence Summary Set will update as
follows:
a b c d e f
ϕ tu tu tu tu tu tu
pb,c,8qÝÑ a b c d e f
ϕ tu pc, 8q tu tu tu tu
pe,c,7qÝÑ a b c d e f
ϕ tu pc, 8q tu tu pc, 7q tu
pb,e,6qÝÑ a b c d e f
ϕ tu pc, 7qpe, 6q tu tu pc, 7q tu
pa,b,5qÝÑ







tu tu pc, 7q tu
pe,b,4qÝÑ







tu tu (c,7)pb, 4q tu
pd,e,3qÝÑ
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pa,d,1qÝÑ














While processing the edge pb, e, 6q, first we add pe, 6q in the summary of d and
then add pc, 7q from the summary of e in summary of b. As the summary of
b already had pc, 8q, the value will be updated. Next, during the processing
of edge pa, b, 5q the summary of a is updated first by adding pb, 5q then while
merging the summary of b in a we will ignore pe, 8q because the duration of
the channel is 4 and the permitted window length is 3. The only addition is
hence pc, 7q.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 6 updates the IRS summary correctly.
Proof. This proof follows by induction. For the empty list of transactions, the
algorithm produced the empty summary. This is our base case. Then, for
every interaction that is added in the for loop, it follows from Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2 that the summaries are correctly updated to form the summary of
the interaction graph with one more (earlier) interaction. After all interactions
have been processed, the summary is hence that of the complete interaction
graph.
Lemma 3
Algorithm 6 runs in time Opmnq and space Opn2q, where n  |V| and m  |E |.
Proof. Each edge in E is processed exactly once and for each edge, both Add
and Merge are called once. We assume that the summary sets ϕpuq are
implemented with hash tables such that looking up the element pv, tq for a
given v takes constant time only. Under this assumption, the Add function
has constant complexity. The Merge function calls Add for every item in
ϕpvq at least once. The number of items in ϕpvq is upper bounded by n and
hence the time complexity of one merge operation is at most Opnq. This leads
to the upper bound Opmnq in total.
For the space complexity, note that in the worst case for each node there
is an information channel to every other node of duration at most ω. In that
case, the size of the individual summary ϕpvq of every node v is Opnq which
leads to a space complexity of Opn2q in total.
As we can see from Lemma 3 the memory requirements for the exact
algorithm is in worst case quadratic in the number of nodes of the graph.
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Algorithm 6 Influence set with Exact algorithm
Input: Interaction graph GpV, Eq. `G is the list of interactions reversely or-
dered by time stamp
Threshold ω (maximum allowed duration of an influence channel)
Output: ϕpuq for all u P V
function Add(ϕpuq,pv, tq)
if Dt1 : pv, t1q P ϕpuq then
 There is at most one such entry
if t   t1 then
ϕpuq  pϕpuqzpv, t1qq Y pv, tq
end if
else




for all px, txq P ϕpvq do




Initialize: ϕpuq Ð H @u P V




This will not scale well for large graphs as we want to keep this data structure
in memory for efficient querying. Hence in the next section we will present
an approximate but more memory and time efficient version of the algorithm.
3.2 Approximate Algorithm
Algorithm presented in the previous section computes the IRS exactly, albeit
at the cost of high space complexity and update time. In this section, we
describe an approximate algorithm which is much more efficient in terms of
memory requirements and update time. The approximate algorithm is based
on an adaptation of the HyperLogLog sketch [46].
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HyperLogLog Sketch
A HyperLogLog (HLL) sketch [46] is a probabilistic data structure for ap-
proximately counting the number of distinct items in a stream. Any exact
solution for counting the number of distinct items in a stream would require
OpNq space with N the cardinality of the set. The HLL sketch, however, ap-
proximates this cardinality with no more than OplogplogpNqqq bits. The HLL
sketch is an array with β  2k cells pc1, . . . , cβq, where k is a constant that con-
trols the accuracy of the approximation. Initially all cells are 0. Every time an
item x in the stream arrives, the HLL sketch is updated as follows: the item
x is hashed deterministically to a positive number hpxq. The first k bits of
this number determines the 0-based index of the cell in the HLL sketch that
will be updated. We denote this number ιpxq. For the remaining bits in hpxq,
the position of the least significant bit that is 1 is computed. This number is
denoted ρpxq. If ρpxq is larger than cιpxq, cιpxq will be overwritten with ρpxq.
For example, suppose that we use a HLL sketch with β  22  4 cells.
Initially the sketch is empty:
ι 0 1 2 3
ρ 0 0 0 0
Suppose now item a arrives with hpaq  1110100110010110b. The first 2 bits
are used to determine ιpaq  11b  3. The rightmost 1 in the binary repre-
sentation of hpaq is in position 2, and hence c3 becomes 2. Suppose that next
items arrive in the stream with pcιpxq, ρpxqq equal to: pc1, 3q, pc0, 7q, pc2, 2q, and
pc1, 2q, then the content of the sketch becomes:
ι 0 1 2 3
ρ 7 3 2 2
It is clear that duplicate items will not change the summary. Furthermore,
for a random element x, Ppρpxq ¥ `q  2`. Hence, if d different items have
been hashed into cell cι, then Ppcι ¥ `q  1  p1  2`qd. This probability
depends on d, and all ci are independent. Based on a clever exploitation
of these observations, Flajolet et al. [46] showed how the number of distinct
items in a stream can be approximated from the HLL sketch. Last but not
least, two HLL sketches can easily be combined into a single sketch by taking
for each index the maximum of the values in that index of both sketches.
Versioned HLL Sketch
The HLL sketch is an excellent tool for our purpose; every time an edge pa, bq
needs to be processed (recall that we process the edges in reverse chronolog-
ical order), all nodes reachable by an information channel from b, are also
reachable by an information channel from a. Therefore, if we keep the list of
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reachable nodes as a HLL sketch, we can update the reachable nodes from a
by unioning in the HLL sketch of the reachable nodes from b into the HLL
sketch of those reachable from a. One aspect, however, that is not taken
into account here is that we only consider information channels of length ω.
Hence, only those nodes reachable from b by an information channel that
ends within time window ω should be considered. Therefore, we developed
a so-called versioned HLL sketch vHLL. The vHLL maintains for each cell
ci of the HLL a list Li of ρpxq-values together with a timestamp and is up-
dated as follows: let tcurrent be the current time; periodically entries pr, tq with
t tcurrent   1 ¡ ω are removed from vHLL. Whenever an item x arrives, ρpxq
and ιpxq are computed, and the pair pρpxq, tcurrentq is added to the list Lιpxq.
Furthermore, all pairs pr, tq such that r ¤ ρpxq are removed from Lιpxq. The
rationale behind the update procedure is as follows: at any point in time
tcurrent we need to be able to estimate the number of elements x that arrived
within the time interval rtcurrent, tcurrent   ω  1s. Therefore it is essential to
know the maximal ρpxq of all x that arrived within this interval. We keep
those pairs pr, tq in Lι such that r may, at some point, become the maximal
value as we shift the window further back in time. It is easy to see that any
pair pr, tq such that r ¤ ρpxq for a newly arrived x at tcurrent will always be
dominated by pρpxq, tcurrentq. On the other hand, if ρpxq   r we still do have
to store pρpxq, tcurrentq as pr, tq will leave the window before pρpxq, tcurrentq will.
Example 10
Suppose that the elements e, d, c, a, b, a have to be added to the vHLL. Recall
that we process the stream in reverse order, hence the updates are processed
in the following order: pa, t6q, pb, t5q, pa, t4q, pc, t3q, pd, t2q, pe, t1q. Let ι and ρ
be as follows for the elements in V:
item a b c d e
ι 1 3 3 2 2
ρ 3 1 2 2 1
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The subsequent vHLL sketches are respectively the following:
ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu tu tu tu
pa,t6qÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, t6q tu tu
pb,t5qÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, t6q tu p1, t5q
pa,t4qÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, t4q tu p1, t5q
pc,t3qÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, t4q tu p2, t3q
pd,t2qÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, t4q p2, t2q p2, t3q
pe,t1qÝÑ ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, t4q p2, t2q, p1, t1q p2, t3q
Notice that also two vHLL sketches can be easily combined by merging
them. For each cell ι, we take the union of the respective lists Lι and L1ι and
remove all pairs pr, tq in the result that are dominated by a pair pr1, t1q that
came from the other list with t1   t and r1 ¥ r. If the lists are stored in order
of time, this merge operation can be executed in time linear in the length of
the lists.
Example 11
Consider the following two vHLL sketches:
ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tu p3, t4q p1, t1q, p2, t2q p2, t3q
ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tp5, t1qu p3, t2q p4, t3q p1, t4q
The result of merging them is:
ι 0 1 2 3
ρ tp5, t1qu p3, t2q p1, t1q, p2, t2q, p4, t3q p2, t3q
Note that adding versioning to the HLL sketch comes at a price.
Lemma 4
The expected space for storing a vHLL sketch for a window length ω is
Opβplogpωqqq.
Proof. The size of each pair pr, tq stored in a list Lι is dominated by t and takes
space Oplogpωqq. In worst case, all elements in the window xcurrent, . . . , xcurrent ω1
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Algorithm 7 Approximate Algorithm for IRS
function ApproxAdd(ϕpuq,pρpvq, tq,ιpvq)
if Dpρ, t1q P Lι : pρ, t1q dominates pρpvq, tq then
Ignore pρpvq, tq
else
if Dpρ, t1q P Lι : pρpvq, tq dominates pρ, t1q then
remove pρ, t1q from Lι
end if




while i   β do
for all px, txq P Li do  Iterate over ϕpvq







are different and all arrive into the same cell cι. In that case, the expected
number of pairs in Lι is ErX1   X2   . . .   Xω1s where Xi denotes the fol-
lowing statistical variable: Xi equals 1 if pρpxiq, tcurrent i1q is in Lι and 0 oth-
erwise. This means that Xi  1 if and only if ρpxiq ¡ maxtρpx1q, . . . , ρpxi1qqu.
As each ρpxjq, j ¤ i has the same chance to be the largest, PpXi  1q ¤ 1i .
Hence we get:







The approximate algorithm is very similar to the exact algorithm 6; instead
of using exact sets we use the more compact versioned HyperLogLog sketch.
Add and Merge are the only functions which need to be updated as per the
new sketch everything else will remain the same as shown in algorithm 6. We
will just present the ApproxAdd and ApproxMerge functions in Algorithm 7.
Lemma 5
The expected time complexity for Algorithm 7 is Opmβplogpωqq2q, where n 
|V| and m  |E |.
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Proof. In the ApproxMerge function the while loop will run for β itera-
tions and the inner for loop will run for an expected of logpωq items(from
Lemma 4). Hence time complexity would be Opβ logpωqOpApproxAddqq.
Now in the ApproxAdd function there are at-most logpωq comparisons,
hence OpApproxAddq  Oplogpωqq. For each edge ApproxAdd and ApproxMerge
are called only once. Hence Opmβplogpωqq2q is the expected time complex-
ity.
Lemma 6
The expected space complexity for the Algorithm 7 is Opnβplogpωqq2q, where
n  |V| and m  |E |.
Proof. From Lemma 4 the expected size of one vHLL sketch is Opβplogpωqq2q.




Given the Influence Reachability Set of an interaction network computing the
influence spread of a given seed set, S  V is straightforward. The influence





HyperLogLog sketch union requires taking the maximum at each bucket in-
dex ι which is very efficient, so the the time complexity would be Op|S|`q.
4.2 Influence Maximization:
Influence Maximization deals with the problem of finding top k seed nodes
which will maximize the influence spread. After the pre processing stage of
computing IRS we can use a greedy approach to find the top-k seed nodes
by using the Influence oracle. First we show the complexity of the top-k
most influential nodes problem is NP-hard and then show that the Influence
oracle function is monotone and submodular. Hence we can use a greedy
approximation approach.
Lemma 7
Influence maximization under the Influence Reachability Set model is NP-hard.
Proof. Given the Influence Reachability Set for all the nodes the problem of
finding a subset of k nodes such that the union is maximum is a problem
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which is similar to the problem of maximum coverage problem. As the later
is a NP-hard problem we deduce that the given problem is NP-hard.
Lemma 8
The influence function σpSq is submodular and monotone.
Proof. First we will prove that Inf pSq is a submodular function. Let S and T
be two sets of seed nodes such that S  T. Let x be another node not in T.
Now, let the marginal gain of adding x in S, i.e., In f pS   xq  In f pSq  P.
P is the set of those nodes for which there is no path from S and hence
these should belong to In f pxq. Let the marginal gain of adding x in T,i.e.,
In f pT   xq  In f pTq  P1. It is clear that P1  P, as otherwise there will be
a node u for which there is a path from S but not from T and this is not
possible given S  T. Hence In f pS  xq  In f pSq ¥ In f pT   xq  In f pTq.
It is obvious to see the that Inf is monotone as it is a increasing function,
adding a new node in the seed set will never decrease the influence, and
hence if S  T then Inf pSq ¤ Inf pTq.
Greedy Approach for Influence Maximization:
Algorithm 8 outlines the details for the greedy approach. We start by first
sorting the nodes based on the size of the Influence Reachability Set. The node
with maximum IRS set size becomes the most influential node and is taken
as the first node in seed set. Next at each stage we iterate through the sorted
list and check the gain by using influence oracle of the already selected nodes
and the new node. The node which results in maximum gain is added into
the seed set.
5 Related Work
The problem of Influence Maximization and Influence spread prediction is a
well know problem. Broadly, the work in this area can be categorized into
two main categories. The first category is based on static graphs [40, 99,
67, 36] where the underlying graph is already given and the probability of a
node getting influenced is derived from probabilistic simulations. The second
category is data driven, where the underlying influence graph is derived
based on a relationship such as friendship between two users or common
action within a specified time [101, 41, 53, 51]. The static graph approaches
do not capture the dynamics of real networks such as social media and hence
the data driven approaches are more suitable.
Static graph The Influence Maximization problem in social network was
first studied by Richardson et al. [40, 99] where they formalized the problem
with a probabilistic model. Later Kempe et al. [67] proposed a solution using
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Algorithm 8 Influence Maximization using IRS
Input: The Influence set σu@u P V and the number of seed nodes to find is k
initialize selected ÐH^ covered ÐH
Sort u P V descending with respect to |σu|. Save this sorted list as `
while selected   k do
gain  0 ; us  H
for all u P ` do
if |coveredY σu|  |covered| ¡ gain then
gain  |coveredY σu|  |covered|
us  tuu
end if




selected Ð selectedY us; covered Ð coveredY σus
end while
discrete optimization. They proved that the Influence Maximization problem
is NP-hard and provided a greedy algorithm to select seed sets using max-
imum marginal gain. As the model is based on Monte Carlo simulations, it
is not scalable for large graphs. Later improvements were proposed by Chen
et al. [29] using the DegreeDiscountand prefix excluding maximum influence
in-arborescence (PMIA) [28] algorithms. Both algorithms are heuristic-based.
Leskovec et al. proposed the Cost-Effective Lazy Forward (CELF) [75] mech-
anism to reduce the number of simulations required to select seeds. All of the
above-mentioned studies focus on static graph and do not take the temporal
nature of the interactions between different nodes into consideration. The
latest work on the static graph Influence Maximization problem by Cohen et
al. [36] is the fastest we have come across which scales to very large graphs.
We compare our seed sets and their influence spread with the seeds selected
by their algorithm SKIM. Related work on information flow mining on static
graph may be found in [69, 75, 77, 97, 90]. Lie et al. in [79] and Chen et
al. in [27] independently proposed the first time constrained Influence Maxi-
mization solutions for static graph. Their work considers the concept of time
delay in information flow. They assign this delay at individual node level
based on different probabilistic models and not the information channels or
pathways between the nodes.
Data Driven approach There are a few recent work which consider the
temporal aspect of the graph and are based on real interaction data. Goyal
et al. [53] proposed the first data based approach to find influential users in
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Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes
Time window
constrained
Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes
Approx sketch-
ing or sampling
Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
One Pass algo-
rithm
No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes
a social network by considering the temporal aspect in the cascade of com-
mon actions performed by users, instead of using just static simulation of
the friendship network. However, their work does not consider the time con-
straint in the information flow. In [51] they do use a time window based ap-
proach to determine true leaders in the network. However, the time window
they consider is for direct influence only, i.e., once a user performs an action
how many of his/her friends repeat that action in that time window. They
have some additional assumptions like information propagation is non-cyclic
and if one user performs an action more then once, they use only the time
stamp of the first action. Our approach does not make such assumptions and
identifies influential nodes without any constraints on the number of times
a user performs an action or that the propagation graph needs to be a DAG.
The time constraints we impose are on the path of information flow from the
start of the action. Also, our proposed solution just needs a single pass over
the propagation graph whereas Goyal’s work do a single pass over the action
log but multiple passes on the social network to find the child nodes. Our
sketch based approximation further improves the time and space complexity.
There are a few more recent works on data driven approach by Gomez-
Rodriguez et al. [101] and Du et al. [41]. These works try to derive the un-
derlying hidden influence network and the influence diffusion probabilities
along every edge from a given cascade of infection times for each node in the
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network. Du et al. [41] proposed a scalable algorithm called ConTinEst, which
finds most influential nodes from the derived influence network. ConTinEst
uses an adaption of a randomized neighborhood estimation algorithm [34] to
find the most influential node in the network. But getting the cascade data
of infection times for every network is not always possible. For example in
an email or a messaging network, we may have access only to interactions
between the users and not to the actual individual infection time. To the best
of our knowledge our work is the first to try to predict and maximize influ-
ence in a network in which only the interaction data is available and no other
action cascade or relationship between users is provided.
In Table 3.1 we give a brief comparison matrix of our IRS approach with
some of the other works in Influence Maximization. We compare against
the type of input each approach considers; i.e, a static graph (S), action cas-
cade or infection time based event cascades (C) or interaction network based
(I). We also compare if in the modeling of the information propagation in
the approach considers information pathways or channels to do influence
maximization and if the pathways have time window based constrains. For
performance comparison, we see if they do use some sampling or sketch-
ing techniques to improve performance and if the algorithm is a one pass
algorithm.
6 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we address the following questions:
Accuracy of Approximation. How accurate is the approximation algo-
rithm for the Oracle problem? In other words, how well can we estimate the
size of the IRS set based on the versionned HLL sketch?
Efficiency. How efficient is the approximate algorithm in terms of pro-
cessing time per activity, and how does the window length ω impact the
efficiency? How long does it take to evaluate an Oracle query based on the
IRS summary?
Effectiveness. How effective is the identification of influential nodes us-
ing IRS to maximize the influence spread under the Time-Constrained Infor-
mation Cascade Model? To this end, we compare our algorithm to a number
of competitors:
• SKIM is the only algorithm which scale to large datasets in few minutes
time. We ran SKIM using the same parameters Cohen et al. [36] use in
their paper for all the experiments. SKIM is from the category of algo-
rithms which considers a static graph and takes input in the form of a
DIAMICS format graph. Hence we convert the interaction network data
into the required static graph format by removing repeated interactions
and the time stamp of every interaction.
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• ConTinEst(CTE) [41] is the latest data driven algorithm which works on
static networks where the edge weights corresponds to the associated
transmission times. The edge weight is obtained from a transmission
function which in turn is derived from an cascade of infection time of
every node. As we assume that only the interaction between different
nodes of a network is being observed and no other information such
as the Infection time cascade is available, we transform the interactions
into a static network with edge weights as required by ConTinEst. The
first time a node u appears as the source of an interaction we assign the
infection time ui for the source node as the interaction time. Then each
interaction pu, v, tq is transformed into an weighted edge pu, vq with the
edge weight as the difference of the interaction time and the time when
the source gets infected, i.e, t ui. We ran the same code as published
by the authors with the default settings on the transformed data.
• The popular baselines PageRank(PR) and High Degree(HD)[67]. Here
we select the k nodes with respectively the highest PageRank and out-
degree. Notice that for PageRank we reversed the direction of the inter-
action edges, as PageRank measures incoming “importance” whereas
we need outgoing “influence.” By reversing the edges this aspect is
captured. To make a fair comparison with our algorithm that takes into
account the overlap of the influence of the selected top-influencers, we
developed a version of HD that takes into account overlap. That is, we
select a set of nodes that together have maximal outdegree. In our ex-
periments we call this method the Smart High Degree approach (SHD).
Notice that SHD is actually a special case of our IRS algorithm, where
we set ω  0.
We also ran some performance experiments comparing the competitors to
our IRS algorithm. In the interpretation of these results, however, we need to
take into account that the static methods require the graph to be preprocessed
and takes as input the flattened non-temporal graph, which is in some cases
significantly smaller as it does not take repetitions of activities into account.
6.1 Datasets and Setup
We ran our experiments on real-world datasets obtained from the SNAP
repository [76] and the koblenx network collection [74]. We tested with social
(Slashdot, Higgs, Facebook) and email (Enron, Lkml) networks. As the real
world interaction networks available from previous works were not large
enough to test the scalability of our algorithm, we created another dataset
by tracking tweets related to the US Election 2016. We follow the same tech-
nique used to create the Higgs data set of the SNAP repository. Statistics of
these data sets are reported in Table 3.2. These datasets are available online,
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of interaction network along with the time span of the interactions as
number of days.
Dataset |V |r.103s |E |r.103s Days
Enron 87.3 1,148.1 8,767
Lkml 27.4 1,048.6 2,923
Facebook 46.9 877.0 1,592
Higgs 304.7 526.2 7
Slashdot 51.1 140.8 978
US-2016 4,468 44,638 16
sorted by time of interaction. We kept the datasets in this order, as our al-
gorithm assumes that the interactions are ordered by time. This assumption
is reasonable in real scenarios because the interactions will always arrive in
increasing order of time and it is hence plausible that they are stored as such.
The overall time span of the interactions varies from few days to many years
in the data sets. Therefore, in our experiments we express the window length
as a percentage of the total time span of the interaction network.
The performance results presented in this section are for the C++ imple-
mentation of our algorithm. All experiments were run on a simple desktop
machine with an Intel Core i5-4590 CPU @3.33GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM,
running the Windows 10 operating system. For the larger dataset US-2016
the memory required was more than 16 GB. hence, we ran the experiments
for the US-2016 dataset on a Linux system with 64 GB of RAM.
6.2 Accuracy of the Approximation
In order to test the accuracy of the approximate algorithm, we compared the
algorithm with the exact version. We compute the average relative error in
the estimation of the IRS size for all the nodes, in function of the number
of buckets (β  2k). Running the exact algorithm is infeasible for the large
datasets due to the memory requirements, and hence, we test only on the
Slashdot and Higgs datasets to measure accuracy. We tested accuracy at
different window lengths. The results are reported in Table 3.3. As expected
from previous studies, the accuracy increases with β. There is a decrease
in accuracy with increasing window length because as the window length
increases, the number of nodes with larger IRS increases as well, resulting
in a higher average error. β values beyond 512 yield only modest further
improvement in the accuracy. Therefore, we used β  512 as default for all
of the next experiments.
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Table 3.3: Average relative error in the estimation of the IRS size for all the nodes as a function





16 0.075 0.116 0.113
32 0.044 0.081 0.053
64 0.026 0.056 0.046
128 0.008 0.015 0.017
256 0.005 0.008 0.009
512 0.002 0.006 0.007
Slashdot
16 0.048 0.055 0.105
32 0.023 0.044 0.042
64 0.013 0.022 0.33
128 0.011 0.04 0.05
256 0.01 0.026 0.025
512 0.005 0.019 0.02
6.3 Runtime and Memory usage of the Approximation Algo-
rithm
We study the runtime of the approximation algorithm on all the datasets for
different window lengths ω. The runtime increases with the increasing win-
dow length, as expected given that the number of nodes in the IRS increases,
resulting in more elements in the vHLL to be merged. We study the pro-
cessing time in function of the time window ω. Here we vary ω from 1%
to 100%. The results are reported in Figure 3.3. It is interesting to see in
Figure 3.3 that the processing time becomes almost constant as soon as the
window length reaches 10%. This is because the IRS does not change much
once the time window is large enough. This behavior indicates that at higher
window lengths the analysis of the interaction network becomes similar to
that of the underlying static network. As the algorithm is one pass it scales
linearly with the input size. For the largest data set US-2016 with approx 45
million interactions the algorithm was able to parse all the interactions in just
8 min.
As shown in Table 3.4, we observe that the space consumption is essen-
tially dependent on the number of nodes and not on the number of interac-
tions on the network. For example, on Enron dataset the total space require-
ment is just 295 MB for ω  20%, whereas for Higgs the memory requirement
is 1229 MB, as the number of nodes for this data set is 4 times that of Enron.
It is natural to see a slight increase in the space requirement with window
length ω as the lists in the vHLL sketches become larger.
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Table 3.4: Memory used in MB to process all the interactions at different window length ω
Datasets ω  1 ω  10 ω  20
Slashdot 194.9 385.4 431.5
Higgs 1008.6 1138.3 1229.8
Enron 416.3 426 426.3
Facebook 247.4 470 496.2
Lkml 228.5 282.5 295.2






















Fig. 3.3: Log of the time to process all the interactions as a function of time window ω
6.4 Influence Oracle Query Efficiency
Now, we present the query time for the Influence Oracle using IRS. After
the pre-processing step of computing the IRS for all nodes, querying the
data structure is very efficient. We pick seed nodes randomly and query the
data structure to calculate their combined influence spread. In Figure 3.4
we report the average query time for randomly selected seeds. We observe
that, irrespective of the graph size the query time is mostly the same for
all graphs. This is because the complexity of the versionned HyperLogLog
union is independent of the set size. As expected, query time increases with
the number of seed nodes. Even for numbers of seed nodes as large as 10, 000,
the query time is just few milliseconds.
6.5 Influence Maximization
Our next goal is to study how the Influence Reachability Set could be used to
solve the problem of Influence Maximization. First we do an effectiveness
analysis and then an efficiency comparison with the baseline approaches.
Effectiveness analysis:
We compare the influence spread by running the Time Constrained In-
formation Cascade Model with infection probabilities of 50% and 100%. We


























Fig. 3.4: Influence spread prediction query time in milliseconds for window length, ω  20% as
a function of the seed set size.
approach SKIM [36] and ConTinEst(CTE) [41]. As Both SKIM and ConTinEst
require a specific input format of the underlying static graph we ran a pre-
processing phase to generate the required graph data from the interaction
network. We ran both SKIM and ConTinEst using the code published by
the respective authors. We also compare with other popular baselines PageR-
ank(PR) and High Degree(HD)[67] by selecting top k nodes with highest page
rank and highest out degree. We used 0.15 as the restart probability and a
difference of 104 in the L1 norm between two successive iterations as the
stopping criterion. We also introduced a variation of High Degree called
Smart High Degree(SHD) in which instead of selecting top k nodes with high-
est degree we select nodes using a greedy approach to maximize the distinct
neighbors.
The results of our comparison are reported in Figure 3.5. We observe
that in all the datasets the influence spread by simulation through the seed
nodes selected by our IRS exact algorithm is consistently better than that of
other baselines. The IRS approx approach results in lesser spread but still
it is best for Lkml dataset and is close to other baselines in other datasets.
In other datasets like Enron or Facebook the nodes with highest degree are
the same node for which the longer temporal paths exists hence the spread
is similar. SKIM and ConTinEst both perform worst at smaller windows
but with higher window lengths their performance increases; this is because
for higher window lengths there is less pruning of the information channels
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(l) Facebook pω  20%q
Fig. 3.5: Comparing the spread of the influence of top k seeds using Simulation Algorithm for
different seed size at different window length ω at Infection probability 50%(a-f) and 100%(g-l)
respectively.
resulting in a very small change in the Influence reachability set size. Hence,
the behavior is the same as the analysis of the static graph and the time
window does not have much effect on the Influence Reachability Set. The Smart
High Degree approach out-performs High Degree in all of the cases. For
smaller values of k the spread is very similar because of common seeds, for
example 4 out of 5 seeds are common in Slashdot as nodes with highest
page Rank is the also the node with highest degree and highest IRS set size
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Table 3.5: Common seeds between different window length for top 10 seeds
Datasets 1% - 10% 1% - 20% 10% - 20%
Slashdot 0 0 7
Higgs 3 1 3
Enron 0 0 6
Facebook 4 4 9
Lkml 1 0 5
US-2016 6 6 10
Table 3.6: Time in seconds to find top 50 seeds by IRS(approx) and all other baseline approach.
Datasets IRS SKIM PR HD SHD CTE
Slashdot 1.1 1.2 21.9 0.9 2.1 694
Higgs 2.2 4.3 29.8 0.7 1.5 3,802
Enron 93.7 2.2 49.4 0.4 8.1 1,349
Facebook 10.3 1.1 35.6 0.5 2.9 790
Lkml 117.9 1.7 29.8 0.5 22.9 733
US-2016 498 23.6 4,261 47.4 3,338.4 -
at ω  1%. But as k increases IRS performs much better.
Efficiency analysis:
Next, we compared the time required to find the top 50 seeds. The results
are reported in Table 3.6. For IRS we report time taken by the more efficient
IRS approx approach. The IRS approach takes more time for Enron and
Lkml as compare to other baselines because the IRS approach depends on the
number of interactions. While IRS is slower than Page Rank and Smart High
Degree for smaller datasets it scales linearly with the size and takes 8 times
less time for the US-2016 dataset with millions of nodes and interactions.
For SKIM the time required to find top k seeds is quite low. However, it
requires preprocessed data in the DIMACS graph format [1] and the pre-
processing step takes up to 10 hours for the US-2016 dataset. ConTinEst does
not scale so well for large graphs and is the slowest in all dataseta. For the
US-2016 dataset the memory requirements were so high that it could not even
finish the processing. IRS provides a promising tradeoff between efficiency
and effectiveness, especially for smaller window lengths when the temporal
nature of the graph has a higher role in determining the influential nodes.
Effect of window on top k seeds:
To see the effect of the time window on the most influential nodes we
study the common seeds between different window lengths. We observed
that the top k seeds change drastically as we change the window length, es-
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pecially when the window length is small. But for window lengths greater
than 10% the top k seeds do not change much. For US-2016 the top 10 seeds
are exactly the same for the 10% and 20% window. In Table 3.5 we have re-
ported the common seeds among different top 10 seeds at different window
lengths. There are no common seeds between the top 10 seeds found for win-
dow lengths of 1% and 10% for Slashdot and Enron and only 3 4 common
seeds for Higgs, Facebook and Lkml. This shows that for different window
lengths there are different nodes which become most influential and hence it
is necessary to consider window length while doing Influence maximization.
7 Conclusion
We studied the problem of information propagation in an interaction net-
work. We presented a new time constrained influence channel based approach
for Influence Maximization and Information Spread Prediction. We pre-
sented an exact algorithm, which is memory inefficient, but it set the stage for
our main technique, an approximate algorithm based on a modified version
of HyperLogLog sketches, which requires logarithmic memory per network
node, and has fast update time. One interesting property of our sketch is that
the query time of the Influence Oracle is almost independent of the network
size. We showed that the time taken to do influence maximization by a greedy
approach on our sketch is very time efficient. We also showed the effect of
the time window on the influence spread. We conclude that smaller window
lengths have very high impact on the Information propagation and hence it
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Abstract
Location-based social networks (LBSNs) are social networks complemented with lo-
cation data such as geo-tagged activity data of its users. In this chapter, we study
how users of a LBSN are navigating between locations and based on this information
we select the most influential locations. In contrast to existing works on influence
maximization, we are not per se interested in selecting the users with the largest set
of friends or the set of locations visited by the most users; instead, we introduce a
notion of location influence that captures the ability of a set of locations to reach
out geographically. We provide an exact on-line algorithm and a more memory-
efficient but approximate variant based on the HyperLogLog sketch to maintain an
Oracle data structure that allows to efficiently find a top-k set of influential locations.
Experiments show that our algorithms are efficient and scalable and that our new
location influence favors diverse sets of locations with a large geographical spread.
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Fig. 4.1: Running example of a LBSN
1 Introduction
This work is done in collaboration with another PhD student Muhammad
Aamir Saleem and his supervisors Xike Xie and Torben Bach Pedersen. For
Section wise contribution details please refer to Section 8.
One of the domains [6, 45, 86] in social network analysis that received am-
ple attention over the past years is influence maximization [67], which aims at
finding influential users based on their social activity. Applications like viral
marketing utilize these influential users to maximize the information spread
for advertising purposes [30]. Recently, with the pervasiveness of location-
aware devices, social network data is often complemented with geographical
information. For instance, users of a social network share geo-tagged content
such as locations they are currently visiting with their friends. These social
networks with location information are called location-based social networks
(LBSNs).
In this chapter, we study navigation patterns of users based on LBSN data
to determine influential locations. Where other works concentrate on finding
influential users [120], popular events [126], or popular locations [128], we
are interested in identifying sets of locations that have a large geographical
impact. Although often overlooked, the geographical aspect is of great im-
portance in many applications. Consider, for instance, a marketer interested
in creating visibility of her products by offering free promotional items. In
order to choose the most suitable locations for offering these items, not only
the popularity of the places is important, but also the geographical reach.
By visiting other locations, people that were exposed to the advertisement,
especially the receivers of the promotional items, may indirectly promote the
products. When the goal is to create awareness of the product name, it may
be preferable to have a moderate presence in many locations throughout the
whole city rather than high impact in only few locations. Consider the LBSN
example in Figure 1. Nodes represent popular locations of different cate-
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gories, such as tourist attractions (T1, T2), a metro station (M1), and hotels
(H1 and H2). Lower-case letters represent users. For each user, her friends in
the social network and check-ins have been given. The top-2 locations with
the maximal number of unique visitors are T1, M1. The geographical impact
of these locations, however, is not optimal; visitors of these locations reach
also T2 and H1, while the visitors of T1, H2 visit all locations.
To capture geographical spread and influence, in Section 3 we introduce
the notion of a bridging visitor between two locations as a user that visits both
locations within a limited time span. If there are many bridging visitors from
one location to another, we say that there is an influence. We introduce differ-
ent models that capture when the number of bridging visitors is considered
to be sufficient to claim influence between locations. One model is based on
the absolute number of visitors, one on the relative number, and we also have
variants that take the friendship graph into account. Based on these models,
we define influence for sets of locations and the location influence maximization
problem: Given a LBSN and a parameter k, find a set of k locations such that their
combined location influence on other locations is maximal.
To solve this problem, in Section 4 an exact online algorithm, called In-
fluence Oracle, is presented that maintains a summary of the LSBN data that
allows to determine the influence of any set of locations at any time. Based on
this data structure, we can easily solve the location influence maximization
problem using a greedy algorithm. As for large LBSNs with lots of activities
the memory requirements of our algorithm can become prohibitively large,
we also develop a more memory-friendly version based upon the well-known
HyperLogLog sketch [46].
In Section 5 we analyze several LBSNs to select reasonable threshold val-
ues for our models. In Section 6 the effectiveness and efficiency of our algo-
rithms are demonstrated on these datasets. In a qualitative experiment, the
effect of our new location influence notion is illustrated.
In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are (i) the introduction
and motivation of a new location-to-location influence notion based on LBSN
data, (ii) the development of an efficient online Influence Oracle, and (iii)
the demonstration of the usefulness of the location influence maximization
problem in real-life LBSNs.
2 Related Work
Influence maximization in the context of social networks has already been
studied in much detail [54, 52, 31]. We focus here mainly on works that study
the identification of influential users, events, or locations from LBSNs data.
We divide the studies into two groups. The first group covers studies using
check-ins as an additional source of data to identify influential users, whereas
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the second group utilizes the check-ins for finding influential locations.
Influential users and events. Zhang et al. [126] use social and geograph-
ical correlation of users to find influential users and popular events. Users
with many social connections are considered influential as well as events vis-
ited by them. Similarly, Wu et al. [120] identify influential users in LBSNs
on the basis of the number of followers of their activities (check-ins). Li et
al. [78] and Bouros et al. [21] on the other hand, identify regionally influential
users on the basis of their activities. The focus of the work by Wen et al. [118]
and Zhou et al. [127] is to find and utilize the influential users for product
marketing strategies such as word-of-mouth. Our focus, however, is to find
influential locations that could be used, e.g., for outdoor marketing. None of
the previous works applies directly to our problem.
Influential locations in LBSNs. Zhu et al. [128], Hai [55], and Wang et
al. [116] study location promotion. Given a target location, their aim is to find
the users that should be advertised to attract more visitors to this location.
On the other hand, in Zhou et al. [127] study the problem of choosing an
optimal location for an event such that the event’s influence is maximized;
that is, they aim at finding a single location which attracts most users.
Novelty. Our work is different from all of the above as we focus on find-
ing a set of influential locations where influence is defined using visitors as a
mean to spread influence to other locations. Applications include outdoor
marketing by selecting locations with maximal geographical spread.
3 Location-based Influence
We first provide preliminary definitions and then present location influence.
Moreover, we formally define the Oracle and Location Influence Maximization
problems.
3.1 Location-Based Social Network
Let a set of users U and a set of locations L be given.
Definition 9
An activity is a visit/check-in of a user at a location. It is a triplet pu, l, tq,
where u P U is a user, l P L a location and t is time of the visit of u at l. The
set of all activities over U and L is denoted ApU, Lq.
Definition 10
A Location Based Social Network (LBSN) over U and L consists of a graph
GSpU, Fq, called social graph, where F  ttu, vu|u, v P Uu represents friend-




3.2 Models of Location-based Influence
The influence of a location is its capacity to spread its visitors to other loca-
tions. The effect of an activity in a location, however, remains effective only
for a limited time. We capture this time with the influence window threshold
ω. Visitors that travel from one location to another within a time ω are called
Bridging visitors:
Definition 11
Bridging Visitor: Given LBSNpGS, Aq and ω, a user u is said to be a bridging
visitor from location s to location d if there exist activities pu, s, tsq, pu, d, tdq P A
such that 0   td  ts ¤ ω. We denote the set of all bridging visitors from s to
d by VBpωqps, dq.
The influence of a location s is measured by two factors, i.e., the number
of locations that are influenced by s and the impact by which s influences
the locations. The impact of an influence between two locations s and d is
captured by the influence models (M).
Absolute Influence Model (MA)
In practice, if a significant number of people perform an activity, then it
is considered compelling. Thus, in order to avoid insignificant influences
among locations, we use a threshold τA. The influence of a location s on a
location d is considered only if the number of bridging visitors from s to d is




1, if |VBpωqps, dq| ¥ τA
0, otherwise
(4.1)
We omit ω and τA from the notations when they are clear from the con-
text.
Example 12
Consider the running example of Figure 1. Let τA  2 and ω  2. Then,
IApT1, H1q  1 because |VBpT1, H1q|  3 p¥ τAq. Similarly, IApH2, H1q  1.
However, IApM1, H1q  0 because |VBpM1, H1q|  1p§ τAq.
The influence between two locations may change with the value of τA and
ω. For example, if we update the value of τA to 3 and ω to 2, IApT1, H1q  1,
however, IApH2, H1q becomes 0 because |VBpH2, H1q|  2p§ τAq.
Relative Influence Model (MR)
In MA, the influences of two pairs of locations are considered equal as long
as the number of their bridging visitors is greater than τA. Sometimes, how-
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ever, the relative number of contributed bridging visitors is important. Con-
sider, for example, a popular location s that attracts many visitors and a
non-popular location d with few visitors. In such a setting, to capture the in-
fluence of s on d, we may have to set the absolute threshold τA very low. This
low value of τA, however, may result in many other popular locations being
influenced by s even if only a very small fraction of their visitors come from s.
Therefore, in such situations, it may be beneficial to use different thresholds
for different destinations, relative to the number of visitors in these destina-
tion locations. This notion is captured by the relative influence model (MR).
The influence of s on d under MR is represented by IRpω,τRqps, dq and is pa-







where Vpdq is the set of users who visited location d.
Example 13
Consider the running example given in Figure 1. Let τR  0.4 and ω  2.
In this example, IRpT1, H1q  1 because |VBpT1,H1q||VH1 | 
|tb,c,eu|
|tb,c,d,e,iu|  35 ¥ τR,
Similarly, IRpH2, H1q  1 and IRpM1, H1q  0.
3.3 Friendship-Based Location Influence
Activity data in LBSNs is often sparse in the sense that the number of check-
ins per location is low. In Section 6 we see that in the real-world datasets we
use there have only up to 6 check-ins per location on average. This sparsity
of data affects the computation of location influence. In order to deal with
this issue, we use the observation that users tend to perform similar activities
as their friends (This claim is verified and confirmed in Section 5). Hence, we
define friendship-based influence between locations, by incorporating also
friends of bridging visitors, which we consider potential visitors. The set of
bridging visitors together with the potential visitors from a location s to d
is represented by VB f pωqps, dq, and the set of visitors to a location d together
with their friends is denoted Vf pdq.
In order to incorporate potential visitors in the influence models, we re-
place VBpωqps, dq in Equation (4.1) and Equation (4.2) by VB f pωqps, dq, and Vpdq
in Equation (4.2) by Vf pdq. The updated influence of s on d under MA and
MR respectively are represented by IA f pω,τA f qps, dq and IR f pω,τR f qps, dq. Again,




Let τA f  2 and ω  2. We have IA f pT1, H1q  1 because |VB f pT1, H1q| 
|ta, b, c, d, e, f , g, iu| exceeds τA f . Similarly, IA f pH2, H1q  1 and IA f pM1, H1q 
1.




 |ta,b,c,d,e, f ,g,iu|
|ta,b,c,d,e, f ,g,iu|  1p¥ τR f q. Similarly, IR f pH2, H1q  1 and
IR f pM1, H1q  0.
3.4 Combined Location Influence
Based on the influence models, a location can influence multiple other loca-
tions. In order to capture such influenced locations, we define the Location
influence set:
Definition 12
Given a location s, and an influence model M, the location Influence Set φIMpsq
is the set of all locations for which the influence of s on that location under
M is 1, i.e., φIMpsq  td P L | IMps, dq  1u.
Next, we define combined location influence for a set of locations S. To do
this, we use the following principled approach: any activity at one of the
locations of S is considered an activity from S. In that way we can capture
the cumulative effect of the locations in S; even though all locations in S in
isolation may not influence a location d, together they may influence it. The





The influence of a set of locations S on location d under MA and MR is
defined similarly as for single locations.
Example 15
In Figure 1, let ω  2, τA  3 and S  tT1, M1u. Under MA, T2 R φpT1q and
T2 R φpM1q. However, T2 P φpSq as |VBpS, T2q|  |ta, f , gu| ¥ τA.
3.5 Problem Formulation
Based on these influence models, we now define two problems related to
finding influential locations in a LBSN.
Problem 1
(Oracle Problem) Given a LBSN and an influence model M, construct a data
structure that allows to answer: Given a set of locations S  L and a threshold τ,
what is the combined location influence φIMpSq of S.
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Once we have such an Oracle, we can utilize it for many interesting appli-
cations. One such application we consider in this chapter is finding the top-k
most influential locations:
Problem 2
(Location Influence Maximization Problem) Given a parameter k, a LBSN,
and an influence model M, the location influence maximization problem is




We first provide a data structure to solve the oracle problem. We present
an exact algorithm in Section 4.1 and an approximate but more memory-
and time-efficient algorithm in Section 4.2. Finally, in Section 4.3, we solve
Problem 2 with a greedy algorithm.
4.1 Influence Oracle
In this section, we provide a data structure for maintaining location sum-
maries for each location. We assume activities arrive continuously and deal
with them one by one. The summary ϕpsq for a location s consists of the
list of all locations to which it has bridging visitors. We present an online
algorithm to incrementally update these summaries.
Definition 13
The Complete location summary for a location s P L is the set of locations that
have at least one bridging visitor from s, together with these bridging visitors;
i.e., ϕpsq : tpd, VBps, dqq | d P L^ |VBps, dq| ¡ 0u.
If a user u visits a location s at time t, then u acts as a bridging visitor be-
tween all the locations u visited within the last ω time stamps and s. There-
fore, for each user u P U, we maintain a set of locations the user has visited
and the corresponding latest visiting time. This is called the visit history Hpuq
and is defined as Hpuq : tps, tmaxq|u P Vpsq, tmax  maxtt | pu, l, tq P Auu.
Suppose that we have the complete location summary for the check-ins so far
and the visit history of all users, and a new activity pu, d, tq arrives. We up-
date the complete location summary as follows: the location-time pair pd, tq
is added in Hpuq if d does not already appear in the visit history, and other-
wise the latest visit time of d is updated to t in Hpuq. Furthermore, for every
other location-latest visit time pair ps, t1q in the history of u, ϕpsq is updated
by adding user u to the set of bridging visitors from s to d provided that the
difference between the time stamps t  t1 does not exceed the threshold ω.
This procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 9.
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Algorithm 9 Updating complete location summaries
1: Input: New activity pu, d, tq, threshold ω, ϕplq for l P L
2:
3: Output: Updated ϕp.q and Hp.q
4: for ps, t1q P Hpuq do
5: if t t1 ¤ ω then
6: if pd, VBps, dqq P ϕpsq then
7: V
1
Bps, dq Ð VBps, dq Y tuu




Bps, dq Ð tuu
11: end if
12: ϕpsq Ð ϕpsq Y tpd, V1Bps, dqqu
13: else
14: Hpuq Ð Hpuqztps, t1qu
15: end if
16: end for
17: if Dt1 : pd, t1q P Hpuq then
18: Hpuq Ð pHpuqztpd, t1quq
19: end if
20: Hpuq Ð Hpuq Y tpd, tqu
Example 16
We illustrate the algorithm using the running example shown in Figure 1.
For simplicity, we only consider the activities of two users: d and i. We also
add a new activity of d at H2 at time stamp 5. In this example, we consider
ω  2. The activities are processed one by one in increasing order of time. We
show how the visit history Hpiq, Hpdq and the complete location summaries
ϕpH1q, ϕpH2q, ϕpM1q evolve with different activities at different time stamp
in Figure 4.2. Note, at time stamp 5 only ϕpM1q is updated even though M1
and H1 are both in the visit histories of d because ω  2. The visit history of
d is cleaned by removing H1 from the Hpdq as no future activities by d affect
ϕpH1q. The visit time of H2 is updated to the latest visit time. Similarly, Hpiq
is also cleaned up.
It can be observed from the example that a new activity of a user u only
updates the complete location summary of the locations in the recent visit
history of u. Notice that, since the activities of a user arrive in strictly in-
creasing order of time, the size of Hpuq is upper bounded by ω, as only
locations that are visited within a time window ω are processed.
Proposition 5
The time required to process an activity is Opω logp|U|qq. The the complete
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ϕpM1q : tu {} tpH1, tiuqu
tpH1, tiuq,
pH2, tiuqu
Fig. 4.2: Updating ϕplq and H for ω  2 for MA
location summary ϕp.q can be stored in Op|L|2|U|q memory and for the visit
history Hp.q in Op|U|ωq memory.
Proof. The visit history Hpuq for a user u can at maximum have ω locations
hence the for loop in line 4 of the algorithm will run for maximum ω iter-
ation. The maximum set size of the bridging visitors is |U|, so adding an
element to the set will take maximum logp|U|q time using an appropriate
data structure, such as a balanced tree for storing a set. Thus, the total time
for processing an activity in the worst case is Opω logp|U|qq. The memory
complexity is straightforward as there could be maximally |L| influenced lo-
cations and the bridging visitor set size is at most |U|, hence, the memory
complexity is Op|L||U|q in the worst case for a location hence for all locations
it is Op|L|2|U|q.
Proposition 6
The time required to produce φpSq from ϕp.q for given threshold τ and set of
locations S is Op|S||L||U| log |U|q.
Proof. Every location can have influence on maximally |L| locations with the
bridging visitor set size at most |U|. Hence, to produce φpSq, the union of
sets of size |U| has to be taken at most |S||L| times, thus, the time complexity
is Op|S||L||U|q.
Relative and Friendship-Based Location Influence. For the relative mod-
els, we additionally have to maintain the total number of unique visitors per
location, which can be done in the worst case time Oplogp|U|qq and space
Op|U|q per activity and hence does not affect the overall complexity. For the
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friendship-based location influence, for every activity, we process the same
activity at the same time for all friends as well. As the number of friends is
bounded by |U|, we get:
Proposition 7
The time required to process an activity for Friends based bridging visitors
is Opω|U|q. The memory required to maintain the summary is the same as
for the MD, Op|L|2|U|q.
Proof. Every user can have maximally |U| friends and hence adding them in
the bridging visitor set would take |U| time. There are maximum ω location
in the visit history of a user, thus, bridging visitors of ω locations would be
updated giving a total time complexity of Opω|U|q.
4.2 Approximate Influence Oracle
In worst case the memory requirements of the exact algorithm presented
in last section are quite stringent: for every pair of locations ps, dq, in ϕpsq
the complete list of bridging visitors from s to d is kept. Therefore, here
we present an approximate algorithm for maintaining the complete location
summaries in a more compact form. This compact representation will repre-
sent a significant saving especially in those cases where the window size ω is
large since in that case the number of bridging visitors increases.
We observe that when computing the number of bridging visitors be-
tween s and d we do not need the set of bridging visitors between s and
d, but only the cardinality of that set. For the relative number of bridging
visitors, we additionally need only the numbers of visitors |Vpsq|. Further-
more, as per Equation 4.3, in order to find the accumulated complete loca-
tion summary, we need to combine two complete location summaries; for
instance: the complete location summary ϕpts1, s2uq is obtained by taking
the following pairwise union of ϕps1q and ϕps2q: if ϕps1q and ϕps2q respec-
tively contain the pairs pd, VBps1, dqq and pd, VBps1, dqq, then ϕpts1, s2uq con-
tains pd, VBps1, dq Y VBps2, dqq. But then again, for further computations, we
only need the cardinality of the bridging visitor sets. Hence, if we accept
approximate results, we could replace the exact set VBps, dq with a succinct
sketch of the set that allows to take unions and get an estimate of the cardinal-
ity of the set. In our algorithm, we use the HyperLogLog sketch (HLL) [46] to
replace the exact sets VBps, dq and Vpsq. The HLL sketch is a memory-efficient
data structure of size 2k that can be used to approximate the cardinality of a
set by using an array. The constant k is a parameter which determines the ac-
curacy of the approximation and is in our experiments in the order of 6 to 10.
Furthermore, the HLL sketch allows unions in the sense that the HLL sketch
of the union of two sets can be computed directly from the HLL sketches of
the individual sets. For our algorithm, we consider the HLL algorithm as
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a black box. By using HLL, we not only reduces memory consumption but
also improve computation time, because adding an element in a HLL sketch
can be done in constant time and taking the union of two HLL sketches takes
time Op2kq; that is: the time to take the union of two sets is independent of
the size of the sets.
Proposition 8
Let b  2k be the number of buckets in the HLL sketch. The time needed to
process an activity using the HLL sketch is Opωq. The memory required to
maintain the complete location summary is Op|L|2bq.
Proof. Adding an element in a HLL set takes constant time, hence, to process
the activity HLL set of ω locations will be updated in Opωq. The size of the
HLL set is b irrespective of the number of elements in the set and thus, the
memory required to store ϕplq is Op|L|bq. Hence, for all locations the memory
required is Op|L|2bq.
4.3 Influence Maximization
In order to solve the Location Influence Maximization Problem, we apply the
standard greedy algorithm to compute top-k as obtaining an exact solution
is intractable as the next proposition states. The proof relies on a reduction
from set-cover.
Proposition 9
The following problem is NP-complete for all influence models: given a
LBSN and bounds k and β, does there exist a set of locations S of size k
such that |φpSq| ¥ β.
Proof. Inclusion in NP is trivial as the set S can be guessed. NP-hardness fol-
lows from a reduction from set cover []. Consider an instance S  tS1, . . . , Smu
with all Si  t1, . . . , nu and bound k of the set cover problem: does there exist
a subset S 1 of S of size at most k such that

S 1  t1, . . . , nu. We reduce this
instance to a LBSN as follows: L  tl1, . . . , lnuYts1, . . . , smu, U  tu1, . . . , umu,
F  H, A  tpui, si, 0q | i  1 . . . muY tpui, lj, jq | i  1 . . . m, j P Siu. That is, ev-
ery element j of the domain t1, . . . , nu is associated to a location lj, and for ev-
ery set Si we introduce a location si visited by user ui at time 0. Furthermore,
user ui visits all locations lj such that j P Si at time stamp j. If we use the ab-
solute model with τ  1 and ω ¥ n  1, for i  1 . . . m, φptsiuq  tlj | j P Siu.
As such there exists a set cover of size k if and only if there exists a set of
locations S of size k such that |φpSq|  n.
Recall that the influence of a set of locations S is computed by accumu-
lating the effect of all locations in S. It is hence possible that two locations
s and s1 separately do not influence a target location d because individually
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they have too few bridging visitors to d, but together they reach the thresh-
old. This situation occurs for instance in Figure 1, for the locations H2 and
M1. These locations individually do not reach the threshold to influence H1
for τA  2 and ω  1. However, together they do. One inconvenient con-
sequence of this observation is that the influence function that we want to
optimize is not sub-modular [81]. Indeed, in the example above, adding H2
to the set tM1u gives a higher additional benefit (1 more influenced location)
than adding H2 to tu. Therefore, we do not have the usual guarantee on the
quality of the greedy algorithm for selecting the top-k.
The main reason that we do not have the guarantee is that the benefit
is not gradual; before the threshold is reached it is 0, after the threshold is
reached it is 1. This means that a location that has τ  1 bridging visitors to
1000 other locations each, gives the same benefit as a location that does not
have any bridging visitors. Clearly, nevertheless, the first location is more
likely to lead to a good solution if later on additional locations are selected.
Therefore, we would like to incorporate potential future benefits into our ob-
jective function. Thus, in order to compute the influence of a location, we
consider locations that are influenced as well as those locations that are not
yet influenced but have potential to be so in future. To characterize the poten-
tial of future benefit in combination with the number of influenced locations,
we use the following formula:
LIpSq  p1 αq  |φpSq|   pαq 
dRŞ
dPL
pmint|VBpS, dq|, τuq (4.4)
In this formula, α  r0, 1s represents a trade-off between the number of influ-
enced locations and a reward for potential influenced locations. For relative
models, we replace the |VBpS, dq| with |VBpS, dq|{|Vpdq|.
Next, we apply a greedy method on the basis of location influence to find
top-k locations. We start with an empty set S of locations and iteratively add
locations to it until we reach the required number of top elements: k. In each
step, for each location s P L, we evaluate the effect of adding s to S, and keep
the one that gives the highest benefit LIpSq. Then, we update S Ð SY tlu.
Example 17
Consider the case in Figure 4.2 for ω  1, ϕpH2q  tpH1, tduq, pM1, tiuqu,
ϕpM1q  tpH1, tiuqu and ϕpH1q  tpM1, tduqu. We aim to find top-2 loca-
tions in this example with α  0.1 and τ  2. During the first iteration,
LIpH2q  0.9 0  0.1 p1  1q  0.2, because H2 does not completely influ-
ence any other location, however H1 and M1 are potential influenced loca-
tions for the bridging visitors d and i, respectively. Similarly, LIpM1q  0.1
and LIpH1q  0.1. Thus, we choose H2 as first seed as it has maximum value.
In the next iteration, we first combine the seed H2 with M1 and compute the
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(b) CDF of visit time
Fig. 4.3: Statistical analysis of the LBSN data.
combined influence. Here, LIptH2, M1uq  0.9  1   0.1  p2q  1.1. Sim-
ilarly, LIptH2, H1uq  1.1 . Since, M1 and H1 provide equal benefit of 0.9,
when combined with H2, thus we can randomly choose either M1 or H1 as a
second seed.
5 LBSN Data Analysis
When constructing the friendship-based influence model the assumption was
made that friends tend to follow friends. Furthermore, the influence mod-
els of Section 3.3 have several parameters to set: τ and ω. Before going to
the experiments, first in this section we verify and confirm the friendship as-
sumption and show how to set the thresholds with reasonable values based
on an analysis of the LBSN datasets given in Table 4.1.
5.1 Mobility analysis of friends
In real life, usually activities of friends are more similar than activities of non-
friends. In LBSNs, this implies that a visit of a user to a location increases
the chances of visits of his/her friends to the same location. We considered
this assumption when constructing our friendship-based influence model in
Section 3.3. We illustrate the correctness of this assumption by computing
the correlations between activities of users, their friends, and non-friends:
Let Lu and Lv be the locations visited by users u and v, respectively. The
correlation between activities of u and v is measured by the Jaccard Index
[22] between Lu and Lv. The average correlation of activities of users and
those of their friends is denoted friendship correlation (p fcorr), and the average
correlation between activities of users and their non-friends is denoted Non-
friendship Correlation (pn fcorr). In order to avoid an unreasonable bias due to the
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Fig. 4.4: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of thresholds for all influence propagation
models
fact that friends tend to live in the same city, we restrict our computation of
the average non-friendship correlation to users in the same city. We randomly
picked four cities of the United States, i.e., Brooklyn, Manhattan, Pittsburgh,
and Washington and consider the activities of users in these cities to study
the correlations. The statistics of p fcorr and p
n f
corr of all the users are given in
Figure 4.3a. The figure presents boxplots without outliers. It can be seen that
median of p fcorr, even though still small, is up to 5 times larger than p
n f
corr. The
same pattern is observed for all the datasets, thus only results for Gowalla are
shown due to space constraints. This validates the claim that the activities of
friends are more similar than non-friends.
5.2 Setting ω and τ
In order to determine the value of influence window ω, we measure the
time difference between consecutive visits of users to distinct locations. The
cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for three LBSNs are given in Figure
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Users Locations Check-ins POIs
FourSquare 16K 803K 1.928M 582K
BrightKite 50K 771K 4.686M 631K
Gowalla 99.5K 1.257M 6.271M 1.162M
Table 4.1: Statistics of datasets
4.3b. It can be seen that for all LBSNs in our study, 80% of the consecutive
activities are performed within 8 hours. Thus, we consider this a suitable
value of ω.
We furthermore computed the absolute and relative number of bridging
visitors, both for the with-friends and without-friends models, for each pair
of locations with at least one bridging visitor. The cumulative distribution
functions for each of these numbers are depicted in Figure 4.4. If we assume
that 80% of the locations with bridging visitors between them are influencing
each other, suitable values of τA, τR, τA f and τR f are 2, 0.4, 120 and 0.6, re-
spectively. Obviously, the choice to consider 80% of the connected locations
as influencing is an application-dependent choice to be made. In our case,
the publicly available LBSN datasets are sparse in the sense that only very
few locations have multiple visits and therefore we have chosen to give high
weight to connected locations by claiming influence for 80% of them.
6 EVALUATION
We conducted our experiments on a Linux machine with Intel Core i5-4590
CPU @3.33GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM, running the Ubuntu 14 operating
system. We implemented the exact and the approximate algorithms in C++.
Datasets. We used 3 real-world datasets : FourSquare [48], BrightKite,
and Gowalla [33]. These datasets each consisted of two parts: the friendship
graph and an ordered list of check-ins. A check-in record contains the user-
id, check-in time, GPS coordinates of location, and a location-id. The statistics
of the datasets are given in Table 4.1.
Data Prepossessing. The real-life datasets required preprocessing be-
cause many locations are associated with multiple location identifiers with
slightly different GPS coordinates. Consider, for instance, Figure 4.5. In this
figure, 13 GPS coordinates that appear in the FourSquare dataset are shown
Fig. 4.5: GPS coordinate of 13 location-ids on GoogleMaps
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or Abs. mean σ 0.02  0.15 0.01  0.1 0.01  0.08
Abs. friends mean σ 0.167  0.63 0.08  0.45 0.04  0.49
Rel. mean σ 0.06  0.23 0.06  0.23 0.06  0.23






















Approx 541 658 855
Table 4.2: Exact vs Approx algorithm comparison for accuracy (relative error), time (sec) and
memory (MB)
which corresponds to different locations IDs in the dataset, but which clearly
belong to one unique location. In order to resolve this issue, we clustered
GPS points to get POIs. We used the density-based spatial clustering algo-
rithm [80] with parameters eps=10 meters and minpts=1 to group the GPS
points. New location IDs are assigned to each cluster which were used in all
our experiments. All 3 datasets have similar problems. The statistics of the
new IDs are reported in column POIs of Table 4.1.
6.1 Approximate vs. Exact Oracle
We analyzed the accuracy of the influence approximation based on the HLL
sketch. We also analyzed memory consumption and computation time im-
provement for the approximate approach. The results are similar for all the
datasets and hence we only present results for BrightKite due to space con-
straints.
Approximation Accuracy. For every location with a non-empty influence
set, we used the HLL-based approximate version of the Oracle to predict
the size of the influence set. Then the relative error as compared to the real
size was computed for every location. In Table 4.2 the mean and standard
deviation of this relative approximation error over all locations with a non-
empty influence are is given. The experiments are performed for both with-
friends and without-friends for the absolute influence model and relative
influence model. We ran the experiments for different numbers of buckets
(b) for the HLL sketch, being, 64, 128 and 256. As can be seen in the table,
the errors are unbiased (0 on average), and the standard deviation decreases
as the number of buckets increases. The error is a bit higher in the relative
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Fig. 4.6: Time to process all activities (Tp) and query oracle (Tq) for τ  2 at different ω
model as compared to the absolute model because in the relative model the
influence is computed by taking the ratio of two approximated sets. Values
for b beyond 256 yielded only modest further improvements and hence we
used b  256 in all further experiments.
Approximation Efficiency. Next, we compare the computation time and
memory requirements for the approximate approach with that of the ex-
act approach. In order to do so, we computed influence sets with friends
and without friends. The computation times and memory consumption are
shown in Table 4.2. The approximate approach outperforms the exact ap-
proach up to a factor 6 in time using only 15% of memory for the models
including friends. Due to sparsity of data, however, the gain for the without-
friend case is negligible. This is because the sizes of the sets of bridging
visitors are very modest and hence there is no need to reduce memory con-
sumption. It can be observed that time and memory of the approximate























































Fig. 4.8: Performance evaluation for processing 1000 activities for ω  8
6.2 Influence of ω and τ
Runtime. We study the runtime of the approximate algorithm on all the
datasets for different values of ω : 8, 20 and 50. The average runtime for
processing all the activities (Tp) under the models varies only depending on
whether or not we consider friends; it does not depend on τ. The oracle
query time (Tq) is independent of τ and model. Hence we only show re-
sults for τ  2. The run times are shown in Figure 4.6 for the three datasets
FourSquare, BrightKite and Gowalla. The running time increases with in-
creasing influence window size ω as more locations from the visit history
remain active. Running time is higher in the with-friends case which is not
surprising either as the number of users to include in the bridging visitors
sets increases due to the addition of friends. The time taken to process dataset
Gowalla is the highest as it has the largest number of locations.
In Figure 4.8b, we report the time taken in function of the number of
activities for ω  8. Per 1, 000 activities in the BrightKite dataset the runtime
is reported. As can be seen in the figure, the average time taken per 1, 000
activities remains constant. The time taken for the friendship-based influence
model is the highest as more users are merged.
Memory Consumption. We also study the memory required by the ap-
proximation algorithm on all the datasets for different values of ω : 8, 20
and 50. Unlike for the processing time, the average memory required to pro-
cess all the activities under the models does not vary based on whether we
consider friends or not. This is because the HLL sketch storing the bridging
visitor set size remains constant in size even if a larger number of users is
added to it. The memory requirement increases slightly with ω as more loca-
tions are getting influenced due to a larger influence window. The results are
shown in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.8a, we report the memory used as a function
of the number of activities for ω  8. Per 1, 000 activities in the BrightKite
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dataset the runtime is reported. The total memory requirements increase lin-
early with time as new locations come in over time for which a complete
influence summary needs to be maintained. In Figure 4.9 on the other hand,
we see that over time the size of user visit history remains constant due to
the pruning of outdated locations in the visit histories.
6.3 Influence Maximization
Influence of α. Our next goal is to study how the influence maximization
algorithm performs for different values of α. In order to avoid data sparsity
issues, we filter out those locations which have only one visitor from all the
datasets. We tested the spread of top 200 locations obtained by considering
values of α from 0.01 to 0.99. We observed that the number of bridging
visitors per location is highly skewed as can be learned from Figure 4.4a.
Due to this, the potential influenced locations having few bridging visitors
are less likely to affect the influenced set of the locations. The effect of varying
alpha on the influence spread is shown in Figure 4.10. As expected for these
sparse datasets, our algorithms perform best with a lower value of α. We use
α  0.03 for our experiments.
τ
Time (sec)
k  10 k  20 k  50
τA  2 2 3 35
τR  0.4 5 6 46
τA f  120 2 5 46
τR f  0.6 4 6 53
Table 4.3: Time taken to find top k locations (BrightKite)
Computation time. We study the computation time for finding top-k in-







































Fig. 4.10: Influence spread w.r.t. alpha (200 seeds)
ence models. The runtime is close in the both absolute and relative models.
The time increases with k. Nevertheless, the increase is modest; for instance,
finding the top-50 locations takes less than a minute. We report the results in
Table 4.3.
6.4 Qualitative Experiment
In order to validate our model of location influence, we compared the results
of our method with a naive approach for selecting top-k locations. In the
naive approach, we selected the top k locations such that the number of dis-
tinct users visiting those locations is maximized. This result is compared to
the top-k most influential locations found using the absolute influence model
with τ  1. We compared the influence spread by the top-k locations of both
approaches.
We considered the activities performed in the area of New York in all
the three data-sets and fetched top-5 locations for ω  8 hours for both ap-
proaches. We further computed the influence spread for the selected loca-
tions of both approaches using the absolute influence model. Top-5 locations
with their influenced locations are plotted using Google Maps as shown in
Figure 4.11 for FourSquare and BrightKite. In the figure, it can be observed
that for BrightKite our method leads to a set of locations with a much larger
spread as compared to the naive approach, both geographically and in terms
of the number of locations influenced. On the other hand, the spread for both
approaches for FourSquare is similar. The reason is that for this dataset the
problem of selecting the top locations is almost trivial as there is only a small
set of locations visited multiple times with as a result that once this limited
set of locations is selected, it does not matter which other users are selected.
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(a) Naive BrightKite (16
locations)
(b) Our BrightKite (72
locations)
(c) Naive FourSquare (239
locations)
(d) Our FourSquare (239
locations)
Fig. 4.11: Comparison of top- 5 influential locations (green) and their spread (red) between
naive and our approach
7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a mechanism that can be used to optimize out-
door marketing strategies such as finding optimal locations for displaying
advertisements to maximize the geographical spread. In order to do that, we
captured the interactions of locations on the basis of their visitors in order to
compute the influence of locations among each other. We provided two mod-
els namely the absolute influence model and the relative influence model.
We further incorporated friends of users in order to deal with data sparsity.
We proposed an oracle data structure to efficiently compute the influence of
locations on the basis of these models, that can be used for different appli-
cations such as finding top-k influential locations. In order to maintain this
data-structure, we first provided a set-based exact algorithm. Then, we opti-
mized the time and memory requirements of the algorithm up to 6 times and
7 times, respectively by utilizing a probabilistic data structure. Finally, we
provided a greedy algorithm to compute the top-k influential locations. In
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order to evaluate the methods, we utilized three real datasets. We first ana-
lyzed the LBSN datasets to verify some claims and to provide optimal values
for thresholds of the influence models. Then, we evaluated our approaches
for the computation of the oracle data structure and finding top-k locations
in terms of accuracy, computation time, memory requirement and scalability.
We further show the effectiveness of our proposed models by comparing the
influence spread of top-k locations fetched by our approach with that of a
naive approach.
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dent Muhammad Aamir Saleem who is the first author of the paper. The
main problem formulation (Section 1, and 2), influence model design (Sec-
tion 3), algorithm design (Section 4) and final conclusions (Section 7) were
done jointly with equal contributions. The statistical analysis of the LBSN
data (Section 5) was done by Muhammad Aamir Saleem and the implemen-
tation of the algorithm and the experimental evaluation was done by Rohit
Kumar (Section 6.1-6.3). The Qualitative experiment (Section 6.4) was done
by Muhammad Aamir Saleem.
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All Simple Temporal Cycles
The paper is under revision for publication in the 44th International Confer-
ence on very large data bases (VLDB), 2018.
Abstract
In interaction networks nodes may interact continuously and repeatedly. Not only
which nodes interact is important, but also the order in which interactions take place
and the patterns they form. These patterns cannot be captured by solely inspecting the
static network of who interacted with whom and how frequently, but also the temporal
nature of the network needs to be taken into account. In this paper we focus on one
such fundamental interaction pattern, namely a temporal cycle. Temporal cycles
have many applications and appear naturally in communication networks where one
person posts a message and after a while reacts to a thread of reactions from peers
on the post. In financial networks, on the other hand, the presence of a temporal
cycle could be indicative for certain types of fraud. We present 2SCENT, an efficient
algorithms to find all temporal cycles in a directed interaction network. 2SCENT
consist of a non-trivial temporal extension of a seminal algorithm for finding cycles
in static graphs, preceded by an efficient candidate root filtering technique which
can be based on Bloom filters to reduce the memory footprint. We tested 2SCENT
on six real-world data sets, showing that it is up to 300 times faster than the only
existing competitor and scales up to networks with millions of nodes and hundreds
of millions of interactions. Results of a qualitative experiment indicate that different
interaction networks may have vastly different distributions of temporal cycles, and
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(a) Temporal network with time
stamped edges
































(c) Instances of patterns which are not Simple Temporal cycles
for ω  10
hence temporal cycles are able to characterize an important aspect of the dynamic
behavior in the networks.
1 Introduction
Analyzing the temporal dynamics of a network is becoming very popular. In
2011, Pan et al. [93] studied temporal paths in empirical networks of human
communication and air transport, and came to the conclusion that the tem-
poral dynamics of networks are poorly captured by their static structures:
“Nodes that appear close from the static network view may be connected via slow
paths or not at all.” This observation motivates research into temporal pat-
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terns in dynamic graphs as an addition to the abundance of works that char-
acterize networks based on their static structures and motifs only. Recently,
Paranjape et al. [94] introduced an algorithm for counting the number of oc-
currences of a given temporal motif in a temporal network. In their paper
the authors show that datasets from different domains have significantly dif-
ferent motif counts, thus observing that temporal motifs are able to capture
differences in the dynamic behavior of temporal networks. Inspired by this
line of work, our paper extends this work to temporal cycles of any length.
Cycles appear naturally in many problem settings. For instance, in logistics
the interactions may represent resources being moved between facilities, and
a cycle could indicate an optimization opportunity by reducing excessive re-
location of resources; in stock trading, cyclic patterns could indicate attempts
to artificially create high trading volumes; in financial transaction data, spe-
cific types of fraud lead to cycles in the interactions [58], and recently, Giscard
et al. [49] used simple cycles to evaluate balance in social networks.
Figure 5.1b illustrates our notion of a temporal cycle in the temporal graph
given in Figure 5.1a. To avoid spurious cycles stretched out over time we
bound the window in which a cycle has to occur to ω  10. Figure 5.1c
contains some examples of cycles in the static graph which are not considered
as they either (i) extend over a too long time window, (i) the interactions do
not respect temporal order, or (iii) the cycle is not simple in the sense that
there are repeated vertices. For enumerating all simple temporal cycles, we
first looked into the vast literature on enumerating cycles in static graphs
from the early 70s [110, 63, 112]. The algorithms proposed in these works,
however, are not directly applicable to temporal networks. The same holds
for recent methods [42, 105, 109]; these approaches focus on a different model
in which the dynamics are captured by considering a sequence of snapshots
of the network. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new efficient algorithm
(2SCENT) for enumerating all simple temporal cycles of bounded timespan.
2SCENT proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, called the Source Detection
Phase, we gather candidate root nodes for cycles. The root node of a temporal
cycle is the unique node in which the cycle starts and ends. For instance, for
the simple cycle shown in Figure 5.1b(iv), the root node is a. Surprisingly,
finding root nodes of cycles can be done very efficiently in one pass over the
data. As a side-result we also get for each cycle its start and end time and a
superset of the nodes that appear in the cycle.
In the second phase, for every quadruple of root node, start time, end
time, and set of candidate nodes, we run a constrained Depth First Search
(cDFS) algorithm. This algorithm is inspired by the seminal algorithm of
Johnson [63]. cDFS performs a depth-first search with backtracking, start-
ing from the root node. In order to avoid unnecessary multiple explorations
of the same parts of the interaction graph, for every visited node a so-called
closing time is maintained that allows to prune previously unsuccessful depth-
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first traversal paths. In this way we can output all simple cycles rooted at the
given node in time Opcpn   mqq where c is the number of cycles and n and
m are respectively the number of nodes in the candidate set of the root node
and the number of interactions among these nodes in the given time inter-
val. Also this phase sometimes suffers from the peculiarities of interaction
networks. To handle the special case of networks with multiple, highly repet-
itive activities resulting in many similar cycles only differing in a few time
stamps, we introduce so-called path bundles. A path bundle maintains multi-
ple temporal paths between the same nodes. The cycle finding algorithm is
adapted to deal with these path bundles directly, instead of with each of the
paths in the bundle individually. In this way we can reduce the number of
depth-first traversal paths with a factor exponential in the size of the paths.
We ran extensive experiments with our new algorithm. The experiments
show consistent performance improvements by the extensions and an im-
provement of two orders of magnitude over the algorithm of Kumar and
Calders [71]. We used 6 real world data sets in the experiments. We also
present a qualitative analysis concerning the distribution of frequency and
size of simple cycles in different kinds of interaction networks. We find that
cycles of higher length are more frequent in data sets such as twitter as com-
pared to SMS or Facebook data sets. This observation hints that different
kinds of information exchange patterns occur in open social networks where
people can interact with anyone without a friendship link as compared to
closed social network where only friends interact. Cycle detection is able to
quantify these differences.
2 Related work
Simple Cycles in a Static Graph. The classical problem of enumerating all
simple cycles in a graph has been studied since the early 70s [98, 87, 117,
96, 124, 110, 63, 112]. One algorithm that stands out both in elegance and
efficiency is that of Johnson [63]. Johnson’s algorithm explores a directed
graph depth-first but at the same time uses a combination of blocking and
unblocking of vertices to avoid fruitless traversal of paths which will not form
a cycle for the currently traversed path. For instance, if during a depth-first
exploration to find cycles rooted at a, it is found that there is no path from
b to a, b can be blocked such that in other depth-first explorations the paths
originating from b are not explored in vain. When backtracking, however,
some nodes can become unblocked again. Johnson’s algorithm [63] is based
upon postponing the unblocking of a node as much as possible. Using an
ingenious system of cascading unblocking operations, Johnson’s algorithm is
able to guarantee a worst case complexity of Oppn mqpc  1qq for enumerat-
ing all cycles in a directed graph, where n, m, and c denote respectively the
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number of nodes, the number of edges, and the number of simple cycles in
the graph. Up to the current date, Johnson’s algorithm is one of the most ef-
ficient algorithms for directed graphs. For undirected graphs, recently, Ferreira
et.al [17] presented a more optimal algorithm to enumerate all simple cycles.
These algorithms work very well for static graphs but cannot be used di-
rectly on interaction networks. First of all, cycles in interaction graphs need to
respect the temporal order of the interactions, which leads to more complex-
ity.In this paper we provide an extension of Johnson’s algorithm for an in-
teraction network. Furthermore, in static networks edges are never repeated
while in interaction networks repetitions of interactions are very common.
Not taking this aspect of interaction networks into account leads to highly
inefficient solutions, a problem we handle by using so-called path bundles.
Patterns in temporal graphs. Temporal graphs, also know as interaction
networks [73, 103] or temporal networks [59], are being studied using mul-
tiple approaches. One approach is to extend global properties from static
graph theory such as page rank [60, 102], shortest path [93, 107, 119], or
centrality measures [16, 100] to temporal networks and to introduce efficient
algorithms to compute them. Other works focus on better understanding the
nature and evolution of such temporal graphs. Recent studies use temporal
motifs [70, 94] and their frequency distributions to analyze and character-
ize temporal graphs. The algorithms in these two papers, however, cannot
be used directly for our cycle detection algorithm. For the first paper by
Kovanen et al. [70], motifs are considered at a higher level of abstraction.
Whereas in our setting all sequences of interactions that form temporal cy-
cles are enumerated, Kovanen et al. [70] would consider a generic temporal
cycle of length k as a pattern and count the number of embeddings of this
generic pattern. The second paper by Paranjape et al. [94] on the other hand,
assumes the same setting as we do. Their work, however, concentrates on
efficiently counting the frequency of a specific given pattern. In order to ap-
ply their algorithm for finding cycles, we would have to run it once for each
cycle length. Whereas this is certainly possible in theory, it has a number
of disadvantages, such as not knowing for which lengths we need to run
the algorithm on the one hand, and the fact that the algorithm of Paranjape
et al. [94] requires to first find all embeddings of the pattern in the static
graph, without any temporal order or window being considered. A head-to-
head comparison with our algorithm, however, would not be fair; the authors
are well-aware of this deficiency and for several special cases, such as trian-
gles Paranjape et al. propose efficient adaptations avoiding this costly first
step. For cycles, however, no such optimization is described and there is no
straightforward solution. The closest to our work is the work by Kumar and
Calders [71], who study the same problem, and propose the idea of using
simple temporal cycles and their frequency distribution to characterize the
information flow in temporal networks. Kumar and Calders [71] introduce a
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naive algorithm which enumerates all possible temporal paths in a window
to find cycles. The key idea behind the algorithm is to maintain an indexed
list of all valid temporal paths. A temporal path is considered valid at time t
if the first interaction in the temporal path is within tω duration where ω
is the time window. When an interaction pu, v, tq is processed, all temporal
paths with last node u are extended to create a new path if v is not already
present in the path. This algorithm, however, does not scale well for large
graphs. In the empirical evaluation we present in the experimental section,
2SCENT outperforms the algorithm of [71] by a factor of 300 in terms of time
needed to enumerate all cycles.
3 Preliminaries
Let V be a given set of nodes. An interaction is defined as a triplet pu, v, tq,
where u, v P V, and t is a strictly positive natural number representing the
time the interaction took place. Interactions are directed and could denote,
for instance, the sending of a message in a communication network. Please
note that multiple interactions can appear at the same time. A temporal
network GpV, Eq is a set of nodes V, together with a set E of interactions over
V. We will use n  |V| to denote the number of nodes in the temporal graph,
and m  |E | to denote the total number of interactions.
Definition 14
A temporal path between two nodes u, v P V is a sequence of interactions
p  xpu, n1, t1q, pn1, n2, t2q, .., pnk1, v, tkqy such that t1   t2   ..   tk and all
interactions in p appear in E . Often we use the more compact notation u t1Ñ
n1
t2Ñ n2 . . . tkÑ v to represent a temporal path from u to v. durppq : tk  t1
denotes the duration of the path, lenppq : k its length.
A temporal path p is called a simple temporal path if no node appears more
than once in p. p is valid for a given time window ω if durppq ¤ ω. The start
time tsppq : t1 and end time teppq : tk of path p are given by the time stamps
of the first and last interactions in the path.
For example, in the temporal graph shown in Figure 5.1a, the path b 5Ñ
d 8Ñ e 10Ñ c 11Ñ d is a temporal path, but it is not a simple temporal path
as node d appears more than once in the path. The duration of the path is
11 5  6. On the other hand, b 5Ñ d 8Ñ e 10Ñ c is a simple temporal path with
duration 5.
Definition 15
A temporal cycle with root node u is a temporal path from u to itself. The cycle
is called simple if each internal node in the cycle occurs exactly once. More
specifically, a simple temporal cycle c with root node u consist of a simple
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temporal path u t1Ñ n1 . . .
tk1Ñ v followed by an interaction pv, u, tkq with
tk ¡ tk1. We consider a simple temporal cycle to be valid for time window ω
if the duration of the cycle is less than or equal to ω.
For example, the cycle in Figure 5.1c(i) is a simple temporal cycle but is not
valid for ω  10. Please note there could be multiple cycles with the same
root node of different length and duration. For example, Figure 5.1b (i)-(iv)
represents 4 different temporal cycles with the same root node a of the same
length but with different durations. The cycles in Figure 5.1b (ii) and (iii)
have the same duration and length but still represent different cycles.
Definition 16
Simple Cycle Enumeration (SCE)
Given a temporal network GpV, Eq and a time window ω, enumerate all sim-
ple temporal cycles C with durpCq ¤ ω.
For the temporal graph given in Figure 5.1a, the solution of the SCE prob-
lem for ω  10 is given by the cycles in Figure 5.1b plus the cycles b 5Ñ d 13Ñ b
and b 8Ñ d 13Ñ b.
4 Source Detection Phase
In this and the next two sections, we will address the problem of efficiently
finding all simple temporal cycles in a given temporal network. As temporal
networks are generally very large graphs, performing a DFS (Depth First
Search) or BFS (Breadth First Search) scan for every node in the network
would be very time consuming. Hence, we present a two-phase approach
to efficiently find all simple cycles. In the first phase, we pass once over
the interactions of the given temporal network to identify the root nodes
and the start and end times of all cycles. We also get a set of candidate
nodes which form a superset of the nodes present in the cycle. We call this
phase the Source Detection phase. The details of this phase are given in this
section. We also present a memory efficient variation of the source detection
phase using Bloom Filters, which requires two passes over the data but is
more memory and time efficient for particular cases in which there are many
temporal paths. In the second phase, which we will discuss in Section 5,
we use the identified root nodes from the first phase to find temporal cycles
using a constrained DFS. The details of this phase are given in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 8 we present an optimization of our two-phase algorithm
for special cases with many repeated interactions.
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Algorithm 10 GenerateSeeds
Input: Threshold ω, interactions E
Output: All nodes s, time stamps ts and te, and a set C such that there exists
a loop from s to s using only nodes in C starting at ts and ending at te.
1: function GenerateSeeds(ω, E )
2: for pa, b, tq P E , ordered ascending w.r.t. t do
3: if Spbq does not exist then
4: Spbq Ð tu
5: end if
6: Spbq Ð Spbq Y tpa, tqu
7: if Spaq exists then
8: Spaq Ð Spaqztpx, txq P Spaq | tx ¤ tωu
9: Spbq Ð Spbq Y Spaq
10: for pb, tbq P Spbq do
11: C Ð tc | pc, tcq P Spaq, tc ¡ tbu Y tbu
12: Output pb, rtb, ts, Cq
13: Spbq Ð Spbqztpb, tbqu
14: end for
15: end if
16: if time to prune then
17: for all summaries Spxq do





4.1 Reverse Reachability Summary
We find the source node and candidate sets by maintaining a so-called reverse-
reachability summary Spuq for all u in V. The reverse reachability summary of
u at time t, denoted Stpuq, is defined as the set of pairs px, txq such that
there is a temporal path p from x to u starting at time tx and with tx ¥ tω
within the set of interactions up to time stamp t. Maintaining the summary is
straightforward; whenever an interaction a tÑ b is processed we add pa, tq to
Spbq as it captures the path of length 1 due to this new interaction. Also, every
path to a is now extended to b, hence we add all pairs in Spaq to Spbq. We
remove paths which are older than ω; that is, pairs px, txq such that tx   tω.
We call this old path pruning. Whenever there is a path from b to b after
processing the new interaction a tÑ b; that is, there is a pair pb, tbq P Spaq, we
know there is a cycle with b as source node, that starts at tb and ends at t.
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Furthermore, every node x in this cycle which was completed by a tÑ b is
connected to a and hence there must be a pair px, txq P Spaq. In this way we
can also construct a candidate set tx | Dpx, txq P Spaq | tb   tx   tu.
Example 18
Consider the interaction in the example Figure 5.1a. Before processing the
interaction pd, a, 8q, the summaries of nodes a and d are Spaq  tu and Spdq 
tpa, 1q, pb, 5qu respectively. While processing pd, a, 8q the summary of a is up-
dated to Spaq  tpb, 5q, pd, 8qu and as there is pa, 1q in the summary of d it
generates a seed candidate as pa, r1, 8s, tb, duq. This seed candidate actually
corresponds to the simple cycle in Figure 5.1b(i).
The details of the algorithm are given in Algorithm 10. One detail that
still needs clarification is the inactive node pruning (steps 13-15). In this step,
at regular time instances all pairs px, txq such that tx ¤ tω is removed from
the memory. In this way we ensure that memory does not get filled with
summaries of nodes which are no longer active. In all our experiments we
noticed that the overhead of this step was negligible because when executed
regularly, only nodes which were active within the past window of size ω
will have a summary, but the memory saving were huge.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 10 generates one tuple pa, ts, te, Cq for each cycle c that
starts and ends in a with respectively an interaction at time ts and one at time
te. All nodes of the cycle are in C. Furthermore, for each tuple pa, ts, te, Cq output by
the algorithm, a corresponding cycle exists.
Proof. By induction on the prefixes of sequence of interactions we can show
that at time t, Spxq contains at least all pairs py, tsq such that (i) t ts   ω and
(ii) there exists a temporal path from y to x that starts with an interaction at
time ts. Furthermore, (iii) if py, tsq P Spxq then (ii) holds (but not necessarily
(i)). If there is a valid temporal cycle a t1Ñ v1 t2Ñ . . . tnÑ a, then there is
such a temporal path a t1Ñ v1 t2Ñ . . .
tn1Ñ vn1 pa, t1q at time tn and hence
pa, t1q P Spvn1q when interaction vn1 tnÑ a is processed. Therefore, the cycle
is detected and reported, and because of (iii), the set C will contain at least
all ta, v1, . . . , vnu. Because of (ii) only cycles are reported and it is easy to see
that due to line 7, all reported cycles are valid.
Theorem 3. Let m  |E |, n  |V|, W be the number of interactions in a window
of size ω, and c the number of valid temporal cycles. The time complexity for han-
dling one interaction is bounded by Oppm   cqWq, and the memory complexity is
Opminpn, WqWq assuming the pruning is done every Opωq steps.
Proof. For the proof it suffices to notice that because pruning is done every
Opωq steps, there are at most OpWq interactions that need to be taken into
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account to determine the size of the summaries (pairs resulting from older
interactions are removed in the pruning step). Therefore there are at most
OpminpW, nqq summaries maintained holding each at most OpWq entries.
Merging two summaries takes linear time. For each cycle we need to output
the set C which has size at most W.
4.2 Improvements using Bloom Filters
Despite the regular pruning, the summaries may still grow very large for
large window lengths or large networks, causing out-of-memory problems.
This problem occurs for instance when there are many long temporal paths
within the window of length ω. Therefore, for such extreme cases, we further
refine the source detection phase by using a Bloom filter [18] as summary. A
Bloom filter is a compact data structure for representing sets which allows
for membership queries. It consists of an array B of q bits and uses k inde-
pendent hash functions h1, . . . , hk that hash the elements to be stored in the
set uniformly over the set of valid indices 1 . . . q for B. Initially all bits in the
bitmap index are 0. Whenever a new element a arrives, all bits h1paq, . . . ,
hkpaq are set to 1. Whenever we need to know if an element x is in the set
represented by B, we test if all entries h1pxq, . . . , hkpxq are 1. If x was added
to the Bloom filter at some point, for sure these bits must all be 1. Notice that
there may be false positives if the combined bits set to 1 by the other elements
in the set cover all the bits for x. False negatives, however, are impossible.
For the exact details on the Bloom filter and how to select optimal values for
q and k in function of the number of elements to store in the set and the false
positive probability, we refer to [18]. If we have two Bloom filters represent-
ing sets S1 and S2, we can construct the Bloom filter for their union by taking
the bitwise OR of the two Bloom filters. Taking the intersection of two Bloom
filters can be done by taking the bitwise AND. In contrast to the union, how-
ever, the Bloom filter for the intersection cannot be constructed exactly with
this construction. We will denote the bitwise AND (respectively OR) of two
Bloom filters B1 and B2 with B1 X B2 (respectively B1 Y B2).
Spaq will hence be replaced by a Bloom filter Bpaq, that represents the set
of all nodes that can reach a. Whenever an interaction a tÑ b is processed, we
test if b is a hit for the Bloom filter of a. If so, b will be listed as a potential
cycle source node. Then we union the Bloom filter of Bpaq with that of Bpbq to
get the new Bloom filter for b. Using the Bloom filter approach we guarantee
that all summaries have equal (restricted) length and cannot grow unbound-
edly. Notice, however, that this schema has a number of disadvantages as
well. We list them in increasing order of severity: (1) There may be false pos-
itives when we test for b P Spaq. This will incorrectly lead to the conclusion
that there is a cycle rooted at b. These spurious root nodes, however, will be
eliminated in the second phase of the algorithm that will be discussed later.
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False positives do not affect the correctness of the complete 2SCENT algo-
rithm although they will affect the efficiency. (2) we can no longer apply the
old path pruning because the Bloom filter does not contain the information
when elements were added to it.
We handle this problem by inactive nodes pruning. In inactive nodes prun-
ing, we keep for every node a the last time, denoted Lastpaq, that Bpaq was
updated. In this way we can prune all nodes that have not been active within
the current window. This pruning mechanism is less effective, but at least
bounds the number of summaries that simultaneously need to be held in
memory. (3) The last, most severe disadvantage is that because of the use of
a Bloom filter we are no longer able to capture the starting time of cycles.
Indeed, where Spaq contains pairs pb, tbq, Bpaq can only be used to test if there
is a pair pb, ?q in Spaq. This problem can be resolved with an additional pass
through the data. This additional pass is based on the observation that every
cycle rooted at node v that starts at ts and ends at te becomes the root node
of a cycle starting at te and ending at ts if we reverse time and the direction
of all interactions. For instance the temporal cycle a 1Ñ b 2Ñ c 3Ñ a becomes
the inverse temporal cycle a 3Ñ c 2Ñ b 1Ñ a. In the end we generate candidates
by combining the inverse temporal cycle roots with the normal cycle roots.
Combining these elements we get Algorithm 11. The function processEdge
is similar to the function GenerateSeeds in Algorithm 10 with a difference that
instead of the exact set summary Spaq, a bloom filter Bpaq is maintained and
updated. Also, instead of pruning individual nodes in the summary set of
Spaq based on the time of addition in the set we reset the bloom filter Bpaq if it
has not been updated in a window of size ω. As processEdge is used for both a
forward scan and a backward scan while checking for last update we take an
absolute difference of current time and update time in steps 11, 15, and 21. In
the end, to find all root nodes with start time, end time, and the bloom filter
consisting of the candidate nodes, the interactions are scanned both forward
and backwards. In steps 2-4 the forward scan is performed by processing
every interaction pa, b, tq to find the end time, root nodes, and candidate sets
of all cycles, which are stored in fwSeeds. Then in steps 6-9 a backward scan
is performed by processing edges in reverse to find the start time, root node,
and candidate set for each cycle, which are stored in bwSeeds. Finally, in step
9 we merge fwSeeds and bwSeeds to generate the final seed candidates.
Example 19
Consider again the example of Figure 5.1a. After the initial forward scan, we
will have candidate roots with end time and a Bloom filter for the candidates.
For this simple example, fwSeeds will contain at least the following candi-
dates: tpa, 8, B4q, pa, 10, B5q, pa, 12, B6q, pd, 11, B7qu. After the subsequent back-
ward scan the set of backward seeds will be tpa, 1, B1q, pa, 7, B2q, pd, 8, B3qu.
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The next table lists the compatible pairs and the resulting candidate set:
nr fwSeeds bwSeeds Candidate
1 pa, 8, B4q pa, 1, B1q pa, r1, 8s, B1 X B4q
2 pa, 8, B4q pa, 7, B2q pa, r7, 8s, B2 X B4q
3 pa, 10, B5q pa, 1, B1q pa, r1, 10s, B1 X B5q
4 pa, 10, B5q pa, 7, B2q pa, r7, 10s, B2 X B5q
5 pa, 12, B6q pa, 7, B2q pa, r7, 12s, B2 X B6q
6 pd, 11, B7q pd, 8, B3q pd, r8, 11s, B3 X B7q
In the second step of our algorithm the candidates will generate the follow-
ing cycles of Figure 5.1b: Candidate 1 generates (1), candidate 2 is a false
positive due to the merging operation and will not generate any cycle (issue
(3) mentioned above). Candidate 3 generates (ii) and (iii), candidate 4, (iv),
candidate 5, (v), and finally candidate 6, (vi).
Theorem 4. Let q be the size of the bloom filters, W be the maximal number of
interactions in a window of size ω. The complexity of processing one interac-
tion with processEdge is Opqq. The time complexity of GenerateSeedsBloom
is Opqpm   c1qq where c1 denotes the number of cycle candidates that are gener-
ated by the merge of forward and backward candidates. The memory complexity is
Opq minpW, nqq.
Proof. The argument of the proof is similar as for Theorem 3, but with the
maximal size W of the summaries Spaq replaced by the fixed size q of the
Bloom filters Bpaq. For merging the forward and backward seeds it suffices
to notice that the forward and backward candidates are generated in order,
and hence we can merge in linear time. Additionally, For each candidate
cycle we have to intersect two Bloom filters.
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4.3 Combining Root Node Candidate Tuples
An essential last step before we can proceed to the exact cycle finding, is
combining seeds for efficiency, and avoiding overlapping seeds. Suppose for
instance that there exist 3 cycles rooted at a, with start and end times respec-
tively r100, 110s, r106, 110s, and r105, 120s. GenerateSeeds will produce three
seeds ps, r100, 110s, C1q, ps, r106, 110s, C2q, and ps, r105, 120s, C3q. The second
cycle, however, is included in all three seeds and will be generated three times
by the cDFS algorithm we will introduce in the next section. Furthermore, we
can merge some of the highly overlapping candidates. Consider again the ex-
ample of Figure 5.1a. For all the cycles rooted at a Figure 5.1b(i)-(v), the corre-
sponding seeds are pa, r1, 7s, tb, duq, pa, r1, 10s, tb, d, e, f uq, pa, r7, 10s, tb, d, e, f uq,
and pa, r7, 12s, tb, d, e, f uq. The first three seeds could be combined into a sin-
gle seed pa, r1, 10s , tb, d, e, f uq and a cDFS run on this seed will generate all
the cycles rooted at a; i.e., cycles 5.1b(i)-(iv), by considering interactions only
in interval r1, 10s between the candidate nodes tb, d, e, f u. Furthermore, addi-
tionally we will also record the starting time of the next seed with the same
root and add this information in the seed nodes to obtain the extended candi-
dates: pa, r1, 10s, 7, tb, d, e, f uq and pa, r7, 12s, 12, tb, d, e, f uq (The value 12 in the
second seed is a dummy value as there is no next seed). cDFS will use these
extended candidates ps, rts, tes, tn, Cq to generate exactly those cycles rooted at
s, consisting only of vertices in C, starting in the interval rts, tnr, and ending
the latest at time te. By adding the restriction on tn we avoid duplicate cycle
generation. The algorithm to combine seeds rooted at a single node s is given
in Algorithm 12. It starts with sorting all candidates on start time ascending
and end time descending. Subsequently it gets the first non-merged candi-
date and merges it with all following compatible candidates. This procedure
is repeated until all candidates have been processed. In this way we are often
able to compress the list of candidates considerably.
Theorem 5. Algorithm 12 ensures that for every temporal cycle rooted at s and
starting and ending at times ts and te respectively, there is exactly one extended
seed ps, rt1s, t1es, tn, Cq that contains the cycle; that is: all nodes of the cycle are in C,
ts P rt1s, tnr, and te P rt1s, t1es.
Proof. GenerateSeeds generates a seed for each cycle. In the definition of
Compatible it is guaranteed that all elements that are removed from C are
contained in the extended cycle that is output. Furthermore, it is easy to see
that the intervals rts, tnr for all generated extended seeds are disjoint, as tn is
the starting point t1s of the first seed that is not contained in Combined.
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Algorithm 11 GenerateSeedsBloom
Input: Threshold ω, interactions E
Hash functions h1, . . . , hk, Bloom filter size q.
Output: Candidate root nodes s with start and end time of the cycle and a
bloom filter representing the candidate set. It is guaranteed that for each
temporal simple cycle there will be such a four-tuple.
1: function GenerateSeedsBloom(ω, E )
2: fwSeeds ÐH
3: for pa, b, tq P E , ordered ascending w.r.t. t do
4: fwSeeds Ð fwSeedsY processEdge(a,b,t,ω)
5: end for
6: Remove all bloom filters
7: bwSeeds ÐH
8: for pa, b, tq P E , ordered descending w.r.t. t do
9: bwSeeds Ð bwSeedsY processEdge(b,a,t,ω)
10: end for
11: Output all pa, rts, tes, pB f X Bbqq s.t. there exists pa, te, B f q P fwSeeds and
pa, ts, Bbq P bwSeeds with 0   te  ts ¤ ω
12: end function
13: function processEdge(a,b,t,ω)
14: seeds Ð tu
15: if Bpbq does not exist or |Lastpbq  t| ¡ ω then
16: Bpbq Ð r0, . . . , 0s  Empty bloom filter
17: end if
18: Set bits h1paq, . . . hkpaq to 1 in Bpbq
19: Lastpbq Ð t  Update last modified time stamp
20: if Bpaq exists and |Lastpaq  t| ¡ ω then
21: if h1pbq, . . . , hkpbq all 1 in Bpaq then
22: seeds Ð tpb, t, Bpaqqu
23: end if
24: Bpbq Ð Bpbq Y Bpaq  Bitwise or
25: end if
26: if time to prune then
27: for all summaries Bpxq do
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Algorithm 12 Combining Root Node Candidate
Input: List of cycle seeds C for a root node s. Each seed is of the form
ps, rts, tes, Cq, window length ω
Output: Combined candidates
1: function CombineSeeds(C,ω)
2: Sort C on ts ascending, then te descending.
3: while C not empty do
4: Let ps, rts, tes, Cq be first in C
5: Let Compatible be the maximal prefix of C such that for all
ps, rt1s, t1es, C1q P Compatible it holds that t1e   ts  ω
6: C Ð CzCompatible
7: if C is empty then tn Ð ts  ω
8: else
9: Let ps, rt1s, t1es, C1q be first in C
10: tn Ð t1s
11: end if
12: tmax Ð maxtt1e | ps, rt1s, t1es, C1q P Compatibleu
13: Call Ð
tC1 | ps, rt1s, t1es, C1q P Compatibleu
14: Output ps, rts, tmaxs, tn, Callq
15: end while
16: end function
5 Constrained Depth-First Search
After finding candidates, we want to find the exact cycles for all candidates.
For each extended candidate ps, rts, tes, tn, Cq we will run our constrained
Depth-First Search to find all cycles represented by this candidate. Algo-
rithm 15 gives the complete procedure. We will now step by step describe
how this procedure works.
We apply a depth-first procedure to find all temporal paths in a dynamic
graph. If the path reaches a node which is the same as the start node, we
output it as a cycle. We start with a given node s and a start time ts. All
edges that branch out of s at this time stamp are now recursively explored.
A pure depth-first exploration, however, has the disadvantage that some un-
successful paths will be explored over and over again. Consider for instance
the example in Figure 5.1. As there exist 2 paths from a to c, an exhaustive
depth-first exploration of all paths will visit node c two times, and each time
the subgraph formed by h, j, and k will be explored again. In order to avoid
such fruitless repeated explorations, we will keep track of the success status
of different nodes in earlier depth-first explorations of the dynamic network.
This information is stored in the form of a so-called “closing time” of a node.
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Algorithm 13 Unblock
Input: Node v that gets a new closing time tv.
Global: interactions E , closing times ctpvq and unblock list Upvq for all
nodes v P V.
Output: Recursive unblocking of the nodes.
1: function Unblock(Node v, time stamp tv)
2: if tv ¡ ctpvq then
3: ctpvq Ð tv
4: for pw, twq P Upvq do
5: if tw   tv then
6: Upvq Ð Upvqztpw, twqu
7: Trw, vs  tt | pw, v, tq P Eu
8: T Ð tt P Trw, vs | tv ¤ tu
9: if T  H then
10: Upvq Ð Upvq Y tpw, minpTqqu
11: end if






Intuitively, node v having closing time ctpvq indicates that there do not exist
paths back to a from node v that start at time ctpvq or later. Hence, if during
the depth-first exploration, we arrive at a node on or after its closing time,
then we can abort our search. So, while exploring node h, arriving there at
11, we will notice that there are no paths from h back to a and hence its clos-
ing time will become 11 and h will never be expanded again. Similarly, after
the first time we visit node c, we will notice that the last path from c back to
a starts at 7, so its closing time will become 7 and any depth-first exploration
of c will be aborted from timestamp 7 on.
Let’s illustrate the principle with our example graph. For the subsequent
steps we will show how the closing times of the nodes evolve and how this
saves us costly repetitions of useless explorations. For now the reader does
not need to worry about how the closing times are affected by backtracking
to find additional solutions as this will be treated in detail right after the
example.
• a 1Ñ b: ctpbq becomes 1 and this nodes cannot be used to extend the
path without violating the simplicity condition;
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Algorithm 14 Add to unblock list
Input: Unblock list Upvq of node v, pair pw, tq to be added
Output: New unblock list Upvq with pw, tq added.
1: function Extend(Upvq,pw, tq)
2: if there is an entry pw, t1q P Upvq then
3: if t1 ¡ t then Upvq Ð Upvqztpw, t1qu Y tpw, tqu
4: end if
5: else































Fig. 5.1: Example temporal network with simple cycles
• b 5Ñ c: ctpcq becomes 5;
• We explore recursively all paths that start with c 11Ñ h. No paths are
found, hence during this recursion ctphq, ctpjq, and ctpkq become re-
spectively 11, 13, and 14;
• Via recursive calls we find a path from c that start with c 7Ñ e and c 6Ñ d.
We hence derive that the latest path leaving c starts at time 7. Hence,
when backtracking, ctpcq becomes 7. Similarly, during the recursive
calls, the closing times of the other nodes have been updated as well.
In order to find additional paths, we backtrack and find the next solution.
Suppose now that we already explored the subspace of all cycles that start
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with a 1Ñ b. At this point in time the closing times are as follows:
a b c d e f h j k
 5 7 8 10 12 11 13 14
• a 5Ñ c can be explored next, because 5   ctpcq  7.
• From c we cannot go to node h because 11   ctphq.
• From there on we continue to find our last 2 paths.
So far so good, but until now we have been ignoring a major problem with
the closing times when backtracking to find the next solution: while back-
tracking, the path becomes shorter again, and nodes become available again
which on its turn may affect the correctness of the closing times. We illus-
trate this problem by slightly extending the example in Figure 5.1. The new

































When exploring all paths starting with the edge a 1Ñ b, the node b tem-
porarily gets ctpbq  1 to force that our cycles are simple. As a result, when
recursively exploring all paths with prefix a 1Ñ b 5Ñ c, we will conclude there
is no path from h, k, and j back to a and set their closing times to 11, 13,
and 14 respectively. As a result, later on, when exploring all paths with pre-
fix a 1Ñ b 8Ñ c and a 1Ñ b 10Ñ c, we will correctly abort exploration of the
branch below h. However, when the search continues, at a certain point we
will have explored all paths starting with a 1Ñ b, and we are back at node
a. The closing time of b is set to 17 because of the cycle a 1Ñ b 17Ñ a. We
continue exploring all paths that start with a 5Ñ c. It is at this very moment
that things start becoming ugly. Indeed, at this point in time, we do have
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Algorithm 15 Dynamic Depth-First Simple Cycle Search
Input: Source node s P V
Global: Interaction network GpV, Eq; closing time ctpvq and unblock list
Upvq for all nodes v P V; Timestamp ts,te and tn; Set of candidates C  V
Output: All simple temporal cycles in E rooted at s starting in interval rts, tnr
and ending before te, using only vertices of C.
1: function Cycle(s)
2: E Ð tpu, v, tq P E | u, v P C, t P rts, tesu  Reduce the interaction graph
3: V Ð C
4: for x P C do
5: ctpxq Ð 8, Upxq Ð H
6: end for
7: for ps, x, tq P E |t   tn do
8: AllPaths(s tÑ x)
9: end for
10: end function
to explore the branch below h, because now there is a cycle that involves h,
namely a 1Ñ c 11Ñ h 13Ñ j 16Ñ b 17Ñ a!
So, what went wrong? The first time we visited node h, node b was
blocked as it appeared on the path from a to h. Therefore, we correctly
concluded that h should be blocked, too. This situation remained until the
point that b became unblocked because of backtracking. At that point, in
fact, the closing time of h should have been reconsidered. The mechanism
to realize the correct update of the closing times is as follows: whenever we
limit the closing time of a node, at the same time we also evaluate under
which conditions the closing time of the node can increase again. In the case
of node j, we see that there is an outgoing edge with time stamp 16 to node
b with closing time 1. Hence, from the moment on that the closing time of
b increases to above 16, the closing time of j should increase to 16. For this
purpose, we add for every node an “unblock list” Upvq that contains a list
of nodes and thresholds pw, tq. From the moment on that the closing time
of v exceeds again the threshold t, for each pair pw, tq in Upvq, the closing
time of node w will have to be adapted as well. In our example this amounts
to adding pj, 16q to Upbq. Whenever we increase the closing time of any
node v in the graph, we will go over its unblock list and unblock the other
nodes as needed. Notice that unblocking a node may result in a cascade of
unblock operations; indeed, in our example, unblocking b causes j to become
unblocked, which on its turn causes h and k to become unblocked. The
pseudo code of the algorithm is given in Algorithms 13, 16, and 15.
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6 Proof of Correctness for Constrained Depth-First
Search
Cyclepsq calls AllPathsps tÑ xq multiple times, once for each interaction
s tÑ x. We will show that Cyclepsq generates all cycles with root s. During the
execution of AllPathspprq, AllPathsppr tmÑ xq is recursively called. Notice
that in AllPathspprq there is no order specified in which the neighbors of
vcur are considered in the for-loop that starts at line 7. This arbitrary order of
the for-loop is, however, not a problem for the correctness of the algorithm.
It is easy to see that regardless of the order in which the for-loop runs
through the interactions, the call tree of Cyclepsq that contains the different
calls AllPathspprq satisfies the following conditions:
Lemma 9
Consider the call tree formed by the call Cyclepsq and containing all (direct
and recursive) calls AllPathspprq. Let the root node that corresponds to the
call to Cyclepsq be labeled with the empty path, and let the other nodes of
the call tree be labeled with the argument passed for parameter pr in the call
AllPathspprq. This tree satisfies the following properties:
1. Every non-root node has a valid simple temporal path rooted at s as
label;
2. For every non-root node it holds that its label is the label of its parent
extended with one interaction;
3. There are no two nodes with the same label.
Proof. AllPathsp.q explores paths in depth-first order. Every path s t1Ñ v1 . . .
tk1Ñ
vk1 is generated only in AllPathsps t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ vkq, and no edge is consid-
ered twice for extending the prefix as N and Out are sets. All paths are tem-
poral because in a call AllPathsps t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ vkq only interactions vk tÑ x
are considered with t ¡ tk. All paths are simple, because ctpvkq is set to tk
before all recursive calls, and hence the if-condition on line 16 will fail for all
nodes x that are already in the path pr.
This implies that we can refer to a specific call AllPathspprq in a run of
Cyclepsq with the unique value of the argument for parameter pr.
6.1 Soundness
Lemma 10
If a cycle s t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ vk tÑ s is output, then it is output in AllPathsps t1Ñ
v1 . . .
tkÑ vkq and vk tÑ s P E .
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Algorithm 16 Algorithm AllPaths
Input: Prefix path s t1Ñ v1 t2Ñ . . . tkÑ vk that starts in target node s.
Output: All simple temporal paths in GpV, Eq from v1 to s, starting with the
given prefix are output. The return value is false if no such path exists,
otherwise it is true.
1: function AllPaths(pr  s t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ vk)
2: vcur Ð vk, tcur Ð tk
3: ctpvcurq Ð tcur, lastp Ð 0
4: Out Ð tpvcur, x, tq P E | tcur   tu
5: N Ð tx P V | pvcur, x, tq P Outu
6: if s P N then
7: for pvcur, s, tq P Out do
8: if t ¡ lastp then
9: lastp Ð t
10: end if
11: Output pr  xpvcur, s, tqy
12: end for
13: end if
14: for x P Nztsu do
15: Tx Ð tt | pvcur, x, tq P Outu
16: while Tx  H do
17: tm Ð minpTxq
18: pass Ð False
19: if ctpxq ¤ tm then pass Ð False
20: else pass Ð AllPaths(pr  xpvcur, x, tmqy)
21: end if




26: Tx Ð Txzttmu
27: if tm ¡ lastp then





33: if lastp ¡ 0 then Unblock(vcur,lastp)
34: end if
35: return (lastp  0)
36: end function
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As a direct result of Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, we get the following corol-
lary.
Corollary 1. Every cycle generated by AllPaths is a simple temporal cycle, and no
cycle is generated more than once.
6.2 Completeness
For notational convenience, we start by introducing some new notations.
Definition 17
An interaction x tÑ y is called blocked if ctpyq ¤ t. An interaction that is not
blocked is called free.
Let p  s t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ vk be a temporal path; Vppq denotes the set of
vertices on the path p. Let vk
tÑ x P E with t ¡ tk. p tÑ x denotes the
temporal path s t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ vk tÑ x.
We will use Upyq ¨ px, tq to denote that there exists a pair px, t1q P Upyq
with t1 ¤ t.
A key property in the proof of completeness of our algorithm will be
that an interaction becomes unblocked if and only if a path starting from
that interaction to the root s becomes available using only available nodes;
i.e., nodes that are not in pr. This happens only when we return from a
call AllPathspprq and has to be implemented in Unblockpv, tvq on line 27.
consistency will be the notion expressing that a call to Unblockpv, tvq is well-
behaved. The paths that become available are those using no nodes from pr,
except the root node s, and the node vcur that will become available again
when we return from AllPathspprq.
Definition 18
Consistency of Unblock
We say that the call Unblockpvcur, lastq in AllPathspprq is consistent if the
following holds: an interaction x tÑ y that is blocked just before the call
changes status from blocked to free if and only if there exists a temporal path
pxÑs from x to s that starts with x
tÑ y and with Vpprq XVppxÑsq  ts, vcuru.
Consistency Implies Completeness
Lemma 11
Let GpV, Eq be an interaction graph and consider a run of cs. As long as
all finished calls to Unblock are consistent, the following holds: if at the
start of AllPathspprq, interaction x tÑ y is blocked, then there doesn’t exist a
temporal path from x to s that starts with x tÑ y and intersects pr only at s.
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Fig. 5.2: Illustration for proof of Lemma 11.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Check the illustration given in Figure 5.2
for more clarity. Suppose there is a AllPathspprq in which at the start x tÑ y
is blocked while at the same time there exists a path pxÑs from x to s that
starts with x tÑ y and intersects pr only in s, and all Unblock operations
up to that point were consistent. Then, there must have been a previous
call AllPathsppblockq in which x tÑ y got blocked, which means that ctpyq
decreased from above t to lower than or equal to t. ctpyq only gets lower
inside a call in which vcur  y, hence pblock is a path that ends in y. Since
y P VppxÑsq and VppxÑsq XVpprq  tsu, y cannot be in pr, and hence pblock
is not a prefix of pr. Since we are at the start of AllPathspprq, neither is
pr a prefix of pblock. Let now pjoint be the longest common prefix of pr and
pblock, and consider the first interaction a
t1Ñ b in pblock after pjoint. Since
AllPathsppblockq was executed before AllPathspprq, and pjoint  a t
1Ñ b is a
prefix of pblock, AllPathsppjoint  a t
1Ñ bq finishes after AllPathsppblockq does,
and before AllPathspprq starts. So, Unblock in AllPathsppjoint  a t
1Ñ bq is
consistent according to our assumptions at the start of the proof. This implies
that after this Unblock, x tÑ y must be free because of the path pxÑs that
intersects pjoint  a t
1Ñ b in at most b and s. We have reached a contradiction,
because we considered an arbitrary call AllPathsppblockq that blocks x tÑ y
and precedes AllPathspprq, and have proven that it x tÑ y will be freed in
between AllPathsppblockq and AllPathspprq. As such, x tÑ y cannot be
blocked at the start of AllPathspprq, a contradiction with our assumptions
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at the start of the proof.
Lemma 12
Let GpV, Eq be an interaction graph. If in an run of Cyclepsq all calls Unblock
are consistent, then Cyclepsq generates all simple cycles rooted at s.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by contradiction. Suppose cycle s t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ
vk
tÑ s is not output. This means that AllPathsps t1Ñ v1 . . . tkÑ vkq is never
executed. Let pj denote s
t1Ñ v1 . . . tjÑ vj, and let i be the smallest index
such that AllPathsppiq is not executed. This means that before we reach
line 19 in AllPathsppi1q for x  vi and tm  ti, the interaction vi1 tiÑ vi
is blocked. Because of Lemma 11, vi1
ti1Ñ vi was not blocked at the start
of AllPathsppi1q. On the other hand, neither can any recursive call inside
AllPathsppi1q return with vi1
ti1Ñ vi blocked, because such a recursive
call ends with a consistent Unblock which must end with a free vi1
ti1Ñ vi
because of the temporal path vi
tiÑ vi 1 . . . tkÑ vk tÑ s. Therefore, vi1
ti1Ñ vi
will be considered at some point and AllPathsppiq is executed. This is in
contradiction with our initial assumption and hence proves the lemma.
Helper Lemmas: Relation Unblock Sets and Blocked Interactions
Lemma 13
Let GpV, Eq be an interaction graph and consider a run of Cyclepsq. Just
before and after the call Unblock in any AllPathspprq that is executed, the
following holds: if Upyq ¨ px, tq, then x tÑ y is blocked.
Proof. Consider the call to Unblock in AllPathspprq. pvcur, tmq is added to
Upxq in line 22 of the algorithm only if AllPathsppr tmÑ xq fails. Hence, only
if at the end of AllPathsppr tmÑ xq, lastp  0. As a result, ctpxq will be tm
right after the call which coincides with the moment that pvcur, tmq is added
to Upxq. The only other place where pairs are added to unblock lists is in line
10 of unblock, and here it is easy to verify that if pw, tminq is added to Upvq,
then ctpvq ¤ tmin. Hence we have already proven that whenever a pair px, tq
is added to an unblock list Upyq, x tÑ y is blocked. We still need to show
that whenever an edge x tÑ y becomes unblocked, any px, t1q with t1 ¤ t
gets removed from Upyq. This is straightforward, as the only place where
interactions become free is in line 3 of Unblock, where ctpvq is raised to tv.
Now any pair pw, twq P Upvq with tw   tv needs to be removed from Upvq to
maintain the lemma, what happens right after in steps 4-6 of Unblock. So,
only during the execution of Unblock, the lemma may be temporarily broken,
but just before and just after it holds.
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Lemma 14
Let GpV, Eq be an interaction graph and consider a run of Cyclepsq. Just
before any call to Unblock, the following holds: if x tÑ y is blocked, then
either y P Vpprq or for each interaction y t1Ñ z with t1 ¡ t it holds that
py, t1q ¨ Upzq and y t1Ñ z is blocked as well.
Proof. Consider AllPathspprq for which x tÑ y is blocked at the start of
Unblock, and y R Vpprq. Furthermore, assume that for every preceding
call to Unblock the lemma held.Let AllPathsppyq be the last preceding call
that lowered clpyq to t or below. Hence, py ends with an interaction a
tyÑ y
with ty ¤ t, and during AllPathsppyq, lastp never exceeds t. This implies
that for all edges y t
1Ñ z with t1 ¡ t there exists an interaction y t2Ñ z with
t2 ¤ t1 such that AllPathsppy t
2Ñ zq returns unsuccessfully. As a result
ctpzq becomes t2 ¤ t1, and thus y t1Ñ z blocked. At the same time, because
AllPathsppy t
2Ñ zq returns unsuccessfully, py, t2q is added to Upzq and hence
Upzq ¨ py, t1q. As lastp in callppyq remains less than or equal to t, the call to
Unblock at the end of AllPathsppy t
2Ñ zq does not unblock any of the edges
y t
1Ñ z with t1 ¡ t.
Suppose now that before the start of Unblock in AllPathspprq, one of
the edges y t
1Ñ z with t1 ¡ t becomes unblocked or Upzq ¨ py, t1q becomes
false. It is easy to see that y t
1Ñ z becomes unblocked implies Upzq ¨ py, t1q
becomes false and vice versa, as both occur in a call Unblockpz, t2q with
t2 ¡ t1. This on its turn implies that py, t1q P Upzq will trigger Unblockpy, t1q
and ctpyq will be raised to at least t1 ¡ t, which is in contradiction with the
fact that AllPathsppyq was the last preceding call that lowered clpyq to t or




Let GpV, Eq be an arbitrary interaction graph and consider a run of Cyclepsq.
Every execution of Unblock during that run is consistent.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. Suppose there is at least one
call to Unblock that is not consistent. Let the first call in the run that is not
consistent be the Unblock operation in AllPathspp f ailq. The lemma can fail
for two reasons: either an interaction that needs to be unblocked isn’t, or one
that shouldn’t, is. We show that both cases lead to a contradiction.
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Case 1: An interaction x tÑ y that is blocked just before the call changes status
from blocked to free but there does not exist a simple temporal path p from x to s that
starts with x tÑ y and with Vpprq XVppq  ts, vcuru. As x tÑ y gets unblocked,
there must be a sequence y  y1, y2, . . . , yn  vcur such that right before the
call to Unblock in AllPathspp f ailq starts, pyi, tiq P Upyi 1q for i  1 . . . n 1,
with ctpyiq   ti, and t1   t2   . . .   tn1   lastp. Furthermore, as lastp ¡ 0,
there is a temporal path pvcurÑs from vcur to s that does not intersect pr except
in vcur itself and s.
We first show that for i  1, . . . , n 1, yi R Vpp f ailq. Suppose for the sake
of contradiction there is at least one yi P Vpp f ailq. We can assume without
loss of generality that yi is the first such node on the path p f ail . Let pi be the
prefix of p f ail that ends in yi. According to Lemma 11, yi
tiÑ yi 1 cannot be
blocked at the start of AllPathsppiq because of the temporal path yi 1
ti 1Ñ
yi 2 . . .
tnÑ yn  pvcurÑs that does not intersect pi except in s. Hence, because
of Lemma 13, Upyi 1q ª pyi, tiq at the start of AllPathsppiq. Furthermore,
pyi, tiq cannot have been added into Upyi 1q in AllPathsppiq because of the
existence of the temporal path yi
tiÑ yi 1 . . . tnÑ yn  pvcurÑs. This implies that
pyi, tiq R Upyi 1q; a contradiction.
Hence, y1
t1Ñ y2 . . . tnÑ yn  pvcurÑs is a path from y1 to s that intersects p f ail
only in s and vcur. This contradicts our assumption at the start of case 1 that
no such path exists.
Case 2: Interaction x tÑ y remains blocked throughout the call to Unblock even
though there exists a simple temporal path pxÑs from x to s that starts with x
tÑ y
and with Vpprq XVppq  ts, vcuru. Note that this implies that y R Vpp f ailq.
Since x tÑ y is blocked before the execution of Unblock in AllPathspp f ailq,
at some point earlier in the run, this interaction got blocked. Consider the
last time this happened, and let py be the prefix at that point in time. We
show now that p f ail must be a prefix of py. Refer to Figure 5.3 for clar-
ity of this case. Indeed, suppose it isn’t, then p f ail and py have a shared
prefix pjoint and py  pjoint. Let a t
1Ñ b be the first edge after pjoint in
py. AllPathsppy t
1Ñ bq hence ended before AllPathspp f ailq started and
Unblockp) in AllPathsppy t
1Ñ bq is consistent and therefore unblocks x tÑ y
if it is still blocked, because of the existence of the path from b to y (the con-
tinuation of py) followed by the path from y to s that intersects p f ail only at
vcur. This path hence intersects pjoint
t1Ñ b at most in b and s.
So, we have established that p f ail is a prefix of py. Consider the path
pyÑs that is obtained by removing x
tÑ y from the start of pxÑs; that is:
pxÑs  x tÑ pyÑs. pyÑs intersects py at least in vcur, but potentially also in
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Fig. 5.3: Illustration for proof of Lemma 15 case 2.
other nodes thereafter as shown in case Figure 5.4.
Let v be the first such node on pyÑs and let pv be the prefix of py that
ends in v, and pyÑv be the prefix of pyÑs that ends in v. Let pyÑv  b1 t1Ñ
b2 . . .
tnÑ bn; b1  y and bn  v. Because x tÑ y got blocked in AllPathsppyq
and remains blocked all the time until AllPathspp f ailq, after Unblock in
AllPathsppvq, x tÑ y is still blocked. By repeated application of Lemma 14
we can show that Upb2q ¨ pb1, t1q  py, t1q, b1 t2Ñ b2 is blocked, Upb3q ¨
pb2, t2q, b2 t3Ñ b3 is blocked, etc., until Upvq  Upbnq ¨ pbn1, tn1q, bn1 tnÑ
bn is blocked. We call this sequence pyÑv an unblock chain from pv, tnq till
py, t1q. This implies that any call Unblockpv, tnq will cause eventually a call
to Unblockpy, t1q.
If there is a second intersection v on py and pyÑs in between v and
vcur as shown in Figure 5.5, then we can follow the same construction and
derive an unblock chain from pv, tq till pv, tnq. This unblock chain can be
composed with the first one to form an unblock chain from pv, tq till py, t1q.
In this way we can continue until we have an unblock chain from pvcur, tlastq
till py, t1q. tlast is the timestamp such that u tlastÑ vcur is the interaction arriving
in vcur of pyÑs. The next interaction on pyÑs leaves vcur and we denote it
vcur
tnextÑ w. tcur must be smaller than tnext, because pyÑs starts after time t,
py blocks x
tÑ y and hence ends before or at t, and pblock is a prefix of py.
Hence, for sure tcur   t, and tnext ¡ t. Hence, at the start of Unblock in
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Fig. 5.4: Illustration for proof of Lemma 15 case 2 when pyÑs intersects py at another node v


















Fig. 5.5: Illustration for proof of Lemma 15 case 2 when pyÑs intersects py at more nodes other
than vcur such as v and v.
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AllPathsppblockq, lastp ¥ tnext as we have a path back from vcur to s (the
remainder of pyÑs). Therefore, the call Unblockpvcur, lastpq is made with
lastp ¡ pnext, which will trigger our unblock chain, causing in the end x tÑ y
to be unblocked by the call Unblockpy, t1q. This means x tÑ y becomes
unblocked, a contradiction and hence proved.
Theorem 6. Cyclepsq returns all simple cycles.
Proof. This follows directly from the combination of Lemma’s 12 and 15.
7 Complexity of constrained Depth-First Search
The proof of complexity revolves around the observation that on the one
hand, in order to unblock an interaction, a cycle needs to be output, and
on the other hand every cycle that is output unblocks an interaction at most
once. To prove the validity of this observation we first establish a more strict
condition than consistency that the Unblock operations obey.
Lemma 16
For each call to Unblock in AllPathsppr  s t1Ñ v1 t2Ñ . . . tnÑ vnq the following
holds: if an interaction x tÑ y is blocked before the execution of Unblock and
free afterwards, then there exists a temporal path pxÑs from x to s such that
VppxÑsq XVpprq  ts, vnu and there does not exist any path p1xÑs such that
Vpp1xÑsq XVpprq  tsu.
Proof. The existence of the temporal path pxÑs is already established by
Lemma 15. Here we will show that if there exists a path p1xÑs such that
Vpp1xÑsq XVpprq  tsu then x tÑ y cannot be blocked at the start of Unblock
in AllPathspprq. According to Lemma 11, x tÑ y cannot be blocked at the
start of AllPathspprq. Suppose x tÑ y becomes blocked during AllPathspprq.
This must then occur during the execution of AllPathsppr  pvnÑyq, where
pvnÑy is a path from vn to y that starts after tn. Let vn
tn 1Ñ vn 1 be the
first interaction on that path pvnÑy. As Unblock in AllPathsppr
tn 1Ñ vn 1q
is consistent and p1xÑs is a path from x to s that starts with x
tÑ y and
intersects pr
tn 1Ñ vn 1 in at most s and possibly vn 1, after Unblock in
AllPathsppr tn 1Ñ vn 1q, x tÑ y will be free. Hence, after any recursive call
from AllPathspprq returns, x tÑ y is free and hence it will be free at the start
of Unblock in AllPathspprq, which establishes our lemma.
Lemma 17
In between two cycles being output every interaction can get unblocked at
most once.
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Proof. The only way an interaction can get unblocked is by a call to Unblock,
which is only called when a cycle was found and output. Suppose a cycle s t1Ñ
v1
t2Ñ . . . tnÑ vn tsÑ s is output. This cycle can only be output by AllPathsps t1Ñ
v1
t2Ñ . . . tnÑ vnq and will trigger Unblock operations in AllPathsps t1Ñ v1 t2Ñ
. . .
tiÑ viq, for all i  1 . . . n. Let pi  s t1Ñ v1 t2Ñ . . . tiÑ vi. Suppose that
there is an edge x tÑ y which gets unblocked twice as a result of this found
cycle. Because of Lemma 16 this is however impossible, as any temporal path
intersecting pi only in s and vi is a path intersecting prj only in s for all j   i.
So, if an interaction gets unblocked in AllPathsppriq, it cannot get unblocked
in AllPathspprjq for j   i.
With the last lemma we have almost reached the complexity result we are
aiming at; blocked edges do not need to be explored, or at least not after
unblock lists have been properly updated. Hence the last hurdle to be taken
is showing that once a blocked interaction x tÑ y was considered, we do not
ever have to consider it again
Theorem 7. Let m  |E | and n  |V|. We can implement Cyclepsq in such a way
that in between two cycles being output, Cyclepsq takes at most Opm  nq steps.
Proof. We consider the time in between two cycles being output. By Lemma 17
any edge gets unblocked at most once. We say that an edge x tÑ y is con-
sidered in a step of the algorithm whenever its existence or non-existence
matters for the execution of that step. An edge x tÑ y is only considered
in calls AllPathspprq where pr ends in x. Suppose now that x tÑ y was
considered and found blocked at that time, did not become free in between,
and is considered again. Then, any edge x t
1Ñ y with t1 ¥ t does not need to
be considered anymore until x tÑ y becomes unblocked again. Indeed, the
first time x tÑ y is considered, and no cycle found, ctpyq gets lowered to at
most t and px, tq added to Upyq unless already Upyq ¨ px, yq. Should x t1Ñ y
with t1 ¥ t be considered, and there wasn’t an unblock operation of x tÑ y in
between, ctpyq is still at most t and the interaction will not have any effect (no
recursive calls because of it, lastp does not get influenced). We can achieve
the complexity bound by using a data structure that allows to consider only
interactions vcur
tÑ y such that never before an interaction vcur t
1Ñ y was con-
sidered and blocked without being freed in the meantime, and t ¡ tcur. For
this, we will keep for each pair of nodes px, yq such that there exists an inter-
action x tÑ y an ordered list of timestamps t1   t2   . . . tn of all interactions
that took place between x and y, and a pointer to the last timestamp that
wasn’t considered yet. As, in a call AllPathspprq we can ignore all inter-


































Fig. 5.6: Example temporal network with simple cycles having multiple repeated edges
after the pointer position, we can identify all interactions to be considered in
linear time in the number of interactions. If a cycle is output, the complexity
is trivially satisfied and we reset the pointer to last timestamp. Otherwise, the
pointer will decrease to the last timestamp lower than tcur. Hence, in a subse-
quent call none of the edges considered will be reconsidered. In this way, as
long as there is no cycle output, any interaction get unblocked at most once,
and hence any interaction will be considered at most twice. This gives us a
total time complexity in between two cycles being output of Op|V|   |E |q. The
term |V| comes from generating all unblock lists and closing time variables
at the start of the algorithm.
8 Path Bundles
The algorithm presented in the last section still has one big disadvantage:
especially in the presence of repeated edges the same paths and cycles can
be explored over and over again. Consider for instance the example in Fig-
ure 5.6. In this example there are 36  729 cycles and each of them will be
generated separately. There will be one call starting with a, 3 for a Ñ b, 9 for
a Ñ b Ñ c, etc. A lot of this work could be avoided though by combining the
computations for multiple edges and paths. It is exactly for this purpose that
we introduce the following notion of a path bundle.
Definition 19
A path bundle B in an interaction network GpV, Eq between nodes v1 and vk 1
consists of a sequence of vertices v1, . . . , vk 1, and sets of timestamps T1, . . . ,
Tk such that for all i  1 . . . k, t P Ti it holds that pvi, vi 1, tq P E . We will
denote the path bundle B by v1
T1Ñ v2 T2Ñ . . . TkÑ vk 1.
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The set of temporal paths represented by B, denoted PpBq is defined as:
PpBq : tv1 t1Ñ v2 . . . tkÑ vk 1 | @i : ti P Ti and t1   . . .   tku
A path bundle is called minimal if for all i  1 . . . k, t P Ti it holds that
Ppv1 T1Ñ . . . vi TizttuÝÑ . . . TkÑ vk 1q  Ppv1 T1Ñ . . . vi TiÑ . . . TkÑ vk 1q
Lemma 18
Let B be a path bundle. There exists a unique minimal path bundle B1 such
that PpBq  PpB1q
Proof. Suppose B  v1 T1Ñ v2 T2Ñ . . . TkÑ vk 1. Let for i  1 . . . k, T1i : tti | Dv1
t1Ñ
v2
t2Ñ . . . tkÑ vk 1 P PpBqu. B1  v1
T11Ñ v2
T12Ñ . . . T
1
kÑ vk 1 is now the requested
unique minimal path bundle. Indeed, PpB1q  PpBq is trivial, since T1i  Ti
for all i  1 . . . k. On the other hand, let p  v1 t1Ñ v2 t2Ñ . . . tkÑ vk 1 P PpBq.
Then, by definition of T1i , vi P T11, for all i  1 . . . k. Hence, p P PpB1q. As
p was chosen arbitrarily, this established the other direction of the inclusion,
namely that PpBq  PpB1q. B1 is clearly minimal as every ti P T1i is there
because of a path having vi
tiÑ vi 1; removing ti from T1i would result in
remove at least that path from PpB1q.
Suppose now that there exists another minimal path bundle B2  v1
T21Ñ
v2
T22Ñ . . . T
2
kÑ vk 1 such that PpB2q  PpBq. Since B2 is minimal and different
from B1, there must be at least one i  1 . . . k and one t P T1i such that t R T2i .
However, via a similar argument as for the minimality of B1, this would imply
that there is a path p P PpB1q which is not in PpB2q. Therefore PpB2q 
PpB1q  PpBq, which is in contradiction with our assumptions. This proves
that a minimal B1 always exists and is unique.
For the above example, all cycles could be represented by a single path
bundle: a 1,2,3ÝÑ b 4,5,6ÝÑ c 7,8,9ÝÑ d 10,11,12ÝÑ e 13,14,15ÝÑ d 16,17,18ÝÑ a.
8.1 Expanding a Bundle
In order to extend our algorithm to work with path bundles instead of in-
dividual paths, we need to extend all operations performed on paths in the
algorithm to bundles. The first operation we consider is extending the path
with an extra edge. This operation is easy enough, as we can just add the
edge with all its timestamps to the bundle. We do want, however, to keep
the bundles minimal for efficiency reasons. Algorithm 17 does exactly that;




Algorithm 17 Extending a path bundle with an edge bundle
Input: Minimal path bundle B  v1 T1Ñ . . . TkÑ vk 1, edge bundle E  vk 1
Tk 1Ñ
vk 2
Output: Minimal path bundle with all valid paths composed of B and an
edge of E.
1: function Expand(v1
T1Ñ . . . TkÑ vk 1,vk 1
Tk 1Ñ vk 2)
2: T1k 1 Ð tt P Tk 1 | t ¡ minpTkqu
3: if T1k 1  H then
4: return pv1 HÑ . . . vi HÑ . . . HÑ vk 2q
5: end if
6: for i  k down to 1 do
7: T1i  tt P Ti | t   maxpT1i 1qu
8: end for
9: return pv1
T11Ñ . . . vi




Let’s illustrate with an example. Suppose we have a path bundle a 1,5,7Ñ
b 3,8Ñ c which we want to extend with the edges c 2,4,7Ñ d. Since there is no edge
from b to c earlier than timestamp 3, we can prune away 2 from the paths
between c and d. Furthermore, the last edge between c and d has timestamp
7, so all edges between b and c later than 7 should be removed. Only the edge
with timestamp 3 remains between c and d which causes the timestamps 5
and 7 between a and b to be removed. Hence, the result of the extension is:
a 1Ñ b 3Ñ c 4,7Ñ d.
Lemma 19
Given a minimal bundle B between u and v and a bundle v TÑ w, Algo-
rithm 17 returns a minimal bundle B1 such that PpB1q consists of all temporal
paths from u to w that can be constructed by extending a path from PpBq
with an edge from v TÑ w.
Proof. Suppose B  v1 T1Ñ . . . TkÑ vk 1 with v1  u and vk 1  v. We need
to construct a path bundle that contains exactly the paths P  tu t1Ñ . . . tkÑ
v tÑ w | u t1Ñ . . . tkÑ v P PB and t ¡ tk and t P Tu. Since B is minimal,
from the proof of 18, we learn that for tkinTk if and only if there exists a path
u . . .
tkÑ v P PpBq. Hence, there exists a path in PpBq with the last interaction
at time tmin  minpTkq. This path can be extended by any v tÑ w with t ¡ tmin
and t P T. Hence, for each t P T1k 1 : tt P T | t ¡ tminu there is a path in
P with the last interaction at timestamp t. Also the opposite direction holds;
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if there is a path in P , then it ends at a timestamp t in T1k 1 as it extends a
path in PB and hence the last interaction needs to come after the tmin. The
minimality of the other T1i can now be shown by induction. Suppose that T
1
i 1
has the property that t P T1i 1 if and only if there exists a path in P for which
the i   1st timestamp is t. Then it is easy to show via a similar argument as
above for T1k 1 that T
1
i are exactly those timestamps for which there exists a
path in P with that ith timestamp. From the proof of 18 it follows now that
the resulting bundle as constructed in Algorithm 17 is minimal.
8.2 Extending the Algorithm to Bundles
By directly manipulating path bundles instead of individual paths we can
significantly reduce the number of recursions needed as well as output the
cycles much more compactly. In algorithm 18 we provide extensions of the
algorithm presented in 16 to consider the path bundle notion. There is not
much change in algorithm 15 except at step 7 where instead of looking for
path from x to the root node s using algorithm 16, a path bundle is searched
using algorithm 18. The output of the algorithm 18 is not all the simple
temporal cycles as we required, but a more compact representation of cycles
using the path bundles.
8.3 Counting the Number of Paths in a Bundle
For some applications we need the exact number of paths represented by
a bundle. This number, however, is not entirely straightforward to obtain
efficiently. Indeed, we may easily come up with a recursive procedure that
generates all valid combinations of the timestamps, but that would somewhat
defy the purpose of the bundles, which is exactly to avoid such costly indi-
vidual treatment of the paths. Luckily, Algorithm 19 comes to the rescue. In
Algorithm 19, we compute the number of paths in a bundle v1
T1Ñ . . . TkÑ vk 1
by iteratively considering all the prefixes of the bundle in increasing length.
For each prefix Pi  v1 T1Ñ . . . TiÑ vi 1, the number of paths are stored on a
heap Hi. For each end time t of a path in Pi, the number of paths n ending at
that time or earlier is stored as a pair pt, nq on the heap. The heap Hi 1 can
easily be computed based on Ti and Hi. We illustrate the algorithm with an
example.
Consider the path bundle a 1,3,7ÝÑ b 4,8,12ÝÑ c 7,13ÝÑ d.
• The heap for the length 0 prefix P0 contains just one pair p0, 1q, indicat-
ing that there is one path of length 0 that ends at timestamp 0.
• For P1  a 1,3,7ÝÑ b, we go over the timestamps from small to large and for
each of the timestamps t we look how many paths in P0 it can extend.
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Algorithm 18 Algorithm AllBundles
Input: Prefix bundle B starting in node s
Global: Interaction network GpV, Eq, closing times ctpvq, unblock list Upvq
for all nodes v P V, latest timestamp te in E .
Output: All simple temporal paths in GpV, Eq from x to ve, prefixed with
path.
1: function AllBundles(B  s T1Ñ v1 T2Ñ . . . TkÑ vk)
2: tcur Ð min Tk, vcur Ð vk
3: ctpvcurq Ð tcur, lastp Ð 0
4: Out Ð tpvcur, x, tq P E | tcur   t ¤ ctpxqu
5: N Ð tx P V | pvcur, x, tq P Outu
6: if s P N then
7: T Ð tt | pvcur, s, tq P Outu
8: t Ð maxpTq
9: if t ¡ lastp then
10: lastp Ð t
11: end if
12: Output ExpandpB, vcur TÑ sq
13: end if
14: for x P Nztsu do
15: Tx Ð tt | pvcur, x, tq P Outu
16: T1x Ð tt P Tx | t   ctpxqu
17: if T1x  H then
18: lastx Ð AllBundlesps, ExpandpB, vcur T
1
xÑ xqq
19: if lastx ¡ lastp then
20: lastp Ð lastx
21: end if









This number is computed by popping off elements from the heap until
the head of the heap contains a timestamp larger than t. The last pair
we popped off contains the number n we need. In order to compute the
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total number of paths ending at t or an earlier timestamp, we add to n
the number of paths we already gathered. So, for P1, the content of the
variables and the pair pushed on the heap H1 evolve as follows:
t H0 n prev pushed in H1
1 xp0, 1qy 1 1 (1,1)
3 xy 1 2 (3,2)
7 xy 1 3 (7,3)
In the end H1 will be: xp1, 1q, p3, 2q, p7, 3qy. Recall that p7, 3q on H1 means
that there are 3 paths in PpP1q that end at timestamp 7 or earlier. In-
deed, these three paths are: a 1Ñ b, a 3Ñ b, and a 7Ñ b.
• Now we proceed to P2  a 1,3,7ÝÑ b 4,8,12ÝÑ c. We will compute H2 by
combining T2 with H1. Again we iterate from small to large over T2.
For t  4 we need to compute how many of the paths in PpP1q it can
complete. For this purpose, as long as t1   t, we pop off the pairs pt1, nq
from H1. The last pair pt1, n1q we pop off contains the number of paths
with which we can combine. This is p3, 2q, hence n becomes 2. We push
p4, 2q on the heap H2. So, for P2, the content of the variables and the
pair pushed on the heap H2 evolve as follows:
t H1 n prev pushed in H2
4 xp1, 1q, p3, 2q, p7, 3qy 2 2 (4,2)
8 xp7, 3qy 3 5 (8,5)
12 xy 3 8 (12,8)
In the end H2 will be: xp4, 2q, p8, 5q, p12, 8qy.
• We continue the same procedure for P3 and iteratively get the following
evolution:
t H2 n prev pushed in H3
7 xp4, 2q, p8, 5q, p12, 8qy 2 2 (7,2)
13 xp8, 5q, p12, 8qy 8 10 (13,10)
Hence, H3 ends up to be : xp7, 2q, p13, 10qy. The final answer is in the
tail of H3 and is 10.
The reason that we went for the complication of having a heap is because
it allows us to compute Hi in time proportional to |Hi1|   |Ti|. Since |Hi| 
|Ti|, we get as total time complexity Op
°k
i1 |Ti|q. This is much more efficient
than iterating over all paths which in worst case takes time
±n
i1 |Ti|. This
complexity occurs when for all i  1 . . . k 1, maxpTiq   minpTi 1q.
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Algorithm 19 Counting the number of paths in a bundle
Input: Path bundle B  v1 T1Ñ . . . vi TiÑ . . . TkÑ vk 1
Output: The cardinality of PpBq
1: Let H0 be an empty heap
2: Push p0, 1q on H0
3: for i=1. . . k do
4: Let Hi be an empty heap
5: n Ð 0
6: prev Ð 0
7: for t P Ti sorted ascending do
8: if Hi1 is not empty then
9: pt1, n1q Ð headpHi1q
10: while t1   t do
11: Pop pt1, n1q from Hi1
12: n Ð n1
13: pt1, n1q Ð headpHi1q
14: end while
15: end if
16: Push pt, prev  nq on Hi
17: prev Ð prev  n
18: end for
19: end for
20: Let pt, nq be the tail of Hk
21: return n
9 Experiments
We evaluated the performance of our algorithms on 6 different real world
temporal networks. The performance results presented in this section are
for a C++ implementation of our algorithm. All experiments were run on
a simple desktop machine with an Intel Core i5-4590 CPU @3.33GHz CPU
and 16 GB of RAM, running the Linux operating system. The code and
instructions to run the experiments are available online (https://github.
com/rohit13k/CycleDetection).
9.1 Dataset
All datasets except SMS [121], Facebook [115] and USElection [72] were ob-
tained from the SNAP repository [76]. The characteristics of the datasets
are given in Table 5.1. While running the experiments we choose smaller
windows for the high frequency dataset SMS, Facebook, USElection, and
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Higgs whereas for the low frequency datasets Stackoverflow and Wiki-talk
a higher window of 1 day and 1 week were considered.
Dataset nr.103s mr.103s Days
Facebook 46.9 877.0 1592
SMS 44.1 545 338
Higgs 304.7 526.2 7
Stackoverflow 2464.6 16266.4 2774
Wiki-talk 1140 7833.1 2320
USElection 233.8 1000 10 hours
Table 5.1: Characteristics of interaction network along with the time span of the interactions as
number of days.
9.2 Performance Evaluation
Effect of bloom filter: The efficiency and effectiveness of the bloom filter de-
pends on the Bloom filter size and the number of hash functions used. For
our experiments, we used a projected element count of 500 and false positive
probability of 0.0001, which results in a filter of size 9592 using 13 hash func-
tions. Using the bloom-filter-based approach for the SD phase is not always
efficient. This is mostly because of two reasons: (1) in the Bloom Filter ap-
proach we have to scan the data twice; and (2) creating bloom filters for data
sets where the candidate set is very small is an overkill. Hence, as long as the
candidate set size is not getting so large that it stresses memory usage and
set operations like union and cardinality test, the set-based approach is faster
than the bloom-filter-based approach. The summary set size becomes very
large for interaction networks in which the ratio of the number of interactions
over the number of nodes is high. This is the case for Higgs and USElection
with ω set to 10 hours. In this case, the Bloom-filter-based approach is the
best approach because of the time and memory savings it provides. In our ex-
periments, for USElection, the Exact-set-based approach ran out of memory
after 18 minutes, whereas the Bloom-filter-based approach finished within 27
seconds taking only 700 MB of space. More results for time and memory
consumption in the SD phase are shown in table Table 5.2. The best results
are shown in bold.
Effect of Pruning: We also tested the effect of inactive node pruning in
the SD Phase. We ran pruning after processing every batch of 100,000 interac-
tions. As expected, pruning has a huge impact on the memory requirements
of the SD Phase. For instance, the memory requirements reduced by a factor
of 55 in case of Stackoverflow for a 1 day window. This is because there are
too many source nodes and most of them become inactive very quickly. As





Exact Bloom Exact Bloom
Facebook
1 hour 4 12 20 225
10 hours 6 17 24 375
SMS
1 hour 12 40 27 730
10 hours 50 59 112 972
Higgs
1 hour 4 8 114 170
10 hours 45 10 3048 325
Stackoverflow
1 day 78 399 26 1578
1 week 138 454 346 2309
Wiki-talk
10 hours 66 223 98 3541
1 day 147 344 269 5675
USElection
1 hour 20 21 157 315
10 hours - 27 - 700
Table 5.2: Time and Memory Comparison between Exact set based and bloom filter approach
to find root candidates.
DataSet ω
Time(sec) Memory(MB)
P NP P NP
Facebook
1 hour 3.9 4.1 9 25
10 hours 4.9 5.1 11 28
SMS
1 hour 11.6 12.1 16 51
10 hours 45.6 46.1 41 90
Higgs
1 hour 4.1 3.8 103 177
10 hours 44.3 41.6 3037 3295
Stackoverflow
1 day 79.7 97.4 26 1441
1 week 112.3 130.8 343 2184
Wiki-talk
10 hours 58.5 62.5 98 1231
1 day 129 133.5 269 3174
Table 5.3: Effect of pruning (P) versus no pruning (NP) on Time and Memory usage.
in memory usage and runtime. In the case of Higgs, however, the number
of source nodes is very low and they remain active throughout the whole
duration of the dataset resulting in much less memory savings and a modest
increase in runtime. In all other cases, however, there are significant memory
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Dataset ω Without Bundle With Bundle
Facebook
1 hour 4.7 3.9
10 hours 9.4 7.3
SMS
1 hour 24.5 10.3
10 hours 104.6 21.34
Higgs
1 hour 2.65 2.26
10 hours 1526.5 136.6
Stackoverflow
1 day 62.7 63.3
1 week 147.7 118.4
Wiki-talk
10 hours 693.9 320.2
1 day 2356 828
Table 5.4: Time comparison (in seconds) to find cycles using Bundle path and without Bundle
path.
and time savings due to regular pruning. The results are shown in Table 5.3.
Effect of Bundling: As expected, using the path bundle approach is never
slower than using the simple path approach. On the other hand, in cases
where there are multiple repeated edges such as Higgs for a window of 10
hours, we get a speedup of up to 12 times thanks to the path Bundles. The
results are shown in Table 5.4.
Runtime for Complete Cycle Enumeration. Finally, we also compare the
total runtime of finding all cycles using 2SCENT with exact set and path
bundles to the algorithm presented by Kumar and Calders [71] (Naive algo-
rithm). As 2SCENT is a two-phase algorithm we compare the combined time
taken by both phases with the runtime of the Naive algorithm. We observe
that for small networks with less frequent interactions, such as Facebook,
or for medium-sized networks with a small window length ω, such as SMS
with a window of 1 hour, or for large networks with very infrequent inter-
actions, such as Mathoverflow with a 1 day window, the Naive algorithm
outperforms 2SCENT and its variants. This is because in these cases there
are only few temporal paths to be enumerated which easily fit in memory.
Hence a brute force approach as proposed in [71] is feasible. But when we
run on larger interaction networks or with larger window lengths, 2SCENT
outperforms the Naive algorithm with respect to runtime by a factor of up to
300. The massive gain in performance is due to the fact that the Naive algo-
rithm maintains and updates all temporal paths whereas 2SCENT needs to
enumerate only paths which will contain a cycle. For some datasets such as
Higgs, Stackoverflow, and Wiki-talk, for higher window length, the Naive
algorithm crashes due to the high number of temporal paths it is maintaining
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DataSet ω Naive 2SCENT
Facebook
1 hour 6.5 sec 12.2 sec
10 hours 9.3 sec 18.2 sec
SMS
1 hour 21.1 sec 34.8 sec
10 hours 15.7 hours 2.1 min
Higgs
1 hour 10.6 min 10.7sec
10 hours Crashed 3.6 min
Stackoverflow
1 day 3.2 min 3.7 min
1 week Crashed 6.6 min
Wiki-talk
10 hours Crashed 7.5 min
1 day Crashed 19 min
Table 5.5: Time Comparison between Naive and 2SCENT to find all cycles.
in memory. The results are presented at Table 5.5.
Effect of Window Length: We also study the effect of increasing the win-
dow length on processing time and cycle count. We present the results for the
SMS dataset in Figure 5.7. We make two observations; first, as expected, the
processing time and count of simple cycles increases with an increase in win-
dow length, but after a certain window length both become constant. This is
because when the window is large enough, the temporal characteristic of the
network do not change any more. In case of the SMS data set, this happens
at a window length of 70 hours. Second, we see that the processing time
increases at first and then decreases slightly again before becoming constant.
This decrease in processing time is the result of the higher compression of
candidate nodes for larger windows, resulting in fewer root candidates, but
each with a higher number of cycles, found in one cDFS scan.
9.3 Qualitative Evaluation
Cycle Frequency Distribution: In figure 5.8, we present the frequency dis-
tribution of the number simple cycles by cycle length for the Facebook, SMS
and Higgs data sets for a window of 10 hours. The maximum cycle length
is 5 and 11 respectively for the Facebook and SMS data set, and the number
of triangles is very high as compared to the number of longer cycles. In
the Higgs data set, however, the maximal cycle length is 20 and the cycle
count distribution is very different. We think this could be because the SMS
and Facebook data sets capture interactions between friends whereas Higgs
is an open interaction platform with interactions among unknown followers
interested in similar topic of discussion.
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We addressed the problem of enumerating simple temporal cycles that do not
exceed a given time window length ω in an interaction network. One of the
applications we proposed and explored in the paper is using the number and
length distribution of temporal cycles to characterize (part of) the dynamic
behaviour of the temporal network. This is similar in spirit to using metrics
such as clustering coefficient or diameter to characterize static networks. In
order to visualize this distribution, it is necessary to enumerate, or at least
count the number of cycles of all lengths. We presented an efficient algo-
rithm, 2SCENT, which consists of two phases. In the first phase all sources of
cycles are detected, which are then further expanded into the full cycles in the
second phase. The base version of 2SCENT was extended in two important
ways: first, we introduced the use of Bloom filters to reduce the memory con-
sumption of the source detection phase by replacing the reverse reachability
set by a reverse reachability filter. The second extension, using path bundles,
handles the common case of repeated interactions leading to an explosion in
the number of cycles. In experiments, we found that 2SCENT with its ex-
tensions runs up to 300 times faster than the only existing competitor. The
experiments show that the algorithm could scale to millions of nodes and
interactions using only commodity hardware. While the focus of this paper
was more on algorithms and general aspects of temporal cycle enumeration,
we also presented a qualitative analysis of cycles in temporal networks and
analyzed the temporal nature of different real-world networks using the cy-
cle count frequency distribution. For closed versus open friendship networks
we could observe different cycle distributions, indicating different dynamic
behaviours in these networks.
We consider two important avenues for future work. First, more research
is required to definitely answer the question whether or not the temporal cy-
cle distribution is a good way to represent dynamic behaviour in networks.
Related to this is the evaluation of the usefulness of the cycles in applica-
tions such as fraud detection. For the datasets used in this paper, we did
not have access to the actual content of the interactions such as the tweets
on the Twitter network. A qualitative study of the cycles found and their
significance from an application perspective are of great interest. Secondly,
it is also important to take into account the frequency of interaction between
nodes when assessing the significance of the cycles found. Indeed, for nodes
that are closely collaborating and interacting frequently, it is likely that ac-
cidental cycles may emerge. Therefore, methods need to be developed to
measure the probability of temporal cycles emerging by chance. Only in this
way we can properly assess the significance of the cycles found.
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Abstract
The graph partitioning strategy plays a vital role in the overall execution of an algo-
rithm in a distributed graph processing system. Choosing the best strategy is very
challenging, as no one strategy is always the best fit for all kinds of graphs or algo-
rithms. In this chapter, we help users choosing a suitable partitioning strategy for
algorithms based on the Pregel model by providing a cost model for the Pregel im-
plementation in Spark-GraphX. The cost model shows the relationship between four
major parameters: 1) input graph 2) cluster configuration 3) algorithm properties
and 4) partitioning strategy. We validate the accuracy of the cost model on 17 differ-
ent combinations of input graph, algorithm, and partition strategy. As such, the cost
model can serve as a basis for yet to be developed optimizers for Pregel.
1 Introduction
Large graphs with millions of nodes and billions of edges are becoming
quite common now. Social media graphs, road network graphs, and rela-
tionship graphs between buyers and products are some of the examples of
large graphs generated and processed regularly [32]. With the increase in size
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of these graphs, the classical approach of graph processing is becoming insuf-
ficient [73, 72]. Hence, to address these shortcomings, vertex-centric program-
ming models [83] have been proposed to transform the way graph problems
are managed. Pregel [85] is one such programming models which supports
distributed (parallel) graph computations. Many distributed graph comput-
ing (DGC) systems like PowerGraph [50] and Spark-GraphX [123] provide
implementations of the Pregel model for graph computations. DGC systems
distribute the graph computation by partitioning the graph over different
nodes of a cluster.
There are many partitioning strategies proposed in literature [122, 95, 50]
for performing efficient graph computations on DGC systems. Most of the
DGC systems provide the same programing model and offer similar features
and strategies to use. Depending on the internal implementation of these
strategies and algorithms, the systems can give different performance. Even
once a user has decided a system to use, there are not enough guidelines
on which partitioning strategy to use for which application or graph. Verma
et.al. in [114] attempts to address this question with an experimental com-
parison of different partitioning strategies on three different DGC systems
resulting in a set of rules. However, there is no clear theoretical justification
of why one partitioning strategy performs better than another depending on
a particular combination of graph and algorithm. Moreover, the paper does
not consider the cluster properties which according to our cost model, is one
of the parameters in deciding the best partitioning strategy. In this chapter,
we address this question by providing a cost model for the Pregel implemen-
tation in GraphX. Cost models are used in the database community for query
plan evaluation. We contend that DGC systems should be able to choose the
best partitioning strategy for a given graph and algorithm using our cost
model in iterative graph computations.
Concretely, in this chapter, we make the following contributions: (i) we
formulate a cost model to capture the different dominating factors involved
in the Pregel model (Section 3); (ii) we validate our cost model on GraphX by
estimating the computation time and comparing it with real execution time
(Section 7). To the best of our knowledge this is the first work in which a
cost model based approach has been proposed for Pregel to help users to
choose the best partitioning strategy. Similar cost models could be obtained
for Pregel on other DGC systems.
2 Background
In this section, we present background information on (1) the Pregel model,




In order to render graph computations more efficient, new graph program-
ming models such as Pregel have been introduced [85]. In Pregel, graph
algorithms are expressed as iterative vertex-centric computations which can
be easily and transparently distributed automatically. We illustrate this prin-
ciple with the following graph algorithm CC for computing connected com-
ponents in a graph: we start with assigning to each vertex a unique identifier.
In the first step each vertex sends a message with its unique identifier to all
its neighbors. Subsequently, for each vertex the minimum is computed of
all incoming identifiers. If this minimum is lower than its own identifier,
the vertex updates its internal state with this new minimum and sends a
message to its neighbors to notify them of its new minimum. This process
continues until no more messages are sent. It is easy to see that this iteration
will terminate and that the result will be that each vertex holds the minimal
identifier over all vertices in its connected component, which can then serve
as an identifier of that connected component.
As we can see in this example, a user of Pregel only has to provide the
following components:
• Initialization: one initial message per vertex. In the case of CC, this
initial message contains the unique identifier of that vertex;
• Function to combine all incoming messages for a vertex. In our exam-
ple, the combine function takes the minimum over all incoming identi-
fiers.
• A function called the vertex program to update the internal state of
the vertex if the minimum identifier received is less than the current
identifier of the vertex.
• A function to send the vertex current identifier to its neighbors. In CC,
the internal state of a vertex is updated only if the vertex receives a
identifier smaller than it is already storing. Only in that case messages
are sent to its neighbors with this updated minimum.
Figure 6.1 illustrate this programming model; every iteration of running the
vertex program and combining the messages that will be input for the next
iteration is called a super-step. In the first super-step every vertex is activated
and executes its vertex program. In Figure 6.1, the vertex programs are called
“tasks" and the blue lines represent messages sent between vertices. In the
second super-step in this figure, vertex 1 does not receive any message and
hence will not be active in super-step 2. Vertex 2 receives two messages
which are combined and the vertex program is executed. Similarly, vertex 3
receives one message and executes its vertex program. The time it takes for
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Fig. 6.1: An example of Pregel model consisting of three vertices.
each task could be different and hence there is a synchronization barrier after
every super-step. Finally, in super-step 4 no messages are generated and the
computation stops.
The main benefit of the Pregel programming model is that it provides a
powerful language in which many graph algorithms can be expressed in a
natural way. At the same time, however, the programs are flexible enough to
allow for automatically and transparently distributing their execution as we
will see in next section.
2.2 Partitioning
There are two kinds of partitioning strategies for distributed graph process-
ing: 1) vertex-cut [50] and 2) edge-cut [64, 12]. In vertex-cut partitioning the
edges are assigned to partitions and thus the vertices can span partitions i.e
vertices are replicated or mirrored across partitions. In edge-cut, the vertices
are partitioned and the edge can span across partitions i.e edge is replicated
or mirrored across partitions. GraphX utilizes the vertex-cut partitioning
strategy. In vertex-cut partitioning, the goal of a partitioning strategy is to
partition the edges such that the load (number of edges) in every partition
is balanced and vertex replication (number of mirrors of vertex) is minimum.
Average replication factor is a common metric to measure the effectiveness of
vertex-cut partitioning.
The simplest vertex-cut partitioning strategy is to partition edges using
a hash function. GraphX [123] has two different variants for this: Random
Vertex Cut (RVC) and Canonical Random Vertex Cut (CRVC). Given a hash
function h, RVC assigns an edge pu, vq based on the hash of the source and
destination vertex (i.e. Apu, vq  hpu, vq mod k). CRVC partitions the edge
regardless of the direction and hence an edge pu, vq and pv, uq will be assigned
to the same partition. CRVC or RVC provides a good load balance due to the
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randomness in assigning the edges but do not grantee any upper bound on
the replication factor. There is another strategy which uses two-dimensional
sparse matrix and is similar to grid partitioning [62], EdgePartition2D [24]. In
EdgePartition2D partitions are arranged as a square matrix, and for an edge
it picks a partition by choosing column on the basis of the hash of the source
vertex and row on the basis of the hash of the destination vertex. It ensures
a replication factor of p2?N  1q where N is the number of partitions. In
practice, these approaches result in large number of vertex replications and
do not perform well for a power-law graphs.
Recently, a Degree-Based Hashing (DBH) algorithm [122] was introduced
with improved grantees on replication factor for power-law graphs. DBH
partitions edges based on the hash of its lowest degree end point thus forc-
ing replication of high degree vertices. GraphX does not provide an im-
plementation for this strategy. Thus, we implemented DBH and used it in
our experiments to compare with other partitioning strategies provided in
GraphX.
3 Cost Model for Pregel GraphX
In section 3.1, we present the implementation details of the Pregel model in
GraphX with the help of a Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
diagram. Then in Section 3.2, we use the BPMN diagram to derive the cost
model for the Pregel model in GraphX.
3.1 Pregel Model in GraphX
GraphX is built on top of Apache Spark which uses a distributed data struc-
ture called Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) [125]. A graph in GraphX
is represented as a pair of vertex and edge property collections namely Ver-
texRDD and EdgeRDD. The VertexRDD contains all the vertices of the graph
and acts as the master copy, which runs the updateVertex program. The
EdgeRDD contains all the edge attributes and the vertex ids of the source
and destination vertices. During Pregel execution, a materialized view (Ed-
geTripletRDD) is created by joining VertexRDD and EdgeRDD for the set of
active vertices. The RDDs are partitioned across the cluster nodes and the
computation happens in a shared-nothing architecture. The VertexRDD is
partitioned randomly based on the hash of the vertex id and the EdgeRDD is
partitioned using the graph partitioning strategy provided (vertex-cut strate-
gies discussed in Section 2.2). EdgeTripletRDD is partitioned using the same
partitioner used by EdgeRDD.
The Pregel computation in GraphX consists of four phases: Initializa-
tion, Apply, Gather and Reduce. The Initialization happens only once and
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Fig. 6.2: BPMN diagram representing the Pregel computation model.
the other three repeat in a loop until the program stops or a given maximal
number of super-steps is exceeded. The Initialization phase, is executed by
the driver/master as a single instance. The other three phases run in multi-
ple instances. Each instance is processing of one partition of either the Ver-
texRDD or EdgeRDD. After the Initialization phase the Apply phase runs one
instance per partition of the VertexRDD and updates the vertices state. Then
the Gather phase runs one instance per partition of the EdgeRDD to fetch
the latest copy of the vertex state from VertexRDD and generate messages for
next super-step. The Gather phase does a local reduce of the messages as
well by combining all the messages generated for the same vertex on each
instance. Finally, the reduce phase does a global reduce by combining of all
the messages generated for the same vertex at vertex partitions. The reduce
phase runs one instance per partition of the VertexRDD. Figure 6.2 shows
all the phases and precedences. Please note, unlike the ideal Pregel model
where every vertex could execute the vertex program in parallel and send
and receive messages in parallel, in GraphX the parallelization is at the level
of an instance or partition. For example, the vertex program of Connected
Component algorithm in GraphX will run during the Apply phase in parallel
for every partition of the VertexRDD. Inside one partition of a VertexRDD, the
vertex program will run in sequence for all the vertices.
The purpose of the proposed cost model is to find the most dominating
factors in the Pregel Job execution to help choose a better partitioning strategy
to balance the dominating factor. The aim of our cost model is not to do an
exact estimate of the Job run. Hence, the above assumptions are fair for the
purpose. Under the above mentioned assumptions, in Section 3.2, we model
all the phases in order to estimate the cost of execution of a Pregel job in
GraphX.
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Table 6.1: List of constants in the cost model and their respective abbreviations.
Abbreviations Details
|Pe| Number of edge partitions
|Pv| Number of vertex partitions
N Number of nodes in the cluster
C Number of cores in a node of the cluster
α1, α2, α3 Constants to capture an estimate of housekeeping cost by Spark
for each phase
βw CPU cost to write the data per block
βr Network cost to fetch data remotely per byte
γ Cost to update the Spark’s AppendOnlyMap per record
Bs Disk block size
3.2 The Cost model formulation
For the sake of simplicity of the cost model we make following assumptions:
1. All the nodes in the cluster have the same characteristics, i.e. they have
same processing speed, IO and network bandwidth. This assumption
does not reduce the applicability of the model, since extending it to
heterogeneous nodes is straight forward.
2. Resource scheduling is not considered and hence, we assume all the
instances run in parallel. This assumption is a natural choice to maxi-
mize performance as it offers maximum parallelization. To ensure this
we just need to make sure that we keep the number of partitions to be
equal to the number of available workers in the cluster.
In Table 6.1, we list all the constants for the cluster configuration. In
Table 6.2, we list all the variables and functions along with their definitions,
which we use to determine the execution cost. For every variable/function,
we also show if it depends on input Graph data properties (D), the Algorithm
characteristics (A), Edge Partition strategy (Pe), Vertex Partition strategy (Pv).
From the BPMN diagram in Figure 6.2, it is clear that the cost of the Pregel
job is the sum of the costs of four phases. We represent the cost of the Ini-
tialization phase as a function cInit which depends on: the vertices (V), the
algorithm (A) which determines the cost of creating the initial message and
its size, and finally, the number of vertex partitions to which the initial mes-
sage will be sent. We combine the remaining three: Apply, Gather and Re-
duce phases, in function cSuperStep, representing the cost of the subsequent
super-steps. Let s be the number of super-steps. Hence, we can represent the
cost of the Pregel model (cPregel) as shown in Equation (6.1). For a super-
step i the cost cSuperStep depends on: currently active vertices (Vi), currently
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Table 6.2: List of variables in the cost model and their respective abbreviations. It also shows if
the variable depends on input Graph data properties(D), the Algorithm property (A), Edge
Partition strategy(Pe), Vertex Partition strategy(Pv).
Abbreviations Details Dependence
V Set of vertices in the graph D
E Set of edges in the graph D
s Number of super-steps A
Vqi Set of active vertices at super-step i in vertex
partition q
D, A, Pv





Vqi Set of active vertices at super-step i in vertex
partition q which updated their state (Vqi 
Vqi )
D, A, Pv







Eki Set of active edges on a partition k at super-
step i
D, A, Pe
Vki Set of vertices at super-step i in edge parti-
tion k which is either a source vertex or des-
tination vertex of an active edge
D, A, Pe
Mki pvq Set of messages generated in super-step i in
edge partition k for vertex v
D, A, Pe






xMki Set of messages after reducing messages for
same vertex from Mki (
xMki  Mki )
D, A, Pe
Mqi pvq Message received in super-step i in vertex
partition q for vertex v
D, A, Pv, Pe





D, A, Pv, Pe
Mb Set of messages per block received at the Re-
duce Phase
Bs
sizeO f pxq Size of an object x in bytes (x could be a ver-
tex or message)
A
mirrorO f pvq number of edge partitions which has a mir-
ror of vertex v as source or destination vertex
D, Pe
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active edges (Ei) and the messages (Mi1) generated in previous super-step.
How a vertex or an edge becomes active depends on the algorithm (A). We
define Av, As, and Am as three functions for updateVertex, sendMsg, and
mergeMsg programs respectively. Additionally, cSuperStep also depends on
how Vi and Ei is partitioned (i.e., vertex partitioning strategy (Pv) and edge
partitioning strategy (Pe)).




cSuperSteppVi, Ei, A, Mi1, Pe, Pvq
(6.1)
The Apply, Gather and Reduce phases run in sequence and hence the
cost of one super-step is the sum of the cost of each phase. But, as shown
in the BPMN diagram there are multiple instances of each phase. As per
our assumption, we have all the instances running in parallel in the cluster.
Hence, we denote the cost of running one phase as the maximum cost among
all the instances of that phase. There are tasks inside each phase which run
sequentially except in the case of Reduce phase where there is only one task.
Let |Pv| and |Pe| be number of vertex and edge partitions respectively, and
q (0 ¤ q ¤ |Pv|) and k (0 ¤ k ¤ |Pe|) as corresponding index of vertex
or edge partition. We define, Eki  Ei as set of active edges on a partition
k; Vki as set of vertices at super-step i in edge partition k which is either a
source or destination vertex of an active edge Eki ; V
q
i  Vi as set of active
vertices in vertex partition q; Mki as set of messages generated in super-step
i in edge partition k; Mqi  Mi as set of messages received in super-step i
in vertex partition q. We represent the cost of each super-step as shown in
Equation (6.2).




i1, Av, Pe, Pvqu
  max
0¤k¤|Pe|





i , Am, Pe, Pvqu
(6.2)
As shown in Figure 6.2, the Apply phase has two tasks:
• The first task is to run the updateVertex program on the active ver-
tices. It runs sequentially for every vertex in the local partition. Hence,
the total cost of the first task is defined as the sum of the cost of run-
ning the updateVertex program for every active vertex in the partition,
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which depends on the vertex state, the input message and the algorith-
mic characteristics. We capture all this as a function cVertexProg and
assume its cost is known to the user defining the algorithm.
• The second task is to write the updated vertex attributes to file so that it
can be sent to required edge partitions. It consists of creating |Pe| differ-
ent file segments, one for each edge partition. The writing is buffered,
so each write task writes in an internal memory buffer of size Bs, and
when the buffer is full, the content is flushed to the file segment. For
example, in Figure 6.3a the mapper node having the vertex partition 1
with vertices a, b, c, d will create two files. As one vertex can have its
replication in more than one edge partition, it needs to be written in
more than one file segment. Let Vqi  V
q
i be the set of vertices which
updated their state after the first task. We define replicationpvq as the
number of replication of vertex v in edge partitions and sizeO f pvq as the
size of vertex object v in bytes. Hence, the total blocks written would
be equal to the size of every vertex object times its replication. Let Bw
be the cost of writing one block and Bs be the size of one block, hence
the total cost for this task would be Bw  Total bytes writtenBs .
Apart from the cost of the above mentioned task we define α1 as a constant
to capture some housekeeping tasks done by Spark (like task scheduling) for
this phase. We use α2 and α3 as separate constant costs for the other two
phases. The cost of Apply phase is given as the sum of the cost of the two
task and the constant α1 in Equation (6.3).
cApplypVqi , M
q












The Gather phase consists of four tasks :
• The first task consists of reading the file segments created in the previ-
ous phase. For simplicity, we focus only on the remote reads as local
reads are quite fast and do not affect the overall cost significantly. Each
file will be read and deserialized to create or update an AppendOn-
lyMap (an internal data structure used by Spark to create an RDD). In
this case there is only one key in the map (the partition id) and the
value is a list with vertex attributes. For example, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.3a there is only one record in the map with key “1" and value
a list of vertex attributes of a, b and c. The AppendOnlyMap is then
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1 a,b,c attributes in 
list




VertexRDD Partition 1 






Edge RDD partition 1 Edge RDD partition 2
Mapper node 1
Reducer node 1 Reducerr Node 2
Buffer
Bucket 1 Bucket 2
1 a,b,c attributes in list 2 a,c,d attributes in list
d
Memory Buffer Memory Buffer
RDD RDD
(a) Apply - Gather Phase






















 Buffer  Buffer





Shuffle file 1 Shuffle file 2 Shuffle file 1 Shuffle file 2
Message RDD partition 1
AppendOnlyMap
(b) Gather - Reduce Phase
Fig. 6.3: Data shuffle between the phases. Dashed arrows represent in-memory data transfer,
Solid arrows represent memory to local disk write and dotted arrows represent remote disk to
memory read.
converted into an RDD and combined with EdgeRDD to generate Ed-
geTripletRDD. As the number of records in the map is just one, the cost
of this task is due to the size of the list. Let Vi be the set of all vertices
which got updated in previous phase, then the list of vertices read in
this task is given as Vki XVi . We represent the total cost of this task as
total bytes read multiplied by the cost of reading and deserializing one
byte (βr).
• The second task consists of running the sendMsg program on every
active edge. It depends on the attributes of the source and destination
vertices and the algorithm definition As. We capture this cost as a func-
tion cSendProg. Hence, the total cost for this task is given as the sum of
running the cSendProg for every active edge.
• The third task consist of running the mergeMsg program to combine
all the messages generated for a vertex v P Vki . We define the cost of run-
ning mergeMsg program which combines two messages as cMergeProg.
It depends on the algorithm definition Am. We define Mki pvq as the set
of messages generated for a vertex v. mergeMsg will run |Mki pvq|  1
times.
• The final task is the shuffle write task, which consists of writing to
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disk the final list of reduced messages xMki as shown in Figure 6.3b.
The writing will be buffered as in the Apply phase, but the number of
records written will be equal to the number of final messages (|xMki |).
One message can belong only to one shuffle file, hence the total blocks
written would be size of all messages divided by the block size.
The cost of the Gather phase is defined as the sum of the cost of the four
tasks and the constant α2 given in Equation (6.4).
























|Mki pvq|  1
	
 cMergeProgpAmq (6.5)
The Reduce phase consists of only one task which is to fetch the messages
generated in the previous phase and reduce the messages for the same vertex
into one message. For example, as shown in Figure 6.3b amsg1 and amsg2 are
fetched from two mappers and reduced into one message for vertex a. Unlike
the read in the Gather phase, in this phase the number of records in the
AppendOnlyMap will be equal to the numbers of messages. For example, as
shown in Figure 6.3 there is one record in the shuffle file for the Gather phase
where as upto 3 records in the shuffle file for the Reduce phase. The size of
each message record is constant, hence the cost of the read is dominated
by the number of records and not the size of the record. We define γ as
the constant cost of reading and updating the AppendOnlyMap per record.
Thus, we can define cost for the read task as γ times number of records
fetched. The reducing of the messages can start as soon as there are two
messages for the same vertex. As Spark uses parallel threads to read data
and process data, there will be an overlap in the execution of these tasks.
Hence, in a multi-core system, as soon as first block of messages is read, it
can start processing the messages while in parallel keep fetching remaining
blocks. Let C be the number of cores in a cluster node; hence C threads can
fetch data in parallel. Let b be the number of blocks of messages received in
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this phase and Mb represent the set of messages in the bth block. Then, the
overall cost of this phase is given as the sum of the cost of fetching the first
block plus the cost of processing all messages (if processing is slower than
fetching) or the cost of fetching remaining blocks plus processing the last
block (if fetching is slower than processing) as expressed in Equation (6.6).
cReducepMqi , V
q
i , Am, Pe, Pvq : γ |M1|








|Mj|   C cProcesspMb, Vqi , Amqu
  α3
(6.6)
For a single core node, the fetching of data and processing can not run in
parallel, hence Equation (6.6) simplifies to the sum of the cost of fetching all
messages and processing them as given in Equation (6.7).
cReducepMqi , V
q
i , Am, Pe, Pvq : γ |M
q
i |
  cProcesspMqi , V
q
i , Amq   α3
(6.7)
4 Experimental Validation of the Cost Model
In this section, we describe the experimental setup to obtain the cluster spe-
cific variables (α1, α2, α3, βr, βw and γ) in the cost model and then share the
results of the validation of the cost model on different configurations.
4.1 Experiment Configuration and Setup
There are four main parameters which affect the execution of a GraphX
Pregel job: 1) Cluster setup, 2) Input Graph, 3) Partitioning Strategy, and
4) Graph Algorithm to be executed. In our experiments, we always keep the
cluster setup constant and vary the other three. All experiments are done on
a cluster with a master node and 5 worker nodes. All nodes are Linux sys-
tems with Intel Xeon E5-2630L v2 a 2.40 GHz processor, 1 TB SATA-3 Hard
disk, 128 GB RAM, and 4 GB Ethernet. We deployed Spark 2.0.2 in cluster
mode with each worker node having 1 executor with 1 thread and 45 GB
RAM assigned to it.
Input Graph: We used three real world datasets: the Facebook network is
a directed graph of messages sent between users on a Facebook-like platform
at UC-Irvine; Higgs activity time (Higgs) is a dataset which provides infor-
mation about activity on Twitter during the discovery of the Higgs boson
particles (both datasets were taken from the SNAP repository [76]); Apart
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from this, we also use a re-tweet network collected from information about
activity on Twitter during the Punjab Election 2017 (Higgs) in India collected
by ourselves for 3 days.
Partitioning Strategy: We use three partitioning strategies in the experi-
ments: EdgePartition2D; Canonical Random Vertex Partitioning(CRVC) (both
strategies provided by the default GraphX API) and our own implementa-
tion of Degree Based hashing (DBH). As explained earlier, these partitioning
strategies only partition the EdgeRDD. For VertexRDD we used the default
random Hash Based partitioner provided by Spark. The number of parti-
tions was equal to 5 in all experiments.
Graph Algorithm: We used the classical PageRank and Connected Com-
ponent algorithms in our experiments.
4.2 Estimating α1, α2, α3, βr, βw and γ
Monitoring the factors in the cost model is not straightforward. Hence, we
applied following simplifications to approximate the value of the constant
parameters:
1. We used the same code provided in GraphX for the Page Rank and
Connected component algorithms but just added additional counters
on each of the three GraphX functions to keep a count of how many
times the updateVertex, sendMsg and mergeMsg programs were exe-
cuted in each task of a super-step.
2. The execution time of the three functions is very small and difficult
to monitor precisely. A more accurate measurement of these functions
allows for a more accurate estimation of the cluster constants in the
formula, hence we introduced a constant time delay of 1 millisecond
in all three functions. This constant time delay is only for accurate
estimation of the cluster parameters and does not affect the cost model
accuracy. Let countp f q be the number of times a program f is executed
in an instance. This enables us to approximate:
•
°
cVertexProgpv, Mqi1pvq, Avq  count(updateVertex) 1 msec
•
°
cSendProgpu, v, Asq  count(sendMsg) 1 msec
•
°|Mki pvq|  1	 cMergeProgpAmq  count(mergeMsg) 1 msec
3. We kept the number of edge partitions, vertex partitions and number of
nodes in the cluster equal, so that every node in the cluster is processing
only one partition of the VertexRDD and EdgeRDD (i.e |Pe|  |Pv|  N).
4. Every node has only one core assigned to it (i.e C  1), hence we can
use Equation 6.7 for the reduce phase.
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We used Higgs graph data with the CRVC partitioning strategy and the Page
Rank algorithm to estimate the constants α1, α2, α3, βr, βw and γ of the cost
model. We used the SPARK UI API (a monitoring service provided by Spark)
to get the run time of each phase separately and other factors of the cost
model. Since we used a shared cluster while running the experiments, we
repeated the experiments 10 times and took the minimum execution time
of a super-step as the baseline cost of that super-step, assuming that higher
time to execute the same super-step is due to the interferences with parallel
executions of other processes on the cluster. cInit is a constant one time
cost for a graph and algorithm and do not change based on the partitioning
strategy hence we do not estimate this cost for every partitioning strategy.
We estimated the value of α1 and βw from Equation 6.3 by substituting the
values of all other factors. For every super-step, we replaced cApply by the
execution time of the phase,
°
cVertexProgpv, Mqi1pvq, Avq by count(updateVertex)
and the number of blocks written by total bytes written divided by 32 MB (the
default value of Bs in Spark), for the task which took the maximum time for
this phase. Substituting these values, results in a linear equation of the form
Y  βw  X   α1 where Y  cApply  countpupdateVertexq and X is the
number of blocks written. We got the value of X and Y for all the super-steps
and obtained α1 and βw by ordinary least square (OLS) method. The result
of the linear curve fitting is show in Figure 6.4a. We get α1  1.366 msec
and βw  100.77 msec/block with a R-squared value of 0.9815. We believe
the deviation(outliers) from the line is due to discretization of the write bytes
into number of buckets as for some cases the last bucket would be almost full
and for some it will be almost empty resulting in different write time. Simi-
larly, we estimated α2 and βr from Equation 6.4 by replacing βw with 100.77;
cGather by the stage execution time. For the right hand side parameters






sizeO f pvq by the volume of remote bytes read by the




by count(sendMsg) and the number of blocks written by the volume of total
bytes written by the task divided by 32 MB. Substituting these values, re-
sults in a linear equation of the form Y  βr  X   α2, where Y  cGather
countpmergeMsgq  countpsendMsgq  βw  #blocks and X is remote bytes
read. After applying OLS we get α2  43.214 msec and βr  0.012 msec/byte
with a R-squared value of 0.953 as shown in Figure 6.4b. Similarly, from
Equation 6.7 we get a linear equation of the form Y  γ  X   α3 where,
Y  cReduce  countpmergeMsgq and X is the number of message records.
We get α3  17.367 msec and γ  0.0405 msec/record with R-squared value
of 0.993 as shown in Figure 6.4c.
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(a) Apply Phase (b) Gather Phase
(c) Reduce Phase
Fig. 6.4: Using Linear curve fitting to estimate the variables in the cost model
4.3 Cost model validation
We used 3 different graph data, 3 different edge partitioning strategy and 2
different graph algorithms in our experiments resulting in 18 different combi-
nations of graph, partitioning strategy and algorithm. In order to validate the
cost model, we estimated the cluster constants α1, α2, α3, βr, βw and γ in the
cost model for graph= Higgs, partitioning strategy=CRVC and algorithm=
Page Rank (Section 4.2), then we used other 17 combinations of graph, par-
titioning strategy and algorithm to estimate the execution cost. We replace
the values of α1, α2, α3, βr, βw and γ in the cost model and predict the job ex-
ecution time by measuring other attributes required by the cost model. Then
we estimate the accuracy of the cost model by comparing with the actual
execution time of all the super-steps. We report the prediction accuracy in
Table 6.3. We get 96.9% average accuracy in predicting the job execution time
in 17 different combination with minimum accuracy of 94.6% and maximum
accuracy of 99.8%.
5 Concluding remarks
We presented a cost model to estimate the execution cost of Pregel-based al-
gorithms on Spark GraphX and evaluated on different combinations of input







PageRank 96.4 97.9 97.7
CC 97.6 96.1 96.7
Higgs
PageRank 97.7 - 99.3
CC 98.9 98.7 97.1
Higgs
PageRank 94.6 97.2 99.8
CC 97.9 95.9 94.9
Table 6.3: Prediction accuracy(%) of the cost model for different combinations of dataset,
partitioning strategy and graph algorithm.
the overall execution time depends on different factors such as: the execu-
tion time of each function (i.e., updateVertex, sendMsg and mergeMsg); the
cluster configuration (such as data transfer between different nodes). The
cost model depends on many variables which are not known before hand
and hence, for an optimizer, they will need to be estimated. In future work,
we will experiment by varying the different dominating factors in the cost
model, to see how they determine the best partitioning strategy.
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In this chapter, we summarize the main results of this PhD thesis, presented in
Chapters 2 - 6. In addition, we propose several promising future directions stemming
from this thesis work.
1 Conclusions
In this PhD thesis, we provided different approaches to study and analyze
the evolution of interaction networks and their possible application in some
real-world applications like viral marketing, outdoor marketing, fraud detec-
tion and event detection. We introduced new notions like the r-neighborhood
profile and Influence reachability set to determine interesting nodes in a time-
evolving interaction network. We also provided both exact and approximate
algorithms to efficiently compute these new metrics for all nodes in the net-
work. For the approximate versions, we either used an already existing prob-
abilistic data structure used in the domain of stream mining or provided
an extension of these data structures for time and window sensitivity as re-
quired by our algorithms. We introduced new algorithms to efficiently find
and enumerate temporal cycles in a temporal network. We also looked into
distributed graph processing and provided a new approach to address the
problem of deciding graph partitioning.
The thesis is composed of five conference papers included as chapters
from chapter 2-6 and the contribution of each paper is summarized as fol-
lows:
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• In Chapter 2, we studied the problem of maintaining the r-neighborhood
profile of all nodes in a sliding window in a temporal network. We pro-
vided an incremental algorithm to maintain r-neighborhood profiles of
all the nodes for a stream of interactions. One desirable property of the
algorithm is that it is independent of the time window and the time
window could be provided at query time. Hence, we do not need to a
maintain separate neighborhood profile for separate windows.
• In Chapter 3, we introduced a new measure called Influence Reachabil-
ity Set to determine the influence of every node in an interaction net-
work. We provided a one-pass algorithm to calculate Influence Reach-
ability Set for every node using both an exact and approximate algo-
rithm. For the approximate algorithm, we created a new variation of
the hyperloglog sketch called the versioned hyperloglog sketch. We
also provided a greedy algorithm to find top-k influential nodes given
the Influence Reachability Set of all the nodes. To compare the influence
spread of the top-k nodes, we also proposed a new Time Constrained
Information Cascade Model for interaction networks derived from the
Independent Cascade Model for static networks. We did a qualitative
analysis of our approach by comparing the top-k nodes found using
other states of the art baseline approaches under Time Constrained
Information Cascade Model. We concluded that for smaller window
length when the network is evolving more rapidly our approach is best
to find top-k nodes. We also tested the scalability of the algorithm on
very large interaction networks with millions of nodes and interactions.
• In Chapter 4, we proposed a new approach to model location-location
interaction network based on the location-based social network data.
We defined the influence of a location based on its capacity to spread its
visitors to different locations in a given time window. We used this new
definition to provide two influence spread models namely, the absolute
influence model and the relative influence model. We proposed an
efficient algorithm to calculate the influence of all the locations based
on these models and also proposed a greedy algorithm to find top-k
influential locations. We further tested the effectiveness of our model
on three real-world data sets by comparing the influence spread of top-
k locations fetched by our approach with that of a naive approach.
• In Chapter 5, we studied the problem of enumerating simple temporal
cycles in an interaction network. We presented an efficient 2 phase algo-
rithm to enumerate all temporal cycles in a given interaction network.
For the first phase of detecting source root node and the candidate set
of cycles, we presented an efficient extension by using bloom filters
instead of exact sets. For the 2nd phase, we extended the seminal al-
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gorithm of Johnson [63] to find simple temporal cycles in a temporal
network. We also provided a more efficient extension of the 2nd Phase
algorithm by considering path bundles instead of simple paths. We also
tested all the algorithms and their efficient extensions on 7 different
real-world data sets and discussed the advantages and disadvantages
of the extensions. We further used the cycle detection algorithm to find
the cycle frequency distribution with respect to cycle length and used it
to characterize different temporal networks.
• Finally, in Chapter 6, to address the problem of determining the best
partitioning strategy for distributed graph processing, we presented a
cost model for Pregel in GraphX. We tested the accuracy of the cost
model on 17 different combinations of input graph, graph algorithm,
and partitioning strategy. We contest the cost model could be used to
explain the reason why one partitioning strategy performs better than
other for a given graph and algorithm and also could be used to mine
new rules from the insights gain thereof.
2 Future Directions
Based on our research in this PhD thesis there are several possible research
directions for future work in Temporal graph mining and distributed pro-
cessing.
In the context of information flow mining, we provided a new measure
called Influence reachability set. We considered the temporal sequentiality of
interaction as an information channel in a time window. The work could be
extended by considering the frequency of interactions as well to give more
weight to information channels that are used more often. The IRS algorithm
we presented is a one pass algorithm but is not a streaming algorithm. Future
work could focus on finding an incremental streaming algorithm to find in-
fluence reachability sets at real time. Another possible extension of the work
would be to do a reverse traceability set to identify the source of an informa-
tion flow given a set of influenced nodes. For example, in case of a sensitive
information leak identified in a network identify the possible source nodes
which originated the leak based on the analysis of all the interactions in the
network.
Our work on LBSN data analysis to generate location-location interaction
is currently context unaware. There are multiple parameters which could be
considered to make it more context aware. For example, currently, we do not
consider the amount of time a user spent on a location. Also, another user
characteristic could be considered such as her age, sex, hashtags or messages
the user post along with her geo-location in the LBSN network to do a more
context-aware modeling of the user movements. Context-aware modeling
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will help in a more targeted advertisement for a specific interest group of
people traveling between locations.
For the Influence maximization problem both in the user-user interaction
network and in the location-location network we currently just consider the
influence set of each node and assume that the cost of the initial influence of
the seed nodes to be equal for all seed nodes. The problem could be extended
to a more complex optimization problem if the cost of influencing the seed
node is not equal. For example, consider the case of outdoor marketing, if
along with the influence set of all the locations derived from our model a
cost of advertising on that location is also provided. Then the Influence Max-
imization problem needs to maximize the combined influence while trying
to minimize the total cost of seed locations.
Continuing the work on cyclic pattern detection in temporal networks,
an interesting research direction would be to analyze the significance of the
cycles found. For example, if there multiple interactions between a group of
people the chances they will form few temporal cycles is high. But if there are
only a few interactions and all of them are part of a cycle then it represents a
more significant cyclic pattern of communication. Calculating a threshold of
the expected number of cycles in an interaction network and using it to differ-
entiate between significant and nonsignificant cycles is an interesting future
research work. Some other interesting future research directions are, analysis
of the content of the messages to determine the meaning of the cyclic pattern
and topics or sentiments which are cyclic in nature, finding root nodes which
are present in most of cycles or pairs of root nodes which share a lot of com-
mon candidate nodes in the cycle could be used to determine fraud or spam
behavior.
In the context of our work on distributed graph processing, the cost
model-based approach we presented for GraphX could be easily extended
using similar principles on different DGC systems. The main future research
direction would be to use the cost model to devise a dynamic distributed
graph processing system. The system will do the initial partitioning based on
some heuristic-based rules and monitor the parameters required by our cost
model for every new snapshot of the graph. If the cost of another partitioning
scheme predicted from the cost model is less than the current partitioning
scheme the system could automatically change the partitioning scheme for
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